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THE WMO
The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) is a specialized agency of the United
Nations of which 132 States and Territories are Memhers.
It was created:

to facilitate international co-operation in the establishment of networks of stations and
centres to provide meteorological services and observations,
to promote the establishment and maintenance of systems for the rapid exchange of

meteorological information,
to promote standardization of meteorological observations and ensure the uniform
publication of observations and statistics,
to further the application of meteorology to aviation, shipping, agriculture, and other
human activities,
to encourage rese8l'ch and training in meteorology.
The machinery of the Organization consists of the following bodies.
The World Meteorological Congress, the supreme body of the Organization, brings
together the delegates of all Members once every four years to determine general policies for
the fulfilment of the purposes of the Organization, to adopt Technical Regulations relating
to international meteorological practice and to determine the WMO programme.
The Executi·ve Committee is composed of 24 directors of national meteorological services
and meets at least once a year to conduct the activities of the Organization and to implement
the decisions taken by its Members in Congress. to study and make recommendations on
matters affecting international meteorology and the operation of meteorological serviccs.
The six Regional Associations (Africa, Asia. South America. North and Central America,
and Europe), which are composed of Membel" Governments, co-ordinate
meteorological activity "within their respective regions and examine from the regional point
of view all questions referred to them.
"
South~West Pacific

The eight Technical Commissions composed of experts designated by :Merobers are
rcsponsible for studying the special technical branches related to meteorological observation,
analysis, forecasting and research as well as to the applications of meteorology. Technical
Commissions have been established for synoptic meteorology, climatology, instruments and
methods of observation, atmospheric sciences, aeronautical meteorology, agricultural
meteorology, hydrometeorology and maritime meteorology.
The Secretariat, located at Geneva, Switzerland, is composed of an international scientific,
technical and administrative staff under the direction of the Secretary~General. It undertakes
technical studies, is responsible for the numerous technical assistance and other technical
co-operation projects in meteorology throughout the world aimed at contributing to economic
development of the countries concerned. It also publishes specialized technical notes, guides,
manuals and reports and in general acts as the link between the meteorological services of the
world. The Secretariat wOl"ks in close collaboration with the United Nations and other
specialized agencies.
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The designations employed and the pmsentation of the material in this publication do not
imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the Secretariat of the World
Meteorological Organization concerning the legal status of any country or territory or of its
authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers,

FOREWORD

In anticipation of the rapid development of commercial turbine-powered aircraft
operations, the Executive Committee of the World Meteorological Organization in 1957
established a panel of experts "on meteorological development required by the anticipated
introduction of commercial Jet aircraft". The panel submitted a report to the Executive
Committee in 1958, in which inter alia, it was noted that for the operations of turbinepowered aircraft there is an urgent need for the dissemination of guidance to meteorological services in regard to the forecasting of hail, turbulence in clear air and in cloud,
icing and dense Cirrostratus
clouds and that further research is required in order to
achieve greater accuracy in such forecasts.
The Executive Commi~tee, having considered the report, requested the president of
the Commission for Synoptic Meteorology to arrange for the establishment of a CSM working
group to make a survey of the present state of knowledge of and the forecasting of the
above mentioned phenomena.
The president of the commission took appropriate action and established
group of four experts, each of whom was asked to prepare a paper on one of the
Jects in question. The present publication consists of the four papers which
prepared. Since the papers constitute the collective work of a working group
published together in a single volume; since, however, they deal with separate
each is presented as a separate Technical Note.

a working
four subwere thus
they are
subjects,

It is believed that these papers will be of considerable assistance to all who are
concerned with the provision of meterorological services to aviation - ~nd possibly to
others.
On behalf of the World Meteorological Organization, I wish to express to the
authors our sincere appreciation of the valuable contributions they have made to the
four important subjects dealt with in this publication.

~
---'---(D.1\.. Davies)
Secretary-General
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AVIATION HAIL PROBLEM

Summary

In 1952 the National Advisory Committee for aeronautics of the United States of
America published a very complete "Summary of available hail literature and the effect ofhail on aircraft in flight ll in NASA/Technical Note No·, 2734. The accompanying article
summarizes· much of the literature pertaining to (1) hail prediction, t2) hail detection and
(3) hail elimination that has been published since 1950, the final year included in the
NASA report.
The hail problem as it affects the aviation industry. is stressed. Some climatology
statistics of aviation hail encounters over the United States is shown. The hail - thunderstorm ratio and its geographical and seasonal significanDe is discussed.
This leads to a summary of hail formation theories followed by a discussion of hail
forecasting methods with special emphasis on a forecasting method employed by the Severe
Local Storm Forecasting Center in the United States.
Part two includes a very brief summary of the work that has been done in detecting
hailstorms by radar - both ground based and airborne.
Part three deals with progress in hail elimination by cloud seeding methods.
Finally, a supplemental bibliography of 137 articles is listed for use of researchers and forecasters who wish to pursue their hail studies further.

VI

LE PROBIEME

DE'LA

GRErE POUR L' AVIATION

Resume

: ',E.I1 :1952, Ie C0mite consultatif, national pour' I' aeronauttqueaes Etats-Unis a publie
daqs, la:Not~ technique N° 2734 de ra NASA un resum~ tres complet 'deladocumentation dis ponible sur, ,la grfUe -et ,une etude des ,effets de la 'gr~le sur' les•.aer6riefs en vol. '( "S'ununary
of aval1ab}e ha-il literature and the effect of ha:H ori'a.ircraft in flight".) La presente
communica.tion resume ,une- grartde,parti'e'des etudes concernant 1)-'1a prevision de la gdHe,
2) 1a detection de la gr~le et 3) l'elimination de la gr@le, pub1iees depuis 1950, derniere
annee dont fasse etat
de la ,NASA.
. .la Note technique
.
\

.,~.

-

L' auteur' souligne Ie probleme de la gr~le dans ses consequences pour l'industrie ,:aeronautique. II presente quelques statistiques climatologiques relatives aux chuteS de
gr~le rencontrees par des avions volant aU-dessus des Etats-Unis.
L'auteur ~xamine egale~ent Ie rapport gr@le - orage~ et son importance du point de vue geographique et du point de
vue des sa'lsons,''
'

II resume ensuite des theories concernant la formation de la grele et expose les
methodes d.e prevlsioDcfe ce phehomene et plus particulierement la methode utilisee par 1.e
Centre de prevision de violents orages lo~aux des Etats-Unis:
.

La deuxieme partie comprend un tres court resume des travaux deja realises dans Ie
domaine ,de l,a detection de la gr~le par radar - qu!il s l agisse de radar, au sol ou d,l un radar
de bordo
La troisieme partie traite des progres accomplis en ce qui concerne l l elimination

de la grele au

mo~en

de methodes d'ensemencement des nuages.

Enfin, les chercheurs et les previsionnistes qui desirent poursuivre leurs etudes
sur la grele trouveront une bibliographie complementaire contenant une liste de 137 articles.

VII

IlPOBJIEMk rp AjI,A ,D;J1H ABHAIUlli

RpaTKoe

H3~O%eHHe

B 1953 rOAY Ha~MOHarrI,~ KOHcynhTaTHBRDrn KOMMTeT CoeAMHeHRD~ illTaToB
AMepHRM TIO a3pORaBTliIKe OTIyOnMROBaJI Mc-qepmmaJDIJJ;JILiii "COOPHl'IB: JIIil:TepaTyphI TIO BOl1pOcy rpa,n;a, a TaElKe OTHOCl[Te~:OHO ero BJ.fliI.HHMSI Ha TIOneThI OaMOJIeTOB IT B TexHM"C[eoRoM
3aMeTli:e NASA NQ 3734. BCTyrrHTenI,Ha.ff CTaTI,S'l: cYMMHPyeT 6-oJI:bmyro "C[aCTJ> In'lTepaTyphI,
IlocB~eHHoH BOrrpOCaM : 1) rrpeACB:a3aHMH rpaAa) 3) orrpeAeJIeHMH rpa,n;a M 3) OOPhO@ c rpa,n;OM, KOTopaa obma orry6J.fliIROBaHa B 1950 rOAa; paooT~ orry6JIHROBaHRDle AO
SToro ro.n;a B OTT;[eT NASA BKJIIDT;[eEW He DbIJIH.
B 3aMeTB:e -rrOAqepRJiIBaeTCff rrpOOJIeMa rpa,z:J;a C TOT;[E!d: speHMH ee BJIJiLHHM.ff
rrpOMbmmeHHOCT:o
H AeMOHCTpMP~OTC.ff RJIHMaTOJIOrMT;[eCRHe CTaTHCTHT;[eCRMe AaHRD!e CJIyqaeB BCTpeT;[JiI CaMOJIeTOB c rpa,n;OM HaA TepPHTopHeiii Coe.n;HHeHKDcr
illTaTOB. B 3aMeTKe TaIDEe paCCMaTpHBaeTCH OTHomeHHe rpa,z:J;-rposa, COBMeCTHO C ee
reOrpW}H"C[eCRoM H ce30HHOM BapTIa~HHMH.

'~a

aBHa~MOHHyro

IToCJIe RpaTHoro H3JIO~eHH.ff TeopHH ~OpMHpOBaHHa rpa,z:J;a CJIeAyeT paOCMOTpeHMe MeTOAoB rrporH03HpOBaHHH rpa,z:J;a c y'~HJIeHHeM OCODoro BHKMaHHH rrporHOCTH4
"C[eCli:MM MeTO,ZJ;aM, liICrrOJII,syeMbIM: rrpOrHOCTJiPieCE!?IM: u;eHTpOM CMJI:bHhrx JIOKaJI:bH:b~ mTOpMOB B CIIIA.

B

-qaCTH ABa AaeTca o"C[eH:O RpaTll;oe M3JIOEeHMe paOOThI,

06~acTH orrpeAe~eHHa rp~OBb~ illTOpMOB RaR C TIOMO~ro Ha38MRoro

rrpoBeAeHHOM B
TaR H aBHaU;WOH-

Horo p1:!,2l;apOB.

B -qaCTli TpH AaeTCH flH~opMa~HH 0 TOM rrporpecce, ll;OTopbrn AOCTMrHYT B
06JIaCTH 60P:OOhI 6 rp~oM TIyTeM rrpHMeHeHHH MeTo~oB pacceMBaHHfl 06JIaHa.
B ROH~e rrpMBO,ll.HTca AOrrOJIHMTeJI:OHaSI 6li6JIHorp~HH 137 HaHMeHOB~fl,
rrp~.4Ha3Ha1:[eHHa.H ,ll.JIH Hay-qRhrx pa6oTHHll;OB M nporHo3McTOB, JKeJIaIOlI(liIX AaJI;bIIIe coB eprneHCTBOBaT:bCH B 3TOM Borrpoe e.
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EL P!WBIEMA DEL GRANIZO· PARA LA AVIACION

Resumen

En 1952, el Comite Consultivo Nacional de los Estados Unidos de America publio~ un
resumen muy completo en la Nota T~cnica num. 2734 de la NASA sobre la literatura exis~ente
relativa a los efectos del granizo sobre las aeronaves en vuelo. CtSurnmary of available .hail
literature and the effect of hail on aircraft in flighttl.) El presente trabajo resume gran
parte de la literatura relativa a 1) predicci~n del granizo, 2) detecci~n del· granizo, y 3)
eliminaci~n del granizo, publicada desde 1950, que era el ~ltimo affo al que se refer!a el
informe de la NASA.
En el presente trabajo se subrayan e1 problema del granizo y el de sus efectos sobre
industria aeron~utica. Se presentan algunas estad!sticas climatologic as relativas a las
granizadas registradas POI' aviones en vuelo sobre los Estados Unidos. Se examina igualmente
la re1acion que eXiste entre el granizo y las tempestades, as:! como su importancia desde ·e1
punto de vista geogr~fico y desde el punto de vista de las estaciones anua1es.
~a

Se resumen a continuacion las teor!as relativas a la formacion del granizo y se
exponen los metodos de prevision de dicho fenomeno y, particularmente, el metodo que utiliza
el centro establecido en los Estados Unidos para la prevision de las tempestades locales
vi01entas.
En la segunda parte figura un breve resumen de los trabajos realizados ya en materia
de deteccion del granizo par medio de radar, tanto cuando se trata de radar en tierra, como
cuando se trata de radar a bordo de aviones.
La tercera parte trata de los progresos realizados en materia de eliminacion del
granizo mediante la siembra de las nubes.

POI' ~ltimo, los investigadores y pronosticadores que deseen arnpliar sus estudios
sobre el granizo encontrar~n una bibliograf{a complementaria, formada POI' una lista de 137
art!culos.

:
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In 1952 the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics of the United states of America
published a very complete IlSurmnary of available hail literature and the effect of hail on
aircraft in flight".
This report includes :

LIJ.

(1)

A digest of the literature on the physical properties, the occurrence, and the formation of hail; ,

(2)

A survey of the hail effect on aircraft in flight from analysis of fifty-seven cases
of airplanes damaged by hail;

(3)

A resume of hail information for the benefit of pilots, forecasters, and ground operational personnel, and

(4)

An annotated hail bibliography of 552 articles published prior to August 1950 for use
of research personnel.

Since 1950 a greater number of larger, better and much more expensive aircraft are
flying routinely in all kinds of weather and at ever higher ~ltitudes. Although the chance
of anyone particular flight encountering hail is very small, the major structural damage
caused by even a brief 10- to 30-second encounter can be very costly to the aviation interest involved (Figure 1). The problem of avoiding damage to aircraft from hail encounters
involves (a) hail prediction, (b) hail detection and, ultimately, (c) hail elimination. Progress has been made in the last decade in the first.two phase~ of this problem and in deve~
loping a better understanding of the third.
The purpose of this report ~s to summarize the more recent literature applicable to
the forementioned three pha~es of the hail problem. Hail prediction is the main theme of
this report ~ith somewhat lesser emphasis on detection and elimination. It is obvious that
a good forecast of the time and location of hailstorms can be a valuable piece of information for a pilot making a flight plan. Chances are he can alter his flight plan in order to
avoid the risk of encountering hail. Ground-based operations are not so flexible. Some equipment can be moved indoor~; but little can be done to protect roofs, windows, crops, etc.
Therefore, a forecast of hailstorm conditions can perhaps be used more effectively by aviation interests than any other industry.
If requirements of a mission are such that an aircraft must be flown through an area
or a line of hailstorms, then recBnt experience indicates that in most instances a safe path
may be flown with the use of airborne radar. Once the hailstorm has formed, its detection
by radar, both airborne and ground based, is improving as more radar sets are ~dded to aircraft and to storm detection networks, as operators gain more experLence and as engineers
develop more elaborate radar equipment. Once hailstorms are detected, a pilot can be directed
through storm areas with a high probability of avoiding the echoes produced by hail shaftsa
On" the other hand, a village in the path of a hailstorm may only be warned of it~ approach.
Automobiles and other mobile or light equipment- may be moved under cover; but the local greenhouse proprietor can do little more than insure the safekeeping of his insurance policY4 As
with prediction, the aviation interests can perhaps use detection devices more effectively
than any other industry.
The ultimate goal of the people working with the hail problem is control. When the
processes involved in the manufacture of the hailstorm are thoroughly understood, it is believed that some action can be taken to suppress the formation of hail Experiments with
cloud seeding are continuing at various places over the world in an effcrt to suppress hailstorms that do great damage to crops. Results of these experiments, along with the findings
of the several cloud-physics projects going on over the world are expected some day to makethis ultimate goal of control a reality. Then, not only aviation, but agriculture and many
other varied interests, as well, can benefit from the efforts of the hail suppressors.
4
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A bibliography is included at the end of this report of most of the literature
pertaining to hail that has been pUblished since 1950."

2.

PREDICTION

2.1

Hail distribution

Some knowledge of the distribution of hailstorms is paramount to the prediction of- .
such·storms. Generally speaking, the distribution of hail over the earth should_ closely resemble thunderstorm distribution (Figure 2). However, it has been found in the Uni~ed States
that the percentage of thunderstorms c9ntaining hail has certain areas and seasons of maxicium'and'minimum value different from those of ail thunderstorms ;-4 7. A comparison' of Fi~
gure 3 with Figure 4 shows that the area of maximum thunderstorm-frequency in the states
- border-ing the 'north-eastern Gulf of Mexico is the minimum hail frequency area. Figu~e 5 shoWS
that while the peak of thunderstorm activity over the whole United States occurs in July; ,
the maximum hail frequency occurs in May and is rapidly declining by July. Appleman, 1959
~4'7suggests that a natural hail-suppression mechanism exists, and that it is especially
;t;;ng in the warmer maritime regions and everywhere in the warmer summer months. The evidence here supports tDe fact that although thunderstorms are frequent ~n tropical regions
haiL.rarely occurs. '
Aircraft flying through thunderstorms aloft mayor may not encounter hail,. Differing
stages of development of the thunderstorm can only partially explain why. The natural hailsuppression mechanism (se~ sectio0 2.3.2) offers a logical solution to this mystery. Until
recentye~rs littie was known about hail at high altitudes. The damage to aircraft encount~r
tng hail at' altitudes above 25,000 feet can be extens+ve. Hail ~s been encountered not only
in but alongside of cumulonimbus clouds
Pilots flying at very high altitudes'have
penetrated the tops-of innocent appearing cirrus clouds only to find themselv~s bu~feted by
severe 'turbulence and pelted wi th si~eable hailstones ["'6, 7,

L5J.

8J.

_

B'ie11nski, 1960 r97 has analysed- 272 damaging h<in encount~rs of United States Air
J:i'?rce planes from 1951 t~ughJ.959~ Figures 6 and 6a~how the geographical location ?f these
'~ncounters by months. Figure 7 illustrates the altitude of these encounters by the month. It
is interesting to note th~t ~24, or nearly '46 per cent of these. encounters occurred above
20 J QOO feet, with a maximum height at 44 1 000 feet.- Recent radar measurements of convective
type ciouds indicate some tops up to 70,000 feet; so 44,000 feet is very likely not the
highest altitude at which hail might be encountered. The high-flying pilot is not immune to
the larger size hailstones, as evidenced by reports of five inch hail at 29,500 feet, four
inch hail at 31,000 feet, three inch hail at 37,000 feet and 2t inch hail at 25,000 feet.
Further, Bielinski found that of the 124 hail encounters above 20,000 'feet;' oniy three were
non~damaging to the aircraft. This suggests that almost all hail encounters at or above
20,000 reet result in hail damage. Bielinski IS data also agree with reference r l 7 that
most damage occurs from hailstones of 3/4 inch diameter or larger~
- , With this general background of hail distribution, it appears that any forecasting
technique for hail should be closely related to thunderstorm forecasting. In adqition, the
technique should account for why some thunderstorms produce large hail; and others produce
merely hail pellets, with no hail reaChing the ground.
2.2

Hail formation theories

In addition to 'some knowledge of hailstorm distribution, some understanding of hail
formation is necessary before prediction is attempted. A brief background of hail formation
.theories prior to 1950 is taken from

LIJ.

Ferrell in 1885 theori'~ed that whirlwinds of tornadic character could form and hold
heavy hailstones in the air until their final fall to the ground.

Figure 1. This C-133A was subjected to the fury of 2t" hailstones for Just thirty
seconds at 18,000 ft, 50 miles east of Wink, ~exas. Over-all repairs were expected
to take up to 14,000 man-hours. (Reprinted from Flying Safety, United States Air"
Force ~~.)
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Figure 7 - Altitude of 272 damaging hail encounters of United states Air Force
planes from 1951 through 1959 by the month. (Reprinted from
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Figure 6 - Geographical.
location of 272 damaging
hail. encounters of United
States Air Force planes
fr{)m 1951 through 1959
the month. (Reprinted
from

by

L9J.)
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Bigelow later contradicted this theory, as it did not explain how the centrifugal
force of the hailstone could be counteracted in the tornado.
Harm suggested that irregularly shaped hail was formed by the explosion of larger
spherical stones. Kassner suggested that small precipitation particles of ice grow conical
by accretion df supercooled cloud droplets on their bases.
Davis iD 1894 suggested that hail is produced in active convectional storms by the
freezing of raindrops that have been formed at low levels and carried upward by the central
ascending currents to altitudes of verr low temperature;, the frozen raindrops, becoming
coated with a larer of snow, increase in size until they fall through the less active currents. This process may be repeated several times.
Humphreys in 1928 supported this theory and made it the most Widely accepted theory
of hail formation. Knowing the drag of a sphere of a given size, Humphreys computed the
magnitude of the vertical velocity necessary to sustain hailstones of specific gravity 0.7
as follovls :
Velocity necessary to sustain

Diameter of hailstones
( em)

2.54
5.08
7.62
10.16

(inches)

Cm/sec)

(rt/min)

(miles/hI')

2

25
35

4875
6825

55
78

3

49

9555

83

16185

109
184

1

4

Grimminger in 1933 carried the analysis of Humphreys further by'taking into account
the effect of fine-scale turbulence in the air stream. The drag of a sphere is partially affected by the intensity of the fine-scale turbulence, so that with a great amount of turbulence, the speed of the upward 'current necessary to sustai~ the hailstone is rOUghly double
the speed under smooth flow.
Bilham and Relf in 1937 related hailstone diameter to vertical velocity from values
of the drag coeffrcient obtained from observations on spheres towed by airplanes. The plot
of the drag coefficient against Reynolds number indicated an S-shaped curve which resulted
from the sharp change in the drag coefficient of a sphere at a Reynolds number near 3.5 x
105 . Since the part of the curve Qeyo~d this number represented unstable conditions, and
since the last part of the curve would require vertical velocities above practical limits
in nature, it was determined that the first part of the curve represented the true theoretical range in the relationship between terminal velocity and hail diameter. The theoretical
upper limit of hailstone size in vertical currents was found to be about five inches in
diameter and the maximum weight about 1.5 pounds. This upper limit is in good agreement with
the size of the largest stones found on the ground.
Schumann, 1938, pointed out that, although vertical currents aid the formation of
hailstones, it is not necessary that they be of sufficient magnitudes to lift the hailstones
during formation or even to suspend them. Once a solid core is formed to which ~ther cloud
droplets or raindrops may adhere, such a particle accumulates ice on descent. The amount of
ice accumulated is dependent on the length of fall (time) and the liquid water content of
the air. For example, Schumann calculated that} with a vertical wind velocity of only 8 mVsec
and a concentration of water of 13 gjm3, a hailstone 3.2 inches in diameter (specific gravity 0.6) can be formed in falling from 29,800 to 13,000 feet (9 to 4 km). Schumann points
out that, althOUgh a water concentration of 13 g/m3 is above average} it is not uncommon.
Gaviola 'and Fuertes, 1947, also are of the opinion that upward currents are not a
necessity in t0e formation of hailstones. These authors assumed that hailstones ~orm initially from cloud particles of supercooled water droplets and ice or snow crystals. After
initial f?rmatlon, a hailstone can grow, While falling only, by successive wetting and solidifying as Lt collides with other cloud particles. The initial stone, while it is wet, grows
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by accretion of snowflakes, but it soon becomes solid because the liquid phase gives up its
latent heat to bring the temperature of the snowflakes up to OOC. Once the hailstone is
solld~ no more snowflakes adhere to it; it nOW has to collide with
supercooled water droplets to become wet again. When the·hailstone becomes wet, a clear ice layer is formed, which
grows as long as colliding supercooled droplets predominate over ice and snow crystals. When
-.the hailstone again becomes solid, an opaque layer forms. The alternating layers of the hailstone are thus produced. By assuming an absolute humid~ty of 10 gjm3, the authors made ca+culations which show that ~ hailstone would take about five minutes to fall from 26,000 to
13,000 feet (8 to 4 km) through an atmosphere at rest, and would grow into a two-inch hailstone.
Horton, 1949, ha~ indicated that hail may form in convectional vortex rings. The
moisture within the vortex ring has a circular movement around the ring such that ascending
and descending currents of moist air result. No explanation, however, is given of the manner
in which accretion occurs when hailstones grow in size or of the temperature of the hail-_
stones relative to the surrounding air. It ,is assumed that the hailstones form a clear ice
layer on ascent and an opaQue layer on descent. Atmospheric vortex ring cloud systems occur
in conjunction with violent convective storms. Conditions favourable for the formation of
these convectional vortex rings are also shown to b~ favourable for the production of hailstones. The vortex-ring condition produces hailstones of uniform size and layers and has
sufficient ascent velocity to sustain large hailstones. The vortex ring clouds are likely
to produce large hailstones, whereas the tubular-type clouds are likely to produce hailstones
of various forms, sizes, and differ~nt internal structures, but generally of a small size.
Weickmann, during World War II, proposed the theory that opaque ice may result from
two different processes : first, by individual crystallization of cloud droplets at the surface of the falling hailstone, and second by air bubbles becoming embedded in water which
freezes qu~ckly. The essential condition for the formation of clear ice involves the freezing process which must progress slowly enough to allow coagulation of the deposited droplets befor~ freezing. Since the rate of crystallization is slow, near OOC, and increases
with decre~sing temperature, the formation of clear ice near ooe and the formation of opaque
ice at lower temp~atures can be expected. With a high liquid-water content in the clouds,
however, the rate of crystallization may be slow even at low temperatu~es.
Dr. Langmuir, Dr. Schaefer and others, 1947-1950, believe that destructive hailstones
form in certain thunderstorms when a minimum of ice nuclei is present. Preliminary data
show that the number of ice nuclei in the atmosphere is extremely variable.
Workman, 1950, investigating thunderstorm electrification,. associates the formation
of hail with the lightning phenomenon. During laboratory experiments. it was determined that
a
charge generated as water, which contains a slight .amount of contaminants, freezes. The
sign and magnitude of this charge are determined by the nature and amount of contaminant present. This electrical effect occurs only during the freezing process. Applying these experiments to thunderstorms, Dr. Workman theorizes that the electricity of the thunderstorm is
generated. during the formation of hailstones.
2.3

Recent hail formation theory

2.3.1

Thermals

A very complete analysis of the more recent thermal theory of cumulus convection is
given by Ludlam, 1958 ~10 7. Ludlam suppo;ts the idea that convection consists of separate
volumes of buoyant air-rising from intermittent sources on the ground or within clouds. These
individual volumes are called tlthermals," a name in common use among glider pilots though
usually in reference to rising currents beloW clouds. A large cumulus appears at any moment
to contain several thermals, which successively emerge from the bulk of the cloud as a ser~es
of side or summit-towers. Ludlam shows that the theory of thermals implies both mean and
J
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local peak values of temperature excess and condensed water which depart substantially from
the adiabatic values. However, in very l/j.rge and vigorously building clouds, the generation
of buoyant volumes of air may be so rapi4 that they cannot be regarded as remaining isolated)
but as combining into a.persistent, steady updraught in the heart of the storm, inside which
the liquid water concentration is close to the adiabatic value. Such strong updraughts :and
high concentrations of cloud water appear to be most favourable for the growth of large hailstones.
~~:_~~~~:_~~~~~:!_~~:~~~_~~_~~~~_~~~~~~~~
Since the concentrations in which large hailstones fall are very low (11m 3 or less)
it generally has been assumed that they are grown upon some kind of equally rare particle,
probably the freezing nuclei active at temperatures not much below Oae. Ludlam ~lO-7 indicates that it is more likely that the embryos are the rare large cloud droplets which occur
in the lower parts .of cumulus clouds. These large cloud droplets are lifted in thermals into
the supercooled region of the cloud, grow into raindrops with some freezing and growing into
hailstones. The large droplet theory of hailstone formation is used by Appleman ~4~ to
explain the natural hail suppression mechanism mentioned in section 2.1.

2.3.2

Where the cloud layer below the free~ing level is thick and the droplet concentration
the rising large droplets might well grow to precipitation size and fallout before
freezing, thus leaVing few, if any, hailstone nuclei. With relatively weak updraughts in the
early sta~e of the thunderstorm development, such fallout could readily occur. The smaller
droplets not able to grow to precipitation size by coalescence would be carried well above
their freezing level and partake in the water-to-ice phase change (forming graupel) ice crys·tals, and snow), generally considered essential to a thunderstorm.
great~

Where .the quantity of liquid water between the ·cloud base and the freezing level is
small, on the other hand, most of the large droplets would be carried well above the fre~z
ing level before reaching precipitation size. The resultant density decrease, and release
of latent heat energy upon freezi~g would increas~ the efficiency of successive towers during
the evolution of the cloud mass toward the peak stage. In a favour~ble environmen~ the
towers rise faster' and faster until updraughts are capable of supporting very large stones.
In such a manner the growth of the stones helps generate the very condition in which they
can become large.
It is readily seen how the nearness of the freezing level to the ground early became
the accepted explanation of why thunderstorms with a low freezing level produced hail at the
ground, While thunderstorms with a high freezing level produced little, if any, hail. Thus,
the nearness of higher terrain to the·freezing level is given as the explanation for the
maximum hail frequency area in· the United states (Figure 4). However, hail does occur in air
that is warm and moist with high liquid water concentrations in clouds with the freezing
level high above the ground, and, as Appleman
points out, the hail is large When it
does occur. This suggests (as will be shown in-section 2.5) that the time required for the
large droplets to reach freezing temperatures might be as important as the distance they
must travel.

;-4 7

2.3.3

The growth of hailstones

Ludlam ~IO-7haS shown that for some time after the freezing of a small droplet, in
a superoooled cloud of droplets of about equal size) its growth is due predominantly to the
condensation of vapour rather than to collision and aggregation with other droplets (coagulation). However, as the particle radius becomes a few hundred microns, after perhaps some
minutes, coagulation becomes increasingly important) and when the radius reaches about 500
microns the condensation of vapour can be neglected by comparison. Growth of a hailstone
beyond this initial size by coagulation is calledrldryll growth. The density of rime composing
a hailstone at this stage is approximately 0.3 gfcmJ.
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The release of latent heat of fusion during freezing of supercooled water collected
by a hailstone raises the surface temperature of the stone. If the rate of collection is
sufficiently rapid the surface temperature rises to aOG, a maximum value, and then the rate
at which freezing of collected wa~er can proceed is determined by the rate of transfer of
heat into the environment. Any excess accumulates as a liquid skin, beneath which a transparent ice of density about 0.9 g/om3 is deposited, or is shed into the wake of the hailstone. The accretion of transparent ice occurs during "we t l1 growth.
Alternating layers of clear and opaque ice composing most hailstones indicate repeated passes through successive stages of dry and wet growth. Ludlam uses a modei cloud
containing the adiabatic liquid-water content and with base at 900 rob with a temperature
of 200C to show that in a steady updraught of 20 m/sec hailstones originating at the -SoC
and _10°C levels become wet about 10 and 11 km respectively, with radii of about 0.6 and
0.9 em, and that they finally attain radii at the GOC level of about 1.2 and 1.5 em. This
value of the updraught is about the maximum steady value which permits uninterrupted growth;
when the updraught reaches 2) m/sec the stone originating at ~5°C is lifted above the -40 oc
level into a region where rapid general freezing of the cloud water and practical cessation
of growth must be presumed. It would be possible t~ produce a stone of any desired size by
postulating a persistent updraught which steadily increased in speed, always being Just that
required to support the stone in the supercooled region of the cloud and therefore at
first having a speed of a few m/sec J eventually increasing to the 50 m/sec or more corresponding to ~he fall-speeds of very large hailstones J before sla~kening and allowing the
stone to fall from the cloud. It is possible this condition may exist for a very short
period in the core of a vigorous thunderstorm. However J the same result may be realized by
intermittent growth in which the stone is lifted-in thermals, but repeatedly escapes from
one thermal and descends until, low in the supercooled region or even below the GOC level,
it becomes .trapped for a while in a succeeding thermal. Only by the most Judicious choice
of a stead~"updraught speed and cloud water ooncentratio~ would it be possible to waver
about the cpnditions for wet growth and produce a stone having several alternate layers of
cloudy and J,lear ioe. As is well known, large stones often have a number of such layersj
between five and ten layers are often reported, an~ apparently up to 25 layers have been
observed ~l
It is not clear, however, how many of the layers certainly consist of transparent ic; s~ch as forms during the stage of wet growth; it appears that often adjacent
layers are both composed of a cloudy ice, but are clearly distinguishable because of a difference in texture, or are separated by an extremely thin shell of more compact ice. Such
variations are to be anticipated if the successive layers are added to a stone in separate
thermals at different levels in the supercooled region. Occasionally glassy layers may be
formed when the stone falls into the lower part of the supercooled region before entering
a thermal~ and thin clear layers may be grown when the stone passes through regions of
locally high cloud water concentration within one thermal. Thus J it is not necessary to
revert to the old idea tpat layered hailstones make several excursions between the cold
tops of the cloud and the region near the oDe level.
J

J

7.

According to the thermal theory~ only a portion of the hailstones in the supercooled
region of the cloud is likely to be incorporated into a sufficient number of tpermals to
attain the maximum size which the cloud is capable of producing. Many growing hailstones,
if not most~ are likely to fali out of the supercooled regipn before they have attained
fall-speeds approaching the maximum updraught speeds occurring in the central parts of the
thermals. This may account for the spectrum of sizes of hailstones observed in many hailstorms.
2.).4

The cessation of hailstone growth

Ludlam states that soon after the production of the first large hailstones and their
descent through the oDe level, the concentrations of raindrops which are carried above this
level in rising thermals can be expected to exceed the value of about 101m3. which is the"
maximum under which hailstones of radius as great as I em can be grown, but yet which is

12
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too small to interfere with the buoyancy and motion of the thermal. These rairtdrops represent the accumulation of the cloud water originally present in a volume of cloua 'a~r of about
ten litres, and are therefIDre all likely to freeze when they have"been brought to the -15"'0
level, even if they have not previously swept up ice particles or small frozen fail~oui which
the thermal also entrains above the 0°0 level. They may then continue to grow as haiistones,
but as their radii approach one cm, their depletion of the liquid-water content of the thermal
becomes serious and their further growth is severely restricted. Beyond this stage, manufacture of hailstones of a size which ensures their reaching the ground unmelted ceases.
As the concentration of fall-out particles increases to the stage in which they are
individually rather small, with fall-speeds so that they have difficulty in escaping from
rapidly rising thermals; yet in which collectively they compose a large part 'of the total
cloud water content of the thermals, then they can accumulate into quantities such that they
contrive their escape by interfering with the buoyancy of the thermals. They'are then released in concentrations which cause strong downdraughts and I'cloud bursts" at the ground. The
chilling of the dovmdraughts due to the partial evaporation of the fall-out, and the spreading over the drenched ground usually stops the local generation of thermals, "so that in the
fall-out regi.on the cloud decays. Consequently, the cloud is tallest and most vigorous in
the rather brief stage just as the large hail falls out. The growth"of the' cloud complex continu~s on the fringes of the fall-out region, and is apparently often stimulated by the rapid
generqtion of thermals near the micro-cold front formed at the edge" of the downdraught air.
Only where the new thermals rise sufficiently far away to avoid entraining raindrops or small
frozen fall-out particles from the swelling anvil are the conditions favourable for the production of large hailstones reproduced. Consequently, large hail is encountered"only locally
on the flanks of many travelling mature storms.

2.4

The melting of large hailstones

Theories of hailstone growth apply in the supercooled region of the cloud above the
OOC level. Once hailstones fall into air with above freezing temperature, their size may be
expected to diminish by melting, especially in hot weather when the OOC level is far above
the ground. It seems likely that a.tilt in the vertical axis of the cloud, such as is produced by a shear of the wind, commonly causes descending hail to fall through parts of the
cloud not occupied by strong·updraughts, or perhaps outside the cloud. In these circumstances,
hail may even descend in a downdraught part of the way to the ground. In view of the environments.through which the hail'may fall, Ludlam ~IO~draws some inferences on the melting of
large stones by using the following two assumptions. First, it is supposed that the mean density of the hailston~ is about 0.9; this is likely to be so When the stones are large. Then,
the fall-speed may be estimated by using a mean value of the density of the air in the layer
between the DOG level and the ground. Secondly, it is supposed that Whether or not the hailstones descend through a cloud, they fall through air Whose upward .or downward speed is small
compared with the fall-speed of the stone; this seems reasonable, as the fall-speed of large
stones exc.eeds 30 m/sec, but errors which might arise from this assumption are not serious.
Using a model cloud which has a base at 900 mb with a temperature of 20°C, Ludlam computes
the likely maximum' of melting of various sizes of hailstones falling from a OOC 'level of
5,400 metres (17;716.feetj to the ground:
Diameter of hailstone at ground :

Diameter of hailstone at OOC level at
5,400 metres :

(cm)

(inches)

( cm)

o

o
0.8

1.46
2.6

l.0

1.6
2.4
3.9

4,4
6.4

1.7

10.2

4.0

2

4
6
10

(inches)

0.6
2.5
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According to the table, a hailstone must have a diameter greater than 1.5 em (about
0.6 inches)~ at the aoc level, if it is to reach the ground unmelted in hot weather. On the
other hand, if its size at this level is rather greater, the shrinking during fall to the
ground 1s not very great; while the melflng of large stones (diameter> 4 em) is negligible.
This result is not especially sensitive to the value assumed for the density of the hailstone; and of course if the freezi~g level 1s lower, or if the hailstone does descend in a
downdraught, the shrinkage by melting is less.

7

Mason, 1956 ;-11
found that ice particles of radius 3 rom, in falling from the oDe
level at 3 km, would melt c0mpletely b~fore reaching the ground. His experiments, however,
did not include large hailstones.
2.5

Hail_forecasting methods

Harrison and Beckwith, 1951 ~12-7, much concerned with the aviation hail problem,
studied airline encounters with hailstorms in the United states; and pointed out that there
is really no point in predicting hail aloft at any time unless at least a rough estimate of
the size be given. It was their experience that hailstones less than 3/4 of an inch in diameter did no significant damage to aircraft. Therefore, efforts should be made to find a
method of forecasting the damaging size hail.
Meeker, 1951 ;-13 7, another airline meteorologist, thoroughly aware of the aViation
hail problem and existing knowledge of hailstorms, formulated a hailstorm model with supporting evidence of a mean sounding plotted on a thermodynamic diagram ·of conditions aloft in the
vicinity of nineteen different hail occurrences. The relation of large hailstones to marked
thermal instability was clearly demonstrated. However, it was Fawbush and Miller, 1953 ;-14
who made use of a curve of theoretical terminal velocities closely resembling that of Grinuninger-F157j and related the terminal velocities to a rather crude measurement of a
positive e~~rgy--area on a thermodynamic diagram. The success of their method of forecasting
the actual~ize of hailstones at the ground gives strong support to the theory of vertical
updraughts supporting hailstones in growth; and further that the vertical updraughts derive
mainly from- the b~oyancy of ~ir of leSser density than its environment.

7

Meeker, as well as Fawbush and Miller, stresses the importance of a dry layer of air
above the warm, moist layer next to the ground in their hail proximity soundings. Meeker explains that the dry environment aloft is necessary for removing the heat of fusion of ice
by the evaporation of liquid water into the dry environmental air, so that the resulting
lapse rate of saturated parcels will be steeper than the moist adiabatic. That dry air over
moist air is more convectively unstable is generally understood. It' should be pointed out,
too, that by the superposition of a dry, potentially warmer layer on top of a moist layer,
a very great potential of instability may be developed before convection to great heights
can take place. Thus, dry air aloft, often considered a deterrent to thunderstorm development, may play an importaht r61e in the production of large hailstones.
Another important feature apparent from the hail proximity soundings is the high concentration of moisture in the low moist layer for the large hailstone cases. This high
moisture content of the low layer not only provides moisture for the growth of large hailstones, but also contributes to the instability of the air mass, thus providing additional
vertical velocity to sustain the larger hailstones.
A very interesting feature produced by the Fawbush-Miller stUdy was the relationship
of the height above the ground of the wet-bUlb freezing level to hail size (Figure 8). When
the wet-bulb freezing level is less than 5,000 feet above the ground, large hail is rarely
reported. The optimum height of this level is about 8,000 feet above the ground. When the
wet-bulb freezing level was higher than 11,000 feet above the ground, only small hail was
reported at the surface.
Fawbush and Miller interpreted this to mean that when the wet-bulb freez~ng level is
less than 5,000 feet above the terrain, large hail rarely forms. The size of hailstones will

14
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generally be the ~ame at the surface and aloft when the wet-bulb freezing level is not over
11,000 feet above the surface. They list four pilot estimates of hail size encountered in
flight at the· same time that hail size rePorts were made nearby on the ground. In each case,
the sizes· aloft and on the ground were about the Same. However, Fawbush ap~ Miller go on to
hypothesize that Ilhailstones maintain their size for at least 9,000 feet of free fall, after
which rapid melting and disintegration take pIa-ceil .. This seems to contradict Ludlam's theory
of melting. Referring to the 1l1 arge -droPlet" theory of .ha·il formations, i t seems more reasonable to explain the absence of large hail at the ground. with a wet-obulb freezing level above
11,000 feet by saying large hail did not form at any level in the thunderstorm. With a temperature of OOC at 18,000 feet in extrem~ly dry air, the wet-bulb freezing leVel may be around
13,000 feet. In Cloud, the wet-bulb freezing level would likely be between 13,000 and 18,000
feet. LUdlam used a OOC air temperature near 18,000 feet to show that large hailstones would
melt very little in their fall to the ground. Therefore, evidence is not conclusive that hailstones melt rapidly after 9,000 feet of. fall in air with wet-bulb temp~rature abov~ DoC.
Significance of the low wet-bulb freezing level may very well be more related to drYness of
the air in the intermediate levels and the associated strong convective instability.
Although the Fawbush-Miller hail-size forecasting method is quite practical, the ,development of their.method was largely empirical and some of the dimensioning parameters were
somewhat artificial. Foster and Bates, 1956 ~16~, developed a hail size forecasting tech~
nique·'more along a physical basis with somewhat more realistic working parameters. The technique is based upon the following premises :
(a)

That the hailstones will be spherical;

(b)

That the updraught velocity prevailing in the zone of hail formation is the
required to just sustain the fully grown hailstone;

(c)

That this updraught velocity is derived from the action of the buoyancy force acting
on the parcels in the updraught above the level of free convection;

(d)

That this· velocity (and, therefore, the hail size) may be calculated from the positive area below the level of hail formation, as determined on a thermodynamic d~agram
of a sounding of the air mass taken very close to the site and time of the hail occurrence, or of a sounding predicted for the ·site and time of the hail occurrence.

veloc~ty

It can be shown that
w

{

.2 P' d g}t
3 Cd P

(1)

where w is the vertical velocity of air (positive upward); p I is the density of the hailstone, d is the diameter of the hailstone, g is the acce1era~ion of gravity, Cd is . the
coefficient of drag and P is the density of air. From the definition of Reynolds number :
R

P w d
>:
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where 11 is the coefficient of viscosity, it. foliows that
d = (

3

R

2
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p

Values of Reynolds number and drag coefficient were obtained from work of Bilham and Relf

~17-7 (see Table 1).
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Reported diameter of hailstones (inches)
HeiJlht of
% of
, wet-bulb
total
freezing level cases
(feet)
Yi U J4 ~i 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
1.5

ססOO-1000

0.7
0.7
2.6
1.1
4001-5000
3.6
5001~
10.9
6001-7000
15.7
7001-8000
8001-9000
22.6
9001-1ססOO 20.1
10001-11000 10.9
7.7
11001-12000
12001-13000
1.5
IjOOI-1400Q
0.4

1001-2000
2001-3000
3001-4000

Figure 8 -Frequency of reported bail
size 'compared with height above the
terrain of the wet-bulb freezing level,
274 cases. (Reprinted from~14-".)
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on an adiabatic chart. Sounding taken at Altus, Oklahoma, 2100Z,
29 April 1954. Hail up to 2" in diameter fell about35 miles north
of Altus between 2l30Z and 0030Z. (Reprinted from

L16J.)
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TABLE 1

REIATED VALUES OF REYNOIDS NUMBER AND COEFFICIENT OF DRAG AFTER
BUSAM

R x 10-5

Cd
0.250
0.250
0.250
0.250
0.250
0.249
0.248
0.247
0.246

0.05
0.10
0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80
1.00
1.20
1.40

MID

RELF

Ll7J

R x 10-5
1;60
l.80
2.00
2.20
2.40
2.60
2.80
3.00
).20
).30

Assuming steady state conditions in the updraught

0

Cd
0.245
0.242
0.239
0.236
0.233
0.-230
0.227
0.224
0.218
0.210

f the thunderstorm, it can be shown

that

where W is the vertical velocity at the level of hail formation (h)} Tm is the mean temperah
ture of the environment from the level of free convection to the level of hail formation, ~T
is the difference between the environmental temperature and the lifted parcel temperature ~t
the level of hail formation and H is the distance from the level of free convection to the
level of hail formation. By substituting values of w from (2) in (3) for wh ' dimensions of
a positive triangle on a thermodynamic diagram can be related to values of d.
The level of hail formation is taken at the level at which the lifted parcel temperature reaches -10°C. The level of free convection is found as follows:
(a)

The average .mixing ratio and potential temperature values in the lower 3,000 feet of
a sounding representative of the environment just prior to thunderstorm activity are
lifted upwarq along their respective isopleths until saturation is reached;

(b)

Continue upward along the pseudo-adiabat through this point of saturation to the point
of intersection with the temperature lapse rate curve •. This is the leVel of free convection used here. Figure 9 illustrates the analysis of a hail sounding.

It was noted that variation in alr density with the pressure of the -IOoC lifted .pareel level would significantly affect the oomputed hailstone size; therefore, computations were
made for 400, 500 and 600 mb (see Table 2, opposite page).
0.7 was used for hailstone density. Recent measurements of Vittori and Di-Caporiacco
;-18
indicate an average density of about 0.88 for samples from hailstorms on two separate
days-in Italy. If this proves to ~e true generally, then the table qan be revised; however,
the change would be very slight compared to the error arising from other assumptions made.

7

Other values used are :

p

-1
sec- l for air at -10°C.
1.665 x 10-4gm em
0.530 x IO-3gm cm-) for air at -lO"C at 400 mb.

p

0.662 x 10-3gm crn-) for air at -IOoC at 500 mb.

p

0.795 x 1O-3gm cm-) for air at -lO"C at 600 mb.

]l
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The choice of _looe as the average lifted parcel temperature in the region of hail
formation for measuring the base of the positive triangle may not be as accurate as is desirable. If later investigations reveal a more desirable mean temperature for the hail formation region, the tables may be revised further. It is obvious that dry air entrained in the
TABLE 2

THE RELATIONSHIP OF HAILSTONE DIAMETER AND TERMINAL VEI.XITY ·SHOWING THE EFFID:::T
OF THE VARIATION OF DENSITY OF AIR AT -10°C AT 400, 500 AND 600 ME

Diameter
(inches)

Pressure (MB)

400

500

600

Terminal velocity (ft/min)

2,913
4;099
5,014
5,7%
7,124
8,240
9,242
10,157
11,009
11,902
12,790
13,680

1/4
~

2

3/4
1

H

2
2i
3
3i
4

H
5

2,631
3,678
4,491
5,180
6,370
7,380
8,279
9,133
9,907
10,787
11,558
12,507

2,373
3,359
4,113
4,725
5,817
6,742
7,563
8,317
9,092
9,868
10,645

·f.

thunderstgrm aloft. would reduce the size of the positive area by lowering the -10°C level
and lifting the level of free convection. Reasonable success of the method to predict large
hailstones indicates that in the core of thunderstorms where repeated thermals approach or
reach a steady draught condition, entrainment may not be great enough to cause much departure from the parcel lifting method. Tables 3, 4 and 5 ~how the dimensions of positive energy
areas related to various hailstone SiZB5.
TABLE

3

11 Th IN °e FOR VARIOUS HAILSTONE DIAMETERS AT SELECTED
GEOMETRIC VALUES OF H. (-10°C PARCEL TEMPERATURE AT 400 ME)

VALUES OF

Diameter
(inches)

1/4
1

2

3/4
1

It

2
2i
3
3i
4

H
5

11 T
h

1

2

6.0
11.9

3.0
6.0
9.0
12.0
18.1

(Oe)

VS.

H (km)

3

4

2.0

1.5
3·0
4.6
6.1
9.2
12.3
15.4
18.6
21.9
25.3

4.0
6.1
8.1
12.1
16.2
20.4

5
1.2
2.5
3.7
4.9
7.4
9.9
12.4
15.0
17.6
20.6
23. 8
27.9

6

1.1
2.1
3.1
4.2
6.2
8.3
10.5
12.6
14.8
17·3
20.0
23.5
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TABLE 4
VALUES OF 6. Th IN °C FOR VARIOUS HAIlSTONE DIAMETERS AT SEIETED
GEOMETRIC VALUES OF H.
("_10°C PARCEL TEMPERATURE AT .500 MB)

Diameter
(inches)

1/4
1

7

Ii Th

VS.

(°0)

H (km)

1

2

3

4

5

4.8
9.5

2.5
4.8
7.2
9.5
14.4

L7
3.2
4.8
6.4
9.7
13.0
16.4
19.9
23.4

1.3
2.4
3.6
4.9
7.3
9.8
12.4
15.1
17.7
21.0
24.1
28.3

LO
2.0
2.9
3.9 5.9
7.9
10.0
12.2
14.3
17.0
19.5
22.8

3/4
1
l~

2
2t
3

3i
4

H
5

TABLE

5

VALUES OF 6. T

IN °C FOR VARIOUS HAILSTONE DIAME'I'ERE AT SELEX;TED
h
GEOMETRICAL VAWE3 OF H.
(-10°C LIFTED PARCEL TEMPERATURE AT'

600MB)

Diameter
(inches)

A Th

1
1/4
1

7

3/4
1
It
2
2t
3

3t
4

4t

4.0
7·9
11.9

(oC)

2
2.0
4:0
6.0
7.9
12.0
16.1
20.3

H (km)

VS.

3

4

L4
2.7
4.0
5.3
8.1
10.1
13·7
16.5
19.8
23.3
27.1

LO
2.0
3.1
4.0
6.1

8.2
10.4
12.5
15.0
17.6
20.5

A separate table is made for each of three levels (400, 500 and 600 mb) of a -10°C
lifted parcel temperature.
Recent efforts to improve the technique, especially in the south-eastern part of the
United states and in the hot summer months, have centred around the large-droplet theory of
hailstone formation (see section 2.3.2). The theory states that when the cloud layer below
the freezing level is thick and droplet concentration great, the rising large droplets might

19
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grow to precipitation size and fallout before freezing, thus leaving few, if any, hailstone
nuclei. Analysis of the Foster-Bates hail proximity soundings reveals that the largest hailstones occur when the moisture content is greatest and the distance frorn_ the cloud base to
the freezing level is greatest. A similar condition was found by Fawbush and Miller. If the
large drople~ theory is valid then one should expect the time it takes for the large water
droplets to travel from the cloud base to the hail formation region to be as important as
the distance the droplets must travel. Figure 10 shows a plot of the actual hail sizes observed~ plotted against the computed mean vertical velocity from a proximity sounding "and
the distance from the mean lifting condensation level of the lower 3,000 feet to the level
of the' -IOce lifted par~el temperature. It is clearly seen that the largest hailstones occur when the distance from cloud base to hail formation level is greatest. Reference to any
thermodynamic diagram will reveal that these great distances along a_moist adiabat below
the level of the _lOce lifted parcel temperature indicate large moisture content of the
cloud. However, computation of the mean vertical velocity from the buoyancy of each proximity
sounding reveals that the time that large droplets remain below the freezing level or hail
formation level may be very significan~. If the large droplets remain in the lower regions
of the cloud beyond about eight minutes, then the droplets may grow to precipitation size
and fallout before reaching the level of hail formation. If the large droplets:call be lifted
into the hail formation region in three to five minutes, then hailstones will grow to approximately the size that the vertical velocity will support.

7

Ludlam ;-10
applies his equation for droplet growth to a large water droplet of
150 microns r~ius-groWing in a thermal of cloud-water content pf I
and finds that it
takes about 400 sec to reach,a radius of 350 microns. This is slightly under the suggested
500 micron radius of the hailstone nuclei 3 b~t the cloud-water content us~d here is less
than in most of the Foster-Bates proximity soundings. The close ;approximation of the theoretical ti~e of 400 sec and the eight minute cut-off line in Figure 10 may be quite significant.

g/m3

The~plrCI~ ~ in Figure 10 is from the mean soun~ingof 39 thunderstorm days in
Florida during the Thunderstorm Project ~19-7 in 1946. Very few -bail encounters
recorded,in these thpnderstorrns, so the mean sounding should closely represent thunderstorm
conditions without hail. The circled
in Figure -10 is from the Fawbush-Miller mean 4
inch hail sounding ~14-7. There is little difference between the cloud base and the level
of the -lO~C lifted parcel temperature in the two cases. However, the rate at- which large
cloud droplets might be carried from the base of the cloud to the hail formation level in
the two cases is extremely different.

were

®

Hailstone size of 3/4 inch in diameter has been determined ~S approximately the minimum size to do damage to aircraft. The Sever.e Local Storm Forecasting Center of the United
states Weather Bureau uses this limit as a basis of issuing severe thunderstorm forecasts
for hail. The six-minute line in Figure 10 can be used as a lirntt, so if a prognostic sounding indicates 3/4 inch hail but the distance from the mean lifting condensation level of the
lower 3,000 feet-to the level of the -lODe lifted parcel temperature is 14 3 000 feet or
greater, then no hail forecast should be made~ This is frequently the case in the summer
months and in maritime regions. Experience is limited with this modification, however, initial use indicates good results.
From Figure 10 it may be seen that there is a tendency for the technique to underforecast the larger hailstones. Re-examination of the hail proximity soundings indicates
that the nearly perfect .proximity soundings showed little or no difference between the level
of free convection and the mean lifting condensation level of the lower 3 OOO feet. In these
cases there was close agreement between the predicted hailstone size and actual size. In
other cases the presence of a warm inversion made the level of free convection further above
the ground than" the mean lifting condensation level of the lower 3,000 feet. In these cases
better agreement between the predicted hailstone size and actual size would have resulted
had the distance between the _lODe lifted parcel level and the mean lifting condensation
level of the lower 3 OOO feet been used for H. Justification for using the mean lifting
J

J
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Ftgure 10 - Showing that large hail occurs with a great distance between
the approximate base of the cloud and the level of the -IOce lifted parcel
temperature. Whether a thunderstorm produces large hail or not seems to be
related to the time large water droplets are allowed to grow in the lower
regions of the cloud. Reported hail sizes are plotted on the graph~ Mean
vertical velocity is the average from zero at the level of free convection
to a maximum at the level of the -IDoe lifted parcel temperature. (From the
41 hail proximity soundings of Foster and Bates
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condensation level in place of the level of free convection derives from a recent model of
instability line formation (33). In this model it is shown how adiabatic cooling by vertical
motion Itlift-srt" the inversion near the site andtlme of instability line formation so that
the mean lifting condensation level approximates the level of free convection. It is recommended that this modification of the original Foster-Bates forecasting technique be made especially on very unstable soundings.
Occasionally large hailstones are reported with thunderstorm aotivity where it -has
been impossible to prognoatlcate a sounding that would indicate the vertical -motion required
for such large hailstones. In most of these c~ses, analysis indicates the hailstorm to be
associated with a tornado or a micro~low pressure centre. Vertical motion necessary to sustain the hail~tone in growth, so far, bas been attributed to the buoyancy effect alone. In
the micro-low hailstorms, it is quite probable that a substantial contribution to the verti_
cal motion arises from localized low level convergence surmounted by an area of high level
divergence. Williams, 1959
computed the vertical motion over an area approximatelythe size of a thunderstorm from-surface winds over a micro-network and an assumed cosine di~
tribution of divergence aloft, and found values sufficient to sustain large hailstones. In
another unpublished paper, Williams r 1957 ;-21
showed that the small-scale divergence along
a wind shift line could be approximated by-: -

;-20'7

7

V l cos ($3-'l1) - V 2

cos ($3-'l2)

Ct

where the velocity of the wirtd shift line is ¢,C and t is the time required for the shift
to occur at a station. Wind direction arid speed is 9 1 , VI prior to shift' and Q2' V2 after
shift. The value of the divergence obtained 1s at the ground ievel. The distribution of divergence with height was as'swned to approximate a cosine curve in the interval from 0 to 1t
from the s1.,lrface to the top of the thlUlderstorm. Then the draught velocity at. any level, Z,
is given by. :
"-,;

w

Zt P s (Div 2
n Pz

Vl s

cos ( '"
-)
Zt

where Zt is the height of the th'lIDderstorm top, Ps is density at the surfa.ce, Pz is density at Z, and (DiV V)5 is horizontal velocity divergence at the surface.
2
For example, consider a squall line in Which the following ape observed

Gi' Vl

210°, 20 kt

82,

V2

300°, 50 kt

$3,

C

280°, 30 kt

t

5 min

ZT
(D1V ~f)S
2

40,000 ft
computes to be -16 hr-

o6,000
10,500
13,500
27 ,000
35,500
36,500
38,500

-

6,000
10,500
1),500
27,000
)5,500
36,500
38,500
40,000

rt
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

l

and values of w from 0 to 40,000 ft are as 1'o110w81
0
1800
3800
4800
8600
4800
3800
1800

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

1800
3800
4800
8600
4800
3800
1800

o

ft/min
ft/min
ft/min
ft/min
ft/min
ft/min
ft/min
rt/min
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In an unpublished paper, Williams and Lee, 1959 ;-22 7 presented graphs worked up for
several speeds of squall lines that make it very simple-to -;-ompute an approximate draught ve_
locity for a thunderstorm from wind shift data at a stat1on.
It is understood that an experiment is being arranged whereby selected stat~ons in
the United States will include the direction of the maximum wind and the time required for
the wind shift to take place in hourly weather reports when a thunderstorm passes. If such
reports could be cO~lected from all stations, the forecaster would have another means of est_
imating draught velocities operationally, and thereby locating'the approximate areas of the
most severe thunderstorm updraughts. It may be seen from the exam~le that the modest values
used indicate a maximum draught velocity capable of sUpporting a hailstone of approximately
two inches in diameter. Even allowing for -some exaggeration, the values are quite significant.
The method gives draught velocities independent of buoyancy consideration and may account for hailstorms such as the one about 25 miles east of North Platte, Nebraska on the
evening of July 10, 1958 when baseball size hail was reported but only about one inch hail
could be computed on the prognostic sounding by the buoyancy method. Wind gusts of 70 miles
per hour were reported with the hail producing squall lines. However, data on the time of the
wind shift is not available so a computation can not be made. Since the technique is based
on theory, and since some assumptions have been made, the method should be considered as experimental. It is hoped that reports of the length of time it takes the wind to shift, as
well as the direction and speed of the maximum wind with the shift, will provide sufficient
data to test adequately ~he technique in the near future.
Levine, 1942 ;-23 7co~puted the vertical acceleration resulting from a hydrodynamic
pressure rise, identified as a "nose" on the barograph trace. Even if a " steady statell assumption is made, ~he inability to separate the hydrodynamic pressure rise from the total
pressure rise precludes operational use Df this approach.

7

Buell, 1943 ;-24
used Levine's equation for the acceleration and assuming steady
state conditions (TI;glecting the local time derivative) computed vertical velocities resulting from a pressur,e rise Or pressure II jump" accompapying thunderstorms. These cannot be_,
accepted as useful operationally because the whole pressure rise is attributed to the hydrodynamic pressure without regard to the hydrostatic and other effects. By definition, the
pressure jump, as reported by United States Weather Stations, is likely to be predominantly
due to hydrostatic pressure change. (The pressure must rise' and remain n~ar the maximum level
of rise for 20 minutes or more.) The pressure rise or "nose" associated with the hydrodynamic
pressure rise is shorter lived and the pressure should return clos~ to its previous reading after the acceleration "field-" moves by t.he station. Therefore, Buell1s figures for vertical velocities resulting from pressure "jumptl must be accepted only with reservation.

L25J;

L26Jand

L19J,

Mal, Sobhag and Rao, 1945
Schaffer, 1947
Byers, 1949
treating the same subject, were unable to present any workable relationship of estimating vertical
velocities from the hydrodynamic pressure rise. Although the relationship is there, inability to isolate the hydrodynamic pressure effect is 'the main stumbling block for operationai
use.

The Newtons, 1959 ~27~ show that vertical accelerations associated with the hydrodYnamic pressure rise may be as great and in some cases greater than the buoyancy accelerations.
Using Levine's equation for the acceleration, a 2 mb rise gives a mean acceleration
of 2.58 cl~sec2 from the surface to 6 km o Allowing this acceleration to act for 20 minutes
results in a vertical velocity of around 6,100 ft/min at 6 km. This velocity would support
hailstones of a little over 1 inch in diameter. These values may be extreme; however, they
serve to illustrate how hailstone size might be related to a pressure rise. It appears that
no way can be found to use this method to estimate draught velocities operationally becaus~
of the difficulty in isolating the hydrodynamic pressure rise from the total pressure rise.
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It is seen that the buoyancy JILethod of computing draught velocities" al though sometimes
inadequate, still remains the best method'for operational use. This 1s especially so, because
it is possible to use the buoyancy methoq on prognostic soundings. The "wind shift" method
and the nhydrodynamic-pressure-rise ff method do not have such prognostic advantages, even if
they become workable.

Another contribution to draugh~ velocities in thunderstorms arises from orographic effects, such as upslope winds. Each locality is likely tb have its own peculiarities, so no
attempt will be made to discuss the orographic contribution here. However, under certain wind
conditions J the effect may be quite large in some localities.
Even isen~rop~c upslope motion in overrunning situations contributes to the vertical
motion in some hailstorm situations. It is difficult to isolate one effect from another~ and
it is obvious that a combination of effects contributes to the vertical motion in most hailstorm situations. Although the forecasting method based on the bUQyancy effect can be used
with r~asonable results, it does not explain cwhy , along a sq~all line of many thunderstorms
passing through an air mass rather homogeneously unstable, only a very few storms produce
the hail size indicated by the forecasting technique. Other vertical motion effects must be
called upon to localize the hail producing thunderstorms. Therefore~ the forecast hail size
may be realized only after convection is released, an~ only in local areas where the hydrodyn~m~c contribution to the vertical motion is concentrated. It should be expected that When
the vertical motion arising from these concentrated areas of hydrodynamic effects is unusually
strong, the effect not only localizes the hailstorm activity; it may substantially increase
the resultant hailstone size.
The general synoptic situation associated with hailstorms is adequately covered in
the literature~ Most hailstorms particularly those producing hailstones of damaging size
to aircraft~ occur along instability lines. Some good references on synoptic situations leadJ

r28 7;

ing to the 'formation of instability lines are by Fulke, 1951
7; Porter, et aI, 1955 r30 7; Air Weather Servi'ce,-1956
Local-Storm Forecast Ce,nter, 1956-!:32J and House, 1959 L33J,

1959 rzr

3.

HAIL'lTORM DErEX:TIoN

3.1

Airborne radar

r297

Newton, 1950
and
7; Staff, Severe

r31

D+I

The second phase of the aviation hail problem, as treated here, is hailstorm detection. Visual surveillance of thunderstorms has led some to'believe that hail is present in
the very large~ very black clouds with a greenish and/or yelloWish appearance, and most turbulent appearing thunderstorms. Others Bay that the hailstorm cannot be distinguished from
any other thunderstorm. In recent years~ some progress has been made in identifying hailstorms with radar. Near the end of World War II, considerable interest was focused on thepossibility of installing cockpit radar in airplanes for storm avoidance purposes.
Trans World Airlines in 1945-46 wjth 3.2 em airborne radar, and American Airlines
with the "iso-echo contour H pioneered the use of airborne radar in commercial
aircraft in
,
the United states. Equipment used was war surplus, manufactured for the purpo:;se of identifying ground targets, not clouds. The equipment was heavy) it was subject to frequent break.
downs and - because it operated on a wavelength of 3.2 em - it produced seriously attenuated
pictures whenever the beam penetrated heavy rain or whenever the plane was flying in heaVy
rain. Rese~ch by MeGi11- University indicated that a wavelength of 5.5 em would provide optimum performance for weather mapping. Radio Corporation of America built the first prototype
radar to meet all or the airline specifications and was delivered for testing to United Air
Lines in 1953. Following extensive tests by United over the next several years in which
over 400 pictures of hail shafts were made, Harrison, 1956 ;-35
reported many interesting
findings concerning identification of hailstorms.
-

7
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United Air Lines found that shafts of large ha~l characte~i8ti~ally fall from the
fringes of the thunderstorm and -not from the ~Dller 'h~avy ,rain core; fur.ther} that a shaft
of large hailstones forms quick11J falls faster and then depletes itself muqh sooner than a
~imilar _shaft of rain wo~+d. Shafts of large hail produce a sudd~n protuberance from the
edge of the typical clamshell thunderstorm echo which intensifies rapldlYJ changes size and
shape in a matter of seconds} 'and then dissolves fairly rapidly. The echo will t.ake on one
or more or the folloWing patterns on the radar scope :
(a)

Pointed finger;

(b)

Hooked finger;

(c)

Scalloped edge.

The fingers have been observed to range in length from one to about six miles} the
scallops about one to two miles in diameter. Intensity of the parent thunderstorm echo will
normally be moderate or strong. Harrison, ~35~ reproduces many radar scope photographs
where the hail shaft can be identified and verifies actual hail occurrence from ground reports or visible evidence of hail on the ground from the aircraft.
It should be pointed out that United1s experimental flying was done below 20,000 feet
and that their findings may not apply as well at higher levels, especially above 25 OOO feet.
The fQllowing tips for avoiding hail in flight apply below 20,000 feet and with 5.5 cm airborne radar.
J

(a)

Watch carefully for echo protUberances in the form of a pointed finger, hooked finger
or a scalloped edge;

(b)

Watch for any echo protUberances which show signs of intensifying or of changing form
qu~ckly;

(c)

When forced to fly within 10 miles of a thunderstorm echo - and especially when flying
under an overhanging canopy - tilt the antenna full upward occasionally in order that
any fresh fall of hail above might be detected sooner;

(d)

Shift frequently from 50-mile range to 20-mile, and vice versa. in order to combine
the area picture with the close-up detail. (Remember to adjust the INTENSITY control
with each change of range.);

(e)

It is doubtful that 150-mile range will ever disclose a clear cut bail echo and seldom that good detail will be available for identification on the 50-mile range beyond
about the )O-mile range mark. The 20-mile is the real workin~ range for hail detection;

(f~

Hail echoes will normally show up better when gain setting is reduced slightly;

(g)

Turn the iso-echo on occasionally. If no hole is punched in the storm echo, the chances
of hail at that moment are slight;

(h)

Keep the intensity (brilliance) control down below the noise level for clear picture,

(j)

Most of the hail observed by United to date is believed to have been wet hail.
information is ~eeded on the display of dry hail at higher levels;

(k)

When hail is indicated or suspected, ~ncrease the normal margin between plane and
edge of the storm. This margin should be about five miles for levels below the freezing level and ten mile~ or more above the freezing level. Word has been received that
a twenty mile margin is being used for their jet aircraft. Editors of the MATS Flyer,
1959 ~36~ say to utilize the five-mile range markers on the scope at low levels and
fly the inner circle between the storms, and at higher levelsfly the second circle
between the storms. (See Figure 11.) Figure 12 is a picture of the radar scope, illustrating the flight path of the aircraft pictured in F'igure L The distance between
the edges of the storms appears to be less than five miles. The added margin of the
recommended procedure is required for hail that occasionally falls a greater distance

More
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Figure 11.

A recommended operational procedure for fly,tng between

thunderstorms.

By utilizing,the five-mile range markers on the

airborne radar scope, fly the inner c1rcle between storms below

the freezing level, and above the freezing level push the second
circle between the storms. (Reprinted from ~36-7.)
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~LEAR

AREA

NO RETURNS

INTENDED FLIGHT

,

Figure 12. Radar soope pioture showing the flight path of the damaged
aircraft shoWn in Fi~re 1. Distance between storms is only four to
five miles. (Reprinted from

L2J.)

"
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from the main rain shaft as depicted on the radar scope, and seems to be well founded. This
avoids the possibility of having the initial fallout of hail pound the aircraft from above
before the radar beam has had a chance t.o pick it up.

3.2

Ground based radar

Echo display on air-borne radar of probable hai~storrns is, of course, most readily
available to the pilot. However, through radio communication, the pilot may ~lso receive
helpful information from operators of ground based radar. Development of ground "based radar
follows a similar history to the air-borne sets. ~ the United States, the gamut has run
from modified war surplus equipment to the CPS-9 and more recently the WSR-57, designed especially for meteorological use. stout, 1954 ~37-7described radar (APS"15) echoes of several
squall lines passing through Illinois. Signiflcan~ echo features associated with hail and
wind storms included the presence of small scale vortex motion along a line of echoes. It
may be indicated by converging echoes; by the curling motion of an appendage from a large
cloud; or, by a rotating motion about some point in the line. The presence of gaps or deep
notches in heavy echoes associated with hailstorms appears to be significant.
Hitschfeld, 1957 ~38-7, comparing hail reports with CPS-9 radar, echoes over a 19-day
discovered that when the air aloft is moist, the ·shower echoes are generally accompanied by large, tenuous "plumes", which are believed to consist of snow formed aloft near
the storm cores. When thrown clear of the cores, the plumes rapidly separate rrom them and
spread out due to wind shear. The hail falling from the large echoes accompanied by plumes
is generally small~ and often soft. On one occasion large destructive hail fell from smail
finger~like~ intense echoes developing to medium helghts~ without plumes~ in an atmosphere
very
aloft.
"per~odJ

dry

,-Gopeland,: 1958 r39 7 found there w~s a tendency for hailstorms to be associated wi th·radar ~choes near the southern (northern hemisphere) end of a line of echoes or with breaks
in the.~"line.
~Another feature of the hail_producing echo is: the extremely sharpgradien~ of echo
intensity associated with hail shafts. The most striking "feature is the c~ear cut ed~e of
the II fingers " or " protub,erances " • This shoWS up with iso-echo on asa sharp edged core and
a very narrow echo between the e-dge of the Whole echo and the "hole" ca:used by iso-e·cho.

7

Cook~ 1958 r40
in analysing ~adar coded reports from APS-2 sets at seventeen different stations i~central United states~ found a close correlation between hailstorms and
echoes seen at a longer than normal range for a particular station •. Eighty two per cent of
echoes seen at 200 nautical miles on the APS-2 were associated wi-th a hail-producing thunderstorm.

Donaldson~ 1958 ;-41 7, operating a CPS-9 in tQe north~eastern United States~ concludes
that there is a ~efinite trend of higher frequency' of hail occurrence with increased maximum
height of the storm echo and increased value of maxim4m refl~ctivfty factor. A 50 per cent
frequency of occurrence of hail was found in storms exceeding 40,000 feet in height and having
a reflectivity factor greater than 105mm6 per m3. Another analysis, using only "the echo
heights, showed 50 per cent hail occurrence for an echo height of 46,000 fee~. One storm from
which a tornado developed had two periods of hail and damaging winds, with a lull in between~
and both of these periods of violent behaviour started with a sharp increase in maximum
height of the echo return. Moreover~ this variation in maximum height was reflected in the
heights of neighbouring storms, suggesting some control of the convective activity in several
adjacent storms by a meso-scale system larger than any single storm but smaller than the entire line of storms.

Ludlam, 1958 ~42-7, from observations of growing thunderstorms with a 3 cm AN/TPS
10 range-height set~ postulates that the largest hailstones are produced during the peak
stage in the development of the cumulonimbus group~ inside massive cloud towers which are
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glaciated. Indeed, it may be necessary to call upon an almost complete glaciation with its
accompanying release of latent·heat in order to explain the buoyancy of these towers, in
which alone are realized the extreme updraught speeds necessary to produce large hailstones.
Whether the Budden growth is due to a meso-scale system of convergence-divergence
couple or to su~den release of latent heat accompanying freezing of large quantities of supercooled cloud droplets and raindrops, or a combination of both re~ains to be seen. From experience with forecasting severe storms, it appears there is a combination of both effects
acting to produce the most severe storms.

4•

HAIL ELIMINATION

7

Ludlam, 1958 ;-10
relates how the first methods of defence against damaging hailstones were sacrif4C:1a1 rituals. Later, these gave way to the ringing of church bells and
the flying of kites and captive balloons carrying lightning conductors,. The use of the latter
was probably inspired by theories which attributed the rapid aggregation of cloud particles
into hailstones to electrical effects; presumably it was considered that if the electrical
tensions in the storm clouds could be prematurely relieved, the formation of hail might be
prevented. Still later, cannon were used in large numbers~ firing blank charges; the ideas
behind this technique are not clear. It is said that at one time there were 10,000 hail can_
non in Italy alone. In more modern times, cannon have given way to rockets carrying explosive
charges, and which sometimes are impregnated with special chemicals. The number of places
from Which rockets were fired in northern Italy rose from 270 in 1949 to nearly 10,000 in
1955; in the hail season of which year over 100,000 rockets were used ~43-!,. Similar use
of rockets has been made in France, Switzerland, Spain, and perhaps other countries. To date,
there is apparent~y no reliable statistical evidence that the use of rockets has changed the
frequency or intensity of hailstorms.
More recently, experiments were begun in Switzerland in which an attempt was made to
seed the storm clouds with smokes of particles containing some silver iodide~ produced by
generators operated on the ground. Similar experiments have been conducted on a large scale
in south-western F~ance by Dessens, 1956 ;-44 7, and elsewhere by commercial meteorologists.
It seems that none of these experiments h;s y~t yielded any clear evidence of a beneficial
modification of hailstorms.
The aim of seeding with silver iodide particles, which are very efficient freezing
nuclei, is the producti?n within the cloud of such a bigh concentration of embryo hailstones
that none can attain a large size} according to Ludlam, the concentration is of the order
10~6/cm3. An efficient generator might certainly cause s~ch a concentration of freezing nuclei to enter a cloud at some distance, and to produce a corresponding number of frozen cloud
droplets within the supercooled region. Weickmann, 1957 )457 suggests a positive effect
of seeding could be expected only if such a great number of f;eezing nuclei could be added
that the level of glaciation would descend to a much- lower altitude.
However, Ludlam supposes that the hailstone embryos are not the small clo~d droplets
which become frozen, but the rare large droplets which lie at the extreme end of the particle
spectrum lower in the cloud. It is these which grew into the first fallout. Until they reach
the maximum stable size of raindrops, it is immaterial whether or not they freeze, while upon
attaining the size of raindrops at levels where the temper~ture is as low as -l5°C, they are
pr~ctically certain to have become frozen by the collection of natural freezing.nuclei. The
presence of additional small frozen droplet~ in about.equal concentrations, produced by artificial freezing nuclei, cannot affect in the slightest their subsequent growth into hailstones. These small ice particles are not to be regarded as embryo hatlstones, for·they are
incapable of attain~ng fallout size before they hav~ been lifted to the extreme summits of
the cloud. while passing through the superoooled region of the oloud, they represent only
a negligible fraction of the supercooled water upon which the hailstones feed. Ludlam estimates that to be'effective in dim~nishing the supply of ~upercooled water, the artificial
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nuclei introduced into the supercooled region of the cloud must be in a concentration of
about lO/cm3. Concentrations of any lesser amount probably have no influence whatsoever on
the growth of large hailstones.
Experiments in the United States, Australia and in England on the diffusion of smokes
from silver iodide generators are in fair agreement. Smoke diffused vertically to several
hundred metres above the ground at distances several kilometres downwind of the generator,
has an effective concentration of nuclei at temperatures of _17 0 to _20°C of the order of
lo-1/cm3. The rate of consumption of silver iodide in the generator is about 10 to 20 g/hr.
which would make the cost prohibitive, if a sufficient number of generators were operated
over an area to introduce nuclei into clouds in such concentrations as 10/~m3.
Lud~am proposes that artificial modification might be brought about by seeding the
cloud base with giant hygroscopic nuclei. Particles of common salt of mass lo-9g , for example,
become droplets of radius 30 microns within a few minutes of their arrival in the cloud base.
If such particles were used the concentration of salt required in the cloud base would be
i
between 10- 13 and lO-12g/c m/. The total quantity of salt needed during a period of about 20
minutes would be I kg, and this could be supplied to the cloud base by one of the commercial
rockets, if its charge of high explosive were replaced by a load of specially prepared salt
and a small scattering charge.

Rocket seeding is a more readily controllable operation. The salt can be fired directly
into the cloud base just where and when it seems required. Estimates of such an operation
show that hail defence by salt seeding deserves serious consideration. All told, it is obvious that more knowledge about haii formation is required in order to effectively reduce
the number and intensity of hailstorms.

5.

CONGWSION

It appears that the aviation industry, as well as many others, will be faced with the
hail problem for some time to come. Aircraft flying in cirrus layers enjoying a boost from
the- Jet- stream have a real threat with the hailstorm that suddenly sticks its top into the
stratosphere. Understanding of the formation of hailstones has progressed to the state where
actual operational forecasting _schemes have been developed and are being used in daily practice for-locating reasonable sized areas "and times for the occurrence of large hailstorms:
even pred~cting the size of maximum hailstones expected. Although gross assumptions are made
in the schemes, which also suffer from the sparsity of upper-air reporting stations in time
as well as space, the forecasts have proven of value. Th~re is everY reason to believe that
continueq improvement should be expected as more understanding and experience is gained by
meteorologists.
Along with more understanding will come new ideas for hailstorm suppression. Hail
prevention is in its infancy. Projects for experimentation with such a large scale natural
phenomenon are difficult and expensive. However, only through such endeavours will the knowledge be gained that m~y some day result in· some control of the hailstorm.
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TURBULENCE IN ·CLEAR Am AND IN CIDUD

Summary

This Note considers the question of atmospheric turbulence from the point of view of
its significance to aviation. The nature and intensity of the relevant portions of the turbulence spectrum are discussed and the possible hazards to aircraft noted.
The turbulence is classified according to location and cause, and the characteristics
and forecast technique~ for each of these categories is discussed with particular emphasis on
clear-air turbulence Which hitherto has been a less well understood phenomenon.

(1)
Artificially-induced turbulence 1s found in the wake of aircraft and may constitute
a hazard when a light aircraft lands behind a large one.
(2)
Convective turbulence is of particular importance in Cumulonimbus clouds and
stitutes a serious aviation hazard.

.con-

(3)
Mechanical turbulence is most intense with strong surface winds over rough terrain
and may be significant in connexion with aircraft landings.
(4)
Turbulence in mountain waves is associated with the interaction between the l~e wave
and the general flow and may be very intense in the neighbourhood of well-developed waves
G

(5)
High-level turbulence is normally a clear-air phenomenon above 20 3 000 ft. Overland
topography plays a ~ole as well as dynamic and thermo-dynamic factors in the neighbourhood
of the occurrence. The turbulence may be as intense as all but most intense convective
turbulence.

LA TURBULENCE EN AIR CLAIR ET DANS LES NUAGES

Dans la presente Note technique, la question de la turbulence atmospherique est etudie8 du point de vue de son importance pour la navigation" aerlenne. L1auteur examine la na\ure et 11{htensit~ des parties pertlnentes du spectre de turbulence et slgnale les risques
que peuvent courir les aeronefs.-

La turbulence est classee selon son emplacement et son origine; pour chacune des categories'ainsi deter~lnees, l 1 etude des caracteristiques et des methodes deprevislon porte
plus particulierement sur la turbulence en air clair, phenomene qui jusqu'ici a
moins
bien c9mpris.

ete

1)
La turbulence provoquee artificiellement est rencontree dans Ie sillage des aeranefs
et peut constituer un danger lorsqu1un aeronef leger atterrit derriere un aeronef de grandes
dimensions.
La turbulence d 1 0rigine convective est particulierement importante dans les Cumulo2)
nimbus et presente un serieux danger pour l'aviation.
}-)
La turpulence d [orlgi.qe mecanique est tres intense lorsque de forts vents en surface
sQufflent au-dessus d1.un terrain accldente, et peut avoir une importance en ce qui concerne
l'atterrissage.

4)
La ,turbulence dans les ondes de relief est aSBaciee a l'action reciproque de l'onde
sous Ie vent -et de la circulation generale et peut etre tres intense au voisinage des andes
bien developpees.
5)
A haute altitude, la turbulence a lieu normalement en air clair au-dessus de 6.100 m
(20.000 pieds). AU-dessus des zones terrestres, la tapagraphie joue un rale, ainsi que les
facteurs dynamiqueS et thermodynamiques se trouvant au voisinage de Itendroit au se produit
la turbulence. Celle-ci peut atteindre la m@me lntensite que tous les autres phenomenes de
turbulence~ sauf celui de la turbulence d10rigine convective la plus intense.

TYPBYJIEHTHOC Tb rrPH HC HOM 11 OBJIA'tHOM HEBE

RpaTKoe H3JIOJE8HIiIe

B

BacTo~eH

3m,eTHe paccMaTpBBaeTcB Borrpoc aTMocwepBoH

Typoy~eBTBocTB

speEIiIJI ee B8.XCHOCTH ,ll;JLff aBJi:IaU;IU!I. B HeM: TaIOKe paCCMaTpJiffi8lOTcsr xapaET8p Ii[
MHT8HCHBHOCTb COOTB8TCTByromnx ~aCTeH crreRTpa Typ6y~eHTHoCTIiI IiI OT.Me~aroTcH CBH~
saHHbI8 c 3THM flB~eHIiIeM QrraOHOCTH.
C

TO'tffi:llI

Typ6y~eHTHoCT~ B 3aM8TH8 EAaccIiI~HqHpyeTcH B COOTB8TCTBHH C M8CTorroJIO~eH¥eM Ii[ npH~IiI~OH B03HIiIRHOB8HHH; XapaRTepIiICTTIEIiI H T8XHHKa nporH03IiIpOBaRIiIH
K~OH llI3 3THx EaTeporIiIH 06C~aroTCH c DeoDoH OCbUillOH lia Typ6yneHTHooTb rrpIiI

HeROM Heae, ROTopasr HBJIH8TOH MeRee rrOHHTHhM HBJI8HIiI8M.

1)

Jl[CEYCCTB8HHO BbI3BaHRaH Typ6yJI8HTHOCT:b

JI8TQM Jl( Mo:m:eT rrpeACTaBJ.LfI';['I>

orraCHOCTI:. B

rrex

OOHaPY'KIrnaeTC.fI BCJIe,n; sa CaMO-

CJIyqa.JIX 7

Rorfl;a 3a OOJII:>IIIltIM C8JvIOJIe-

TOM C a;J;M:TCR MEWI8HhKffM.

OCODyro Ba%HOCTh rrpe~CTaBllf.[eT KOHB8KTIiIBHaH Typ6yHeHTHOCTn B rpo30Bbcr
o6JIaKax, rrpe,n;CTaBJImom;arr cephesHyro oIIaCHO~T:b A.mr aBHaI:I;HJ.II ..

a)

MeXaHHQeCRaH Ty~6y~eHTHOCT:b 6hrnaeT HaHOOJIee RHT8HcHBHoa, RorAa OHa
CBflsaHa 9 C~~:bHbM rrpHs8MHWM B8TPOM HaA HepoBHoM rroB8pxHOCThIDj B 3TOM cnyqa8
OHa B~H~-B CBH3H C rrOCaAHOM CaMOneTa.

3)

4)

Typ6yn8HTHocTh B ropRb~ BOBHax BOSHRHa8T BcneAcTBM8 B3aKMo,n;eMcTBHH
6h~h ~pe3Bb~aHHo HHT8HCHB-

Me~y rroABeTpeHH~~ BO~OM H o6~ rrOTOROM H MOEeT
HOH ITO coce,n;cTBy C xopomo Bb~~eHHb~H BOnHaMH.

B@COTHaH Typ6yJI8HTHOCTh 06b~O BCTpe~a8TcH rrpH flCHOM HeBe Ha BllCOTe
oOJIee 20.000 WyTOB. Ha e8 o6pasoBaHH8 B~HIDT RaE Torrorpa0HH rrOBepXHOOTH "3eMJUI,
TaR M ,n;liHaMK~eCEHe H TepMO~HHaMH~eCRHe ~aRTOpM.TaRafl Ty~6yn8HTHoCTh Mo~eT
JiIM8T:b HH'I'6HCHBHOCTh P~.E:Y"10 BoeM APyrTIM Typ6yJI8HTHOOTHM 3a J2[CB:JllQ"I:leH1'I8M OOJIee
MHT8HCHBHOH KOHB8KTHBHOM TYPOYJI8HTHOOTH.

5)

VIII

U TURBUIENCIA EN EL· AIRE DESPEJADO Y EN US NUBES

Resumen

En la presente Nota T~cnlca se estudia la cuesti~n de la turbulencia atmosferica
desde e1 punta de vista ~e Bll importancia para .la rtavegacldn aerea. El autor examina la
naturaleza y la intensidad de las partes correspondientes del espectro de turbulencia y
senala los peligros que pueden correr las aeronaves.
Be clasifica
de las categorias asi
metodos de prevision,
que hasta ahara no Be

la turbulencia de acuerdo con Bli emplazamlento y su orlgenJ en cadauna
determinadas, se reallza e1 estudio de las caracter!sticas y de los·
partlcularmente sabre la turbulencia en e1 aire despeJado, fenomeno
conocia bien.

1)
La turbulencia provQcada artificialmente que vemos en la estela que deJan las aeronaves"puede constituir un peligro al aterrizar una aeronave ligera detris de otra de grandes
dimensiones.
Es particularmente importante la turbulencia de origen de
2)
nimbos y constituye un grave peligro para la aviacion.

convecci~n

en los c"umulo-

3)
La turbulencia de origen mec~nico es muy intensa cuando soplan vientos fuertes de
superficie sobre un terreno accidentad0 3 y puede tener importancia en 10 que al aterrizaje
se refiere.
4)
La turbu1encia en las olasmontanosas va asociada a la influencia mutua de 1a ola
de sotavento y de la circulacion general, y puede ser fiUy intensa en las,proximidades de alas
bien desarroll~da~.

5)

A gran altitud, 1a turbulencia se suele producir normalmente en aire despejado par
encima de 6.100 metros (20.000 pies). Por encima de las zonas terrestres, la topografla
desempefla tambien un papel, 10 mismo que los facto res din~micos y termodin~micos que se encuentran en las proximidades del lugar donde se produce la turbulencia. Esta puede alcanzar
1a misma intensidad que todos los dem~s fen6menos de turbulencia, salvo los de 1a turbulencia m~s intensa de origen de convecc1on.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Many aspects of aircraft turbulence in the low and rnid-troposphere-are reasonably
well understood and have extensive literatures. In this review such points will be dealt
with relatively superficially with the major emphasis placed on anomalous and unusual questions. Turbulence at high levels will be covered more comprehensively since this class of
turbulence is of particular interest to jet airel'aft and has not been as thoroughly studied.
For more detailed information on thunderstorms and thunderstorm turbulence there
is the definitive study liThe thunderstorm" (Byers and Braham 1949). In addition, the question of turbulence in mountain waves is treated comprehensively in a WMO Technical Note Nb.l8~
"Aviation aspects of mountain waves" (Alaka 1958).
2.

AIRCRAFl' RESPONSE TO ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE

2.1

Terminology

When discussing the influence and importance of small-scale atmospheric motions on
flight we are immediately confronted with some terminological confusion. As is well known~
the term turbulence in meteorology normally refers to atmospheric motions smaller than the
scale which ~s designated as the mean flow. Thus~ this term can encompass a wide spectrum
of motions. The portion of the spectrum which is of interest in any particular instance will
depend on the nature of the problem. Onl~ a relatively narrow band of turbul~nce 1s significant in regard to aircraft flight. In addition, some confusion arises from the fact that
the term turbulence is sometimes also used to describe the aircraft accelerations which result from the small-scale atmospheric motions. For the purpose of this discussion~ whenever
there may be ambiguity~ we shall use the term aircraft turbulence to designat~ .that portion·
of the turbulence spectrum which constitutes a problem to aircraft flight. The aircraft response to this motion will be called Ifbumpinessll or ':Ibumpy flight".
2.2

Dimensions of aircraft turbulence

In order to delimit the turbulence scale which causes bumpy flight it is necessary
to define this latter concept. Bumpiness can be considered to describe any clearly perceptible aircraft motions, resulting from atmospheric turbulence, which are of such a small
length and time scale that it is virtually impossible to correct them by normal methods of
control. In practipe~ these periodicities are also the ones which the p~ssengers find physiologically most disturbing. A somewhat less restrictive definition of bumpiness would
also include larger-scale motions which can be partially counteracted by refined control
techniques although as we shall see later it is a moot point whether such attem~ts at control are always advisable. These somewhat larger motions are intense enough to be significant in two situationS~ namely in thunderstorms where they are known as draughts and in
mountain waves due to the direct action of the vertical velocities in the waves.
Aircraft will respond most readily to scales of motion or eddy sizes of the order
of 50-500 ft. In most cases the dominant bump frequency will reasonably well agree with
these sizes. This indicates that the distribution of turbulent energy over the range of
interest is usually fairly uniform. At high levels~ however~ a higher bump frequency is
common (see~ for example, Hyde 1954)~ and this may be due to a concentration of energy in
higher wave numbers.

2
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The most important mode of respons~ of the aircraft to atmospheric turbulence is
the vertical acceleration of the entire structure. Smali-scale, horizontal accelerations
are not readily detected nor are they at al+ signIficant. On occasion, components of the
turbulence Which approximat~ the airpraft size or are s~mewhat smaller, can be ~ntense
enough to cause fairly strohg.non~Uniform for~es over the aircraft surface. This can result
in yawing, pitching and rolling as ~ell as other errat19 motions. This smaller scale of
turbulence if it is of the right frequency can' also ca~seimportant vibrations in flexible
portions of the aircraft as a result of resonanCe effects.
The dimensions of the motion in thunderstorm drau~ts and in ~ountain waves are of
a higher order of magnitude than thos~ involved in the gusts which cause ordinary bumpiness.
Thus, an attempt can -be made to counteract the effect of the vertical velocities on aircraft
by normal methods of control. Nonetheless l the intensity of the velocities can be so ~reat
that the aircr~ft may lose or gain thousands of feet of altitude in spite of these attempts
(see Byers and Braham 1949; Jenkins 1952).
.
2.3

Isotropy and anisotrbpy in aircraft turbulence

Horizontal gusts are capable of causing vertical acceleration~ in an aircraft by
changing its instantaneous air speed. Thus, the normal bumpiness encountered by an aircraft
may result from both vertical and horizontal gusts. The latter are, however, much less effective in causing bumps and at jet aircraft speeds a horizontal gust perhaps five times as
intense as a vertical gust is required to give an equivalent yertical acceleration. At low
and intermediate tropospheric levels it appears that aircraft turbUlence is usually isotropic
(Donely 1940) so that only the vertical gusts will be significant in bumpy flight. However I
there is some evidence that at higher levels~ particularly in the stratosphere, strong anisotropy may occasionally occur with strong horizontal gustiness (Glodman and Ball 1959). When
this is true one may have to look for a somewhat different wind pattern to explain the development of the turbulence. In addition, the technique of r.educing air speed in bumpy air will
not be as effective if the turbulence is primarily due to horizontal gustiness.
2.4

Hazards of aircraft turbulence

Of primary importance is the fact that turbulence is one of the major causes of
aircraft accidents. Kircher (1956) reports that 73 per cent of 102 passenger fatalities for
one period in scheduled operations were attributed to turbulence. For structural failure to
occur when an aircraft is flying at reduced speed it is necessary that an equivalent, sharp_
edged gust of the order of 15 m/sec should be encountered. At ordinary cruising speed the
necessary gust ~ntensity would be of the order perhaps of 10 mVsec. '"The Thunderstorm Project
Report (Byers and Braham 1949) presents data which suggest that about 250 km of thunderstorm
flying will on the average result in the encounter with one gust of 8 m(sec. An extrapolation of the data indicates that it would require something of the order of 104 thunderstorm
traverses to encounter a gust of the order of 15 m/sec. In view of the amount of flying
that is carried out this represents a small but finite hazard. However, the probability of
encountering such severe gustiness may be somewhat greater than the statistics indicate since
the extrapolation assumes a smooth decrease with increasing gust velocity, whereas· Cumulonimbus activity may sometimes change its character in a discrete way as, for example, when a
tor~ado develops.
Oth~r factors in addition to the gust intensity have to be cons~dered in connexion
with the risk of aircraft crashes in extreme turbulence. When flying into turbulent conditionsan aircraft may be placed in an unusual attitude or may have its velocity 'increased
either by the turbulence itself or by the pilot in his attempts to retain control and maintain altitude. The effectiveness of gusts in causing structural failure will be considerably accentuated under such circumstances. This raises the question as to whether it is
advisable for a pilot to try and maintain altitude in thunderstorm draughts and mountain
waves and attempt to minimize the bumpiness due to the gusts. The con,sensus of opinion is
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that attempts to control the aircraft should be kept to a minimum since the lfgust load" may
easily be increased by over-control.
As mentioned earlier there are smaller components of the turbulence field which
can cause vibrations in a flexible aircraft if the periodicities happen to coincide with the
free periods of parts of the aircraft. This introduces an additional stress which can combine
with that due to the dominant gusts to result in structural failure even with gust velocities
below those normally considered critical. The possibility obviously also exists that an aircraft m~y have some hidden defect due to the imperfect construction or metal fatigue after
repeated guSt loads, and the stresses involved in severe turbulence may be sufficient to
cause failure in the weakened member.
Structural failure is not the only risk involved in severe turbulence which can
lead to a serious accident. The question of maintenance of control of the aircraft is important since it is obvious that once control is lost it might be very difficult to reinstitute level flight at a safe altitude under turbulent conditions. The draught velocities
in thunderstorms can be as great as )0 m/sec and it is virtually impossible to maintain altitude with such vertical velocities. Fortunately, the downdraughts decrease in intensity
close to the ground, so that there is little risk of downdraught itself causing an aircraft
to crash"except perhaps· in mountainous country. Nonetheless, if a pilot attempts to maintadn
his altitude in draughts, he will place the aircraft in an-extreme nose-up or nose-down altitude and if he then encounters severe turbulence at the boundaries of the draughts it may
be difficult to retain control. Loss of control would be particularly disastrous in a severe
dO~lI1draught situation.
The risk of a crush due to turbulence has been discussed in relation to thunderstorm flying since the extreme turbulence which constitutes this hazard is most oft~n found
in active 'Cumulonimbus. Nonetheless, there are other situations which cannot be ignored in
thisregard~ Sharp-edged gusts of the order of 12 m/sec have been reported in mountain wav~
(Kuttner and Jenkins 1953), and vertical velocities of 40 m/sec (Colson 1954). As for highlevel, ciear-air turbulence~ Hislop (1951) reports on an aircraft encountering a gust of
about 10 m/sec and Hyde (1954) accelerations on an aircraft up to four g (four times that of
gravity) •
Other aqverse aspects of turbulence are well-known. Difficulties in take-off and
landing can occur under turbulent conditions. Passengers can be injured if they do not have
their safety belts fastened and are thrown about or are struck by flying objects in sudden
unexpected turbulence. The life of an aircraft is limited by the metal fatigue associated
with repeated gust loads. Lastly, the passenger discomfort due to motion sickness in bumpy
flight is a matter of concern, particularly for ill ·and elderly passengers.
3.

SOURCES OF TURBUIENI ENERGY

3.1

Major sources

Atmospheric turbulence may be considered to derive its energy from four main sources:
convection, surface friction, gravity waves, and energy of the mean flow in the "turbulent
layers. Except for surface friction these mechanisms produce turbulence which is of too
large a scale to give aircraft bumpiness. It is the bremcdown of the initial motions which
as a rule result in aircraft turbulence. The major categories of aircraft turbulence can be
listed with reference to these sources .of' energy: (a) turbulence in and under Cumulif'orm
cloud (convection); (b) low-level clear-air turbulence, and the turbulence encountered in
some low cloud (surface friction); turbulence in the vicinity ~f mountain waves (gravity
waves); high-level turbulence (gravity waves and energy of the mean flow).
3.2

Artificially induced turbulence

In addition to turbulence due to natural causes there is a situation where turbulence caused by aircraft carr be a serious hazard. Large aircraft with high wing loading

r
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will release vortices from their wing tips which can create severe turbulence over a narrow
area behind the aircraft. This can constitute a s,erlous hazard when a small aircraft attempts
a landing behind a large one. Several crashes have been attributed to this phenomenon (for
example, see U.S. Civil Aeronautics Board Report 1953). The vortices are advected with the
wind and decrease slowly in intensity with distance behind the aircraft (Andrews 1954) so
that the most critical situation occurs when there is little or no cross-wind on the approach.
4.

CONVECTIVE TURBUIENCE

4.1

Convective situations

In this category we include all situations where vertical circulations are set up
as a result of hydrostatic instability. The most intense convective currents will occur in
and under Cumulonimbus, but less intense activity will be associated with other cumuliform
cloud. There are other cloud forms which can contain convective activity. For instance,
Cumulus cloud will sometimes spread out and form a sheet of Stratocumulus although Cumulus
tops will be seen pushing through the cloud deck. When "potentially" or "convectiv~ly"
unstable air is lifted at fronts~ troughs I and mQuntai~s, etc., inst~bility will be released
and the layer cloud associated with the large-scale lift processes will contain convectiv~
activity. This can express itself as Altocumulus castellatus or Altocumulus and Nlrnbosbratus
with Cumuliforrn cloud embedded. Outside of cloud we not only have the convection over heated
land with or without Cumulus formation but also activity due to cold air passing over open
water.
4.2

The formation of aircraft turbulence from convective energy

Hydrostatic instability usually results in discrete orga~ized rising currents. The
bubble theory of Cumulus formation describes such motion in its early stages. The rising
currents are found in and under the Cumulus cloud. In this stage of Cumulus the compensatfug
downward motions are not well organized or readily detectable. If the activity develops to
the Cumulonimbus stage we have cells of 'activity with intense up and downdraughts. The
currents in such convective activity may occupy the major portion of the clouds but the
strong shears and 'other interactions will cause a breakdown to smaller scales of motion,
particularly at the current boundaries, and these motions constitute the important causes
of aircraft bumpiness. Thus the heaviest turbulence in convective activity is often localized in both time and space.

4.)

Time and space variability of thunderstorm turbulence

The more active Cumulonimbus clouds associated with thunderstorms normally extend
to 9-1) km and often even higher, particularly in the tropics. ,The Cumulonimbus, however,
that forms over water when there is an invasion of cold air over the oceans usually have
their tops about 5-7 kID. The vertical currents are found thrOUghout the clouds so that an
aircraft flying at any level in, and under Cumulonimbus, is not immune to turbulence. However,
the updraughts normally accelerate as they move up through the cloud until they reach the
upper third of the cloud. Thus, the activity near the base and below the cloud; and near
the top is likely to be less severe than in the intermediate portions of the cloud.
Not infrequently anomalous cases occur with severe or violent turbulence in the
lower and upper portions of the cloud and even imme~iately outside the cloud or its extension to the ground. The turbulence outside the cloud may b~ aSsoci~ted with. heavy rain
falling ou~ of an overhanging canopy since downdraughts can be caused by such precipitation.
In other instances where no heavy rain is involved the turbulence may have been advected
from within. the area of activity or may be due to compensatory movements outside the cloud
(see, for example, Clodman 1953a).
The thunderstorm passes through its life cycle (C~mulus! mature and d~ssipating
stages) in a period of the order of one hour. During this time the' intensity of the turbulence can vary greatly with the most intense activity to be expe~ted in the early mature
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stage. In extra-tropical regions the more violent thunderstorms are usually associated with
cold fronts and 11ne squalls. The intensity of activity is not uniform along these synoptic
features and the zones of maximum intensity may move along them. For example, sometimes
small stable waves that are difficult to detect on a synoptic scale move rapidly along a
cold front and these waves may be associated with greater turbulence in the storms. In addition, the normal diurnal variation causes greater thunderstorm activity in the late afternoon and early evening. As a result of the time and space variability it is risky to forecast relatively mild thunderstorm turbulence on the. basis of some aircraft reports without
taking meteorological factors into consideration.
4.4

Forecasting the intensity of thunderstorm turbulence

Most objective methods of forecasting t~understorm turbulence are based on the
amount of convective energy that is released by the time the rising air reaches the level
in question. These techniques are usually semi-empirical in nature and can be illustrated
by a method used by the Sev~re Local Storm 'Unit of the United States Weather Bureau (U.S.
Weather Bureau 1956). This method makes use of an overlay ort a thermodynamic diagram to see
if the rising air exceeds the environment temperature by a sufficient amount. For each level
there is a required excess of temperature to forecast extreme turbulence.
Such methods, although useful, neglect other important effects. The vertical advection (up and do~) of turbulent energy by the thunderstorm draughts will tend to disperse
the turbulence so tpat the forecasting of extreme turbulence at some levels and not others
should be treated cautiously. The effectiveness of downdraughts in producing turbulence is
not well taken into account by such methods nor is the interaction with the horizontal wind
field included. It i~ also clear that the large-scale vertical currents are important in
determining the inten~ity of thunderstorm activity. Thus cold front and line squall thunderstorms are usually more intense than air mass or warm front storms. Whiting (1948) has
developed ~_method of considering this last factor in connexion with cold front storms. This
method involves forecasting turbulence on the basis of the "illJpact factor". Thus with a high
"impact factor ll , i.e. when the warm air opposes the cold front movement severe or extreme
turbulence __would be forecast. Lesser intensity of turbulence would be associated when .the
warm air flows parallel to the front and least when the warm air moves in a direction away
from the front.
4.5

Avoidance techniques

Most attempts to avoid the areas of greatest turbulence in thunderstorm areas are
based on visual techniques and preferred flight levels. As indicated earlier an aircraft
flying at the base of or below Cumulonimbus cloud will be less likely to encounter severe
turbulence than at intermediate levels in the cloud. This is also true for flight near the
tops of the clouds although it should be kept in mind that active thunderstorm clouds occasionally extend a short distance into the stratosphere and this may mean tops to 18 km or
more in some parts of the world-. If an aircraft is flying at high levels it usually will be
above the layer clouds and then it is frequently possible to fly around the turrets. Similarly at low levels it is frequently possible to circumnavigate the active areas if there
are no layer clouds down to low levels. When there are no evident breaks in the thunderstorm
area a pilot will often attempt to fly through the activity by avoiding the most intense
electrical and precipitation areas. This is a useful method although turbulence can be intense in a cloud just approaching the mature stage whereas the dissipating cloud may still
look threatening and be relatively innocuous.
Instruments have been considered to help delineate the active cloud areas. Airborne and ground radar can be used on the assumption that cloud areas with higher water
content will tend to be more turbulent. Although the correlation between water content and
intensity of turbulence is not very high, R.F. Jones (1954), for example, found that the
edges of echoing areas were particularly likely to be areas of severe turbulence. Thus, airborne radar can be a useful though not definitive method of locating severe turbulence.

6
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The use of radio methods of detecting electrical discharges (sferics) has also been
as a worth-while method of identifying more act~ve thunderstorm areas.

5.

s~ggested

MECHANICAL TURBULENCE

Unper this heading,we shall consider primarily the turbulence resulting from the
interaction betwee~ the Burface and the wind in the lower one or two km. This type of turbulent energy will be released over a fairly wide sp~ctral range depending on the dimensions
of the roughness elements of the terrain. Thus, aircraft turoulence will derive its energy
directly from energy of the mean flow as well as ~rom the breakdown of larger turbulent motions. The parameters that will largely determine the intensity of ~he aircraft turbulence
will be: th~ wind velocity~ the surface roughness~ the height above ground~ the static stability or more accurately the availability of heat energy from below 3 and the release of
latent heat if condensation takes place.
The surface stress will increase wit~ the strength of the wind giving considerable
turbulence when strong winds are present. The resultant overturning in the lower layers will
produce conditions approaching neutral stabil~ty. However J the gain or loss of heat ~tthe
surface by radiational heating or cooling will playa dual role in this turbulence. Not only
will it act as a source or sink of energy for the turbulent motion but more important it will
determine the depth of the mixing layer. With heating from below there will be convective
activity and the resultant mixing will give stronger low-level winds and more intense turbulence. Thompson (1951) studied the maj~r parameters and found that for a given terrain rv/h
has a high correlation with the gust velocities~ where r is a measure of the radiational
heating, v is the wind velocity, and h is the height.
Except over mountains only light aircraft will fly ~t altitudes where this type of
turbulence may be important. Nonetheless, as is well known, mechanical turbulence can be an
important problem in strong winds on take-off or landing.
6.

TURBULENCE IN MOUNTAIN WAVES

6.1

Causes of turbulence

The turbulence in mo~tain wave situations derives its energy from two main sources.
Ordinary mechanical turbulence occurs near the mountain tops and is not restricted to situations where there are well-developed waves. However, the more severe classes of turbulence
will receive energy from fUlly or partially developed gravity waves.
6.2

Intensity of turbulence in mountain waves

The wave motion itself is often smooth although vertical velocities of 5-10 m/sec
are not uncommon in waves over moderately high mountains. However, much stronger velocities
are possible as in the case reported by Colson (1954) of velocities of the order of 40 mlsec
in the Bishop wave of the Sierra Nevada. This is stronger than any draught velocity reported
by the Thunderstorm Project (Byers and Braham J 1949). These vertical motions c~ cause an
aircraft to gain or lose altitude as in the case of the thunderstorm draUghts but as before
it is the smaller gust motions which cause the more severe aircraft reactions-. Kuttner and
Jenkins (1953) reported gust v~locities in the Sierra wave of the order of 12 m/sec. If an
aircraft encounters gusts of this intensity at normal cruising speed it is in danger of severe structural damage. Thus J whenever flying is done in mountain wave situations the aircraft should fly at reduced speeds even when the air seems smooth. The aircraft may pass
into turbulent air abruptlYJ and with little warning.

6.3

The formation of turbulence from mountain waves

Most studies of mountain or lee waves are concerned with the question of the pre~
ferred atmospheric stratification and wind distribution for the development of ~ne or more
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well-formed waveS. In the centre of such waves the turbulenoe will often be at a minimum
but at the horizontal boundaries of the waves the interference with the general flow pattern
can result in turbulence. The major areas of severe turbulence are usually associated with
the rotors and. thes~ are standing vertical eddies under the wave crest at altitudes comparable to the heights of the mountains. In the discussion on high-level turbulence we shall
see that turbulence may also form due to a mechanism related to gravity waves even when no
well-organized waves are present. Scorer (1954) suggests that clear air turbulence is likely
to be found where mountain wave situations are associated with discontinuities in the wind
profile. In view of the fact that the breakdown of waves may result in severe turbulence
the time and place at which a wave is crossed may be significant. Radok (1954) reported a
flight through a wave which was smooth but a reverse flight parallel to the first encountered
violent turbulence.
7.

HIGH-LEVEL TURBULENCE

7.1

Definition

By high-level turbulence we shall refer to that type of aircraft turbulence which
is normally found above about 6 km, exclusive of the turbulence in Cumulonimbus cloud. Highlevel turbulence is sometimes referred to as clear-air but we do not wish to include lowlevel_clear-air turbulence or exclude turbulence in Cirrus cloud from this ca~egory. In the
latter connexion there does not seem to be any significant difference between turbulence ia
and out of Cirrus clouds at these levels.
7.2

Distribution of high-level turbulence

No accurate figures are available for the frequency of occurrence of high~level
turbulence since it varies from place to place and with the seasons. The overall average of
occurrence, for any intensity of turbulence in middle latitudes over land is probably of the
order of a ~ew per cent in miles of rough air per miles flown. A comparison with turbulence
at lower levels can be made by considering the variation of aircraft turbulence with height.
There appears to be a slow decrease of frequency of occurrence with height except for a.secondary maximum at· tropopause or jet stream levels. Thus~ there is~ decidedly less turbulence
in the 6-14 kIn levels than in the lower troposphere but,- at least over land, the percentages
are of the same order of magnitude. The distribution of high-level turbulence as to intensity can be estimated as 75 per cent light, 15-20 per cent moderate, 5-10 per cent heavy,
1-3 per cent violent or extreme (Clodman and Ball 1959). The most severe high-level turbulence is comparable in intensity with all but the most severe thunderstorm turbulence.
7.3

Some characteristics of high-level turbulence

High-level turbulence occurs in patches with horizontal dimensions of the order of
80 km although in more extreme cases they may exceed 500 km. The average vertical extent of
the patches is around 600 metres although sometimes they are as thin as 20-30 metres. Clodman
(1953b) reports on a case with a vertical extent of about 4~ kIn and it is likely that turbulent patches can be even thicker in mountainous regions. Press (1953) and Clodman (1953b)
both found that the patches tend to be larger and thicker for the heavier intensities· of
turbulence, and Clem (1954) found that the patches are elongated in the direction of the
mean wind. One difference between high-level turbulence and other forms, as noted earlier,
is the rapidity of the associated bumpiness. The rapid bumpiness at high lev,els is sometimes
described as the lfcobblestone ll effect since flying under such conditions mimics driving over
a cobblestone road.
7.4

Association of high-level turbulence with synoptic features

The major synoptic features of the wind and temperature fields that have been found
to be associated with high-level turbulence are the jet stream, the tropopause, and the highlevel low or trough. The strongest association appears to be with the jet stream. Bannon
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(1952) and Jones (1954) found that about two~thirds of the cases of severe high-level turbu~
lence were in the vicinity of jet streams although the relationShip is much weaker if all
intensities of turbulence are included . . The quadrant below the jet stream and on the cyclonic side appears to be a preferred "region for turbulence with a secohdary maximum above on
the anticyclonic side. The quadrant below and on the anticyclonic side is a distinct minimum
area as compared to other jet-str~am regions. Longitudinally along the jet stream the situation is not as clear-cut although isotach maxima have .been suggested as preferred regions
(see Clem 1954). Chambers (1955) indicates that preferred regions may be (a) near exit regions with marked diffluence, (b) where the jet stream splits} (c) where there is strong
curvature of the jet.
Since the tropopause and the jet stream occur at about the same alti~ude any correlation between turbulence and the tropopause may, in part, result from the jet-stream relationship. Nonetheless, a real independent relationship between turbulence and the tropopause
appears to exist (see) for example Batty 1952; Chambers 1955). In addition a relatively
small} but nonetheless real, maximum of occurrence of high-level turbulence can be found near
high-altitude lows and troughs (Bannon 1952; Jones 1954; Clem 1954).
7.5

Turbulence relationship with dynamic parameters

Various analyses have been carried out to see what mechanisms are involved in the
production of high-level turbulent energy. For the most part}these inve~tigations involve
correlations between turbulence and certain parameters of the wind and temperature fields at
the site of the occurrences. A fairly good relationship was found with the vertical shear
of the horizontal wind particularly if the shear was measured on a scale smaller than normal
(Lake 1956; Hislop 1951). Keitz (1957) fOUnd that an analysis of differential advection and
turbulence indicated that low hydrostatic stability was conductive to high-level turbulence.
If the vertical shear and the hydrostatic stability are combined we can obtain the RicharQBon
number} Ri. Low values of ~his number are associated with strong production of turbulent
energy by the major term of the Reynolds stresses and small graVitational resistance of the
formation of turbulence. Bannon (195l)J for example found that 30 per cent of cases of bumpiness in the high troposphere were associated With values of Ri less than three whereas in
the stratosphere the relationship was weak or non-existent. Pinus (1957) reports a much
stronger relationship with about 85 per cent of ·the turbulence associated with Ri values
less than four. Others have found weak relationships between the Richardson number and highlevel turbulence.
Features of the horizontal wind field have also been found to be significant in
the problem. Bannon (1951) reports that horizontal shear and curvature were more important
in the stratosphere than vertical shear. Klemin and Pinus (1954) found more turbulence with
cyclonic curvature than with anticyclonic curvature and with confluent flow as compared to
straight or diffluent flow. Clodman (1958) found more small-scale turbulent diffusion at
these levels with cyclonic shear and curvature than with anticyclonic or neutral conditions.
Although various parameters of the wind and temperature fields are statistically
related to high-level turbulence no clear plcture of the mechanism involved can.be determined
on the ~asis of the above relationships. Little is known as to why turbulence will occur
with certain conditions at oge time and place but frequently will not occur with similar or
more extreme values of the parameters at other times.
7.6

HiBh-level turbulence and topography

Except for mountainous areas the r81e of terrain has been for the most part considered negligible in connexion with high-level turbulence. Nonetheless~ there are indications
that the influence of even ordinary} modest. topography can be felt to quite high levels and
that a re-evaluation of the importance of this factor in high-level turbulence is necessary.

TURBULENCE IN CLEAR AIR AND IN CLOUD

Ludlam (1952), for example, suggested that 1000 ft high hills in
were significant in the production of Cirrus cloud. More recently~ Turner
flights comirig into London Airport that ~lear-air turbulence in the middle
sphere was twice as frequent over land.. and four times as frequent over the
over the neighbouring waters. Other isolated reports have been suggestive
topography may be important in high-level turbulence.

9
the United Kingdom
(1959) found for
and high tropocoastal areas, as
that even modest

A comprehensive study to delineate the importance of topography in high-level turbulence was carried out by Cladman and Ball (1959). Further work on this problem is still
in progress. Two bodies of data were analysed to clarify the relationships between the patterns of occurrence of high-level turbulence and the underlying topography. The high ground
in the areas examined was about 1000 ft"above the average terrain. In both areas there was
a maximum of occurrence o£ turbulence to the lee of the ridges (Clodman and Ball 1959j Ball
1960). The results are illustrated by Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows· the topography in the

I

I /
~~
Fig. L Topography in vicinity of Patterson AFB.
0-1000 It MSL; shaded areas 1000-lOOO ft MSL.

Unshaded areas
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y~cinity

of Patterson AFB and Figure 2 the distribution of high~leve~ turbulence over this
area. It was also found that the intensity of the maxima was accentuat~d when the low-level
winds are blowing across the ridges as compared to the cases with the winds paral~eling the
rfgges. In addition, other features conducive to the formation of gravity waves seemed asqociated with increased turbUlence (Bail 1960).
It seems fairly
in higg-level turbulence~
menon. The importance of
turbulence ~t high levels

clear, therefore, that overland topography plays an important rale
perhaps as a result of a mechanism related to the lee Wave phenothis effect appears to be great e~ough to give only a fraction of
over the oceans as compared to over land.
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The forecasting of high-level turbulence

In forecasting high-level tUFbulence three major fact9rs should be taken into account. The first involves the wind ~nd temperature fields in the turbulence area to evaluate
the availability of energy from the mean flow. This would include consideratton of the fjrst
order space derivatives of velocity as ~ell as the hydrostatic stability. Secondly, the
underlying topography has to be considered and in this category the heights of the obstacles
and their horizontal extents are significant as we'll as the sharpness of the rises. Lastly,
the atmospheric conditions that prevail between the surface and the levels of interest will
determine the relative importance of the ~errain irifluence for a given situation. This last
factor will likely be maximum when a strong low-level wind is blowing perpendicular to a
ridge with little turning of the wind with height and with a relatively stable lower layer.
The relative importance of the three major factors is still to be determined.
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ICE FORMATION ON AIRCRAFT
Summary

Forecasting icing conditions for a!*craft is not a "rule-of~thumbn procedure but
requires a knOWledge both 9f the physics of .occurrence pf ~up'ercooled ~ater in the atm~sphere
and the" aerodynamics of "its capture and adherence t~,the airframe. In,this Note an att~mpt
has been made to survey the present state of knowledge an~ indicate the approac~ to the problem of forecasting icing most likely to be fruitful.
The aerodynamic factors are qonside~ed in Chapter 2, the most ~mportant .being the
temperature the forward-facing parts of the aircraft take up during flight in cloud. The
determinatio~ of this tempera~ure is com~lex. ~specially when ice crystals also are p~esentJ
and"it is sho~ that the temperature +ncrease brQught about. by kinetic heating is likely to
be sUbstan~ially less during flight in cloud,containing super6ooled'water and ice crystals
than in dry air.
.
~he fac~ors controlling the occurrence and quantity of supercooled water in clouds
are discu~sed in Chapter 3. :T~e .strengt~ pf the .~p-current in clouds and the ice-crystal
content ,are shown to be i~portant factors, since the rate at ~hich free wat~r is made &vailable may exceed the capacity of the ice crystals .present to take up the free water, leading
to coexistence of supercooled water drops and ice crystals. Consideration_is given to the
statistics of icing encounters and it i~ thought that meteorologically there is little further to be gained by the indiscr~m~nate collection of icing data.

The ice-crystal content of clouds may be a cause of icing trouble in 'certain jet and
turbo-jet engines and' may become of increasing importance as aircraft speeds increase. The
~va~lable data are discussed in Chapter 4.
.
.
The forecasting of icing conditions is' discussed in Chapter 5 an~ some hints and reminders arising from the discussion in the previous chapters are given.' -The icing conditions
should be one of the last items to consider, in a forecast a~d the forecaster should consider
carefully the temperature, the origin of the air as~ending to form clouds, the rate of ascent
of the air. and the height. interval over which. ascent has taken place, together with any modifications to these factors brought about by ~derlying topography.

FORMATION DE GLACE SUR IES AERONEFS

Pour prevoir les conditions de givrage des aeronefs, .oe ne sont pas des methodes

ernpiriques qui sont employees; 11 faut, bien au contraire, conna1tre tant la physique de la
formation d1eau surfondue dans l 1 atmosphere que llaerodynamlque de son contact avec la-·cellu-

a

Ie de I' aeronef et son adherence
celle-01. Dans la pl.,esente Note technique, l' auteur a
essaye de faire Ie point des connaissances actuelles etd1indiquer la manlere d'aborde~ Ie
probleme de la prevision du givrage susceptible de donner les meilleurs resul~ats.
Le chapitre 2 contient une etude des facteurs aerodynamlques, dont ie plus important
est la temperature que les parties anterieures de l'aeronefatteigheht au cours du vol "dans
les nuages. Les methodes permettant de determiner cette temperature sont compl~xes, surtout
en presence de cristaux de glace; llauteur mantre qulil est probable que l'augmentation de
la te~perature causee par l'echauffement cinetique sera sensiblement inferieure pendant les
vals dans des nuages cantenant de lleau surfondue et des cristaux de glace que pendant les
vols en alr sec.

Les facteurs qui determinent la formation et la quantite dleau surfondue dans les
nuages sont examines au chapitre 3. L'auteur indique que la force des mouvements ascendants
dans les nuages et la teneur en cristaux de glace sont des facteurs importants, etant donne
que la vltesse de formation des gouttes d 1 eau peut depasser la capaclte d1absorption des
cristaux de glace, ce qui entratne la presence slmultanee de gouttes dleau surfondue et de
cristaux de glace. II examirie les statistiques concernant les cas de glvrage et estime que
Ie fait de r~ssembler toutes les donnees relatives au glvrage, quelles qulelles soient ne
presente plus guered'avantages du point de vue meteorolog1que.
La teneur en cristaux de glace des nuages peut provoquer des perturbations dues au
givrage dans certains moteurs a reacteurs et a turbo-reacteurs et llimportance de ce facteur
peut slaccrottre a mesure qu'augmente la vitesse des aeronefs. Nos connaissances dans ce
domaine sont examinees dans Ie chapitre 4.
La prevision des conditions de givrage fait llobjet du chapitre 57 qui contien~
quelques allusions et rappels aux questions etudiees dansles chapitres precedents. Les
conditions de glvrage devralent €ltre--un des derniers elements a considerer dans uneprevisian et Ie prevlsionniste devralt etudier soigneusement la temperature, lloriglne des masses
d 1 air asaendantes qui forment les nuages, la vitesse ascensionnelle de ces masses d'air, la
distance verticale parcourue par les masses d'air ascendantes, a1nsi que toutes les modifications apportees aces facteurs par la topographie sous-jacente.
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H cOA8~aHH8 RPHCT~OB JIbAa RBJIHIDTCH B~E WaETOpaMH, ToR. CROpOCTI, C .ROTOPOH nOflBRHe~CH cBo60AHaR BOAa Max8T rrpeBhmraT::C crroco6HoCTb rrpl1IcYTcTByro~
KP~CT~OB ~4~ TIbr~o~aT::C CBo6oAHyro BOAY, ~TO BeA8T R cocymecTBoBaHHID rrepeoxJI~eHHWX Ra~eJI::C BO~ H RPHCT~OB ~Aa. B 3aM8TR8 TaKE8 paccMaTpHB~T9JI CTaTHC~Hq8C~He
CJIyqa8B" 06~eAeHeHHH, OARaRO rrpe,n;rrOJIaraeTCa, '!TD C M8T80pOJIOrH'!ec~oH TO~H SP8HHH Marro QTO MO~HO 6y,n;6T HSBJieq::c HS ,n;an::CH8Hmero c6opa_
CM8IIIaHHbcr AaHRb~ 00 06JI8A8H8HMH.

A4HHbI8

Ha.rr-.IiPHI8 RpHCTaJIJICB J.r:&.n;a B 06.JIaI-G8 MO:KC8T smHTI.CH rrpR'tIHHOH o6JIeA8H8HHJI
OnpeA8JI8HHWX p8aKTIiIBHbcr H Typ6o-peaETMBHHX MOTOpOB H Mo~eT rrpH06peTaT::C Boe
60JIe8 B~H08 3Ha'!8HMe nq Mep8 YB8JOZ1:'!eHHJI CKopocTe~ CaMOJI8TOB. MMeID~ecff no
3TOMy IIOBO,n;y ,n;aHRble paCCMaTpHBB.1OTCH B rJIaB8 4.

B

r~aBe 5 paccMaTpHBaroTcff yCJIOBHH o6ne~eHeHHH cOBMecTHo C H8ROTOpI:.MH npe~nOJIO~eHHHMH,_ B03HHRaro~H HS MaTepHaJIOB,H3~O~eHRbcr B rrpeAb~~ rJIaBax. YC~OBHH bo~e~eHeHflH ~O~~ 6~I. rroc~e~~ llYHRTOM ~nH 06C~BHHH B rrporHose C TeM~ ~To6N TIpOrnOSHCT Mor T~aTeJIbHO H3yqHTb T8MIIepaTypy, rrpOHcxo~eHHe
B03~yxa,nO~HHMa.ro~8rOCHBBepx H o6pasyromero o6JIaKO, CROpOCTb TIOA I 8Ma BosAyxa,
a T-a.R::E8 BbICOTHbI8 Ji'LHTepBa...JThr B KOTOpbI8 rrpOECXOARJI TIO,z:r;18M, COBM8CTHO C JIIOO:E:J.MJi'L
MO,l1;H(p.t'HeaU;H.HMH 3TI!'fX epaKTOpOB, ROTopbre MoryT 6I:.ITb BI:.I3BaHbI TOIIorpa;11118H .rro.n;CTHJIaromem IIOBepXHOCTR.

FoRMAcION DE· HIELO EN LAS AERONAVES

Resumen

Para preYer las condiciones de formaci~n de hiele en las aeronaves no se emplean
metodos emp!ricos sino que, 'par 81. contrario, bac_e falta CODocer tanto, la -r:!sica de la pro_
duccion de agua subfundida en la atm&sfera como la aerodlnamica de Btl captacl~n y de su adherenoia a la superficie de la aeronave. En la presente Nota T~cnlca e1 autQr ha tratado de
ptmtualizar los conocimientos actuales y de senalar la forma de abordar e1 problema de la
previsl~n de la formacion de hiela, para obtener los mejores resultados.
En e1 Capftuio 2 figura un estudio de los factares aerodin~icos, de los que e1 rodS
importante est! farmado par la temperatura de las partes anteriores de la aerOllave en~l
transcurso del vuelo a trav~s de las nubes. Los metodos que permiten determinar esa temperatura son muy compleJos} sobre t9do en presencia de cristales de hielo; el autor senala que
es probable que el aumento de la temperatura causado por e1 calentamiento cinetieo se~ sensib1emente inferior durante e1 vuelo· a traves de nubes can agua subfundida y erista1es de
hielo} que durante los vue los a traves de aire seeo.
En el CapItulo 3 se exarninan los factores que deterrninan la forrnaci6n y la cantidad
de agua subfundlda en las nubes. El autor senala como factores importantes la fuerza de los
rnovimientos ascendentes en las nubes y la cantidad de cristales de hielo,ya que la velocidad
de formaci~n d~ las gotas de agua puede rebasar la capa61dad de absorcldn de los cristales
de hiela, 10 que entrana la presencia simult4nea de gotas de agua subfundida y de cristales
de hiela. Al examina las estad!sticas relativas a los casas de formacidn dehielo consldera
que no es de utilidad para la meteorolog!ael simple hecho de reunlr todos los datos relativos a la formaci~n-de bielo.
.
EI contenido en cristales de hielo de las nuebes puede provocar perturbaciones a
causa de la formaci6n de hielo en ciertos motores a reacc~~n'y turboreactores} y la importancia de este factor puede aumentar a medida que aurnenta la velocidad de las aeronaves. En
el Capitulo 4 se examinan los conocimlentos existentes en esta materia.
En e1 capItulo 5 se trata d~ la prevision de las condiciones de formacion de hielo.
Contiene varias alusiones y referencias a las cuestiones estudiadas en los cap!tulos precedentes. Las condiciones de formadion de hielo deber~n ser uno de ·los dltimos f~ctores que
se han de terter en cuenta al hacer un·p;onostico y e1 meteorologo d~ber~ estudiar cuidadosamente la .temperatura, el orlgen de las masas de aire ascendente que forman las nubes} la
v-elocldad ascensional de esas mas as de airel· la distancla vertical recorrida por las masas
de aire ascendente y todas las modificaciones introducidas en esos factores por la topograf1a
subyacente.
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INTRODUCTION

Ever since aircraft became- capable of ex~ended flight the problems anq hazards
with the formation of ice upon the~- have been well-known and th~ subject 'oflntensi~e _inv~s,tigat-ion. As long ago as 1930 (Sco:tt 1930)", wiqd tunnel experiments h~d ,been
"made In,elucldating .some aspects of the problem and bt 1938 research papers and guidance to
fOT.eq~.ster;.s ,had been published ;i..r many. cOJIDtries (e _,g,. Bigg 1937 J McNeal "1937 J Findeisen
1938}. "-, In the early days, aircraft subjected to heavy ice accretion and haVing little reserve engine power were frequently forced down, the' effects being mitigated by their modest
demands on the space and type of surface required for safe landing. With the advent of more
powerful aircraft, greater reserve power in the engines, de-icing or anti-icing facilities
and particularly with the virtual elimination of engine~~cing on piston-engined aircraft,
th~ hazards were greatly reduced and accidents or emergencies to- transport aircraft attributable to icing became rare. The reserve power and de-icing facilities were usually sufficient
to see" the aircraft out of the icing conditions either by continued horizontal flight or,
more often, by change of altitude. Nevertheless there were still some occasions when the
safety of the aircraft bec~e je9pardized by an unusually rapid and severe tee accretion.
a~sociated

<c_

It was thought that with the introduction of turbo-prop and pure jet aircraft
"°'With their greater cruising altitude the icing problems for these aircraft would be consider;-'ably reduced. This has not, however, been ent-ir-e-ly -borne olit in practice. The turbine,'t'powered engine depends OJ:':! very much gr,eater. quanti-ties ;of- air than the pist~n-engined air- _
craft for.-its ?peration and can only g~t this air through a large forward-facing orifice,
:~whereas it~can be" arranged for the piston-engine to "draw its air from"~ sheltered
intake.
'-"~:Engine-icthg problems may theref-ore be more difficult to surmount on the most modern
aircraft everr~though &irframe icing may be less severe. The penalties on aircraft performance
introduced
even small amounts of airframe icing are, however, ~considerable on the most
modern aircraft where clean aerodynamic lines are essential for economic operation.

by

A further complexity has been introduced in recent yea~s by the ,rigid air traffic
control necessitated by the increased density of 'traffic, particularly in the neighbourhood
of aerodromes-. This has considerably curtailed the fre"edom of the pilot to leave icing conditions- by either horlzontal or vertical deviations from his flight-plan. When-the trend
for "rncreas-ing numbers of ;tight aircraft for private flying and the development of vert-ical
take-off aircraft, both of which may be particularly susceptible to trouble from icing is
also considered J it becomes clear that the potential risk of icing conditions cannot be lightly dismissed by the aviation forecaster.- For this reason it has been conS'idered desirable
to' make this survey of the present state of knowledge with regard to icing and it~ forecasting, both -iri tropical and temperate latitudes.
It s~ouldbe emphasized "that the reactipn of a particul~r aircraft to a potential
icing situation is ~ot one on which the meteorological forecaster should be expec~ed to be
knowledgeable. His duty would beco~pletely performed- if he were able to forecast accurately in time and space the meteorological conditions whtch ar_e believed to be of importance in
causing icing on an aipcraft. The behaviour of the aircraft in those, conditions should then
b~ known to, or deducible by, the pilots and operators.
This be~avio~ is a complex matter
which has not rigorously been solved but depends on both meteorological and aerodynamic factors. In order that the forecaster may know the relative importance of the various meteorological factors which he will be r.equired to forecast, it is necessary to knoW" something of
the general aerodynamic factors. These are dealt with in section 2. Thereafter the report
deals solely with the meteorological factors, the statistics of occurrence and the forecasting.
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2.

THE FORMATION OF ICE ON AN AIRCRAFI IN FLIOHr

The fact that water droplets can exist in the supercooled state in, the atmosphere
was known and commented upon many years before the first aircraft took off. It had been
common experience at mountain observatories ,(see) for example, Omond 1886) to notice the
formation of both clear and rime ice when the observatory was in cloud at temperatures below
DoC, With rates of growth of rime ice averaging roughly perhaps half an inch per hour. It
can therefore have been no surprise that aircraft experienced icing whep flying in cloud and
the general explanation in terms of supercooled-water drops must have been readily accepted.
For most occurrences of ioe formation on aircraft this is still, of course l the true explanation but the meohanism of capture of the supercooled dropsl including the efficiency with
which they are caught by the various parts of an aircraft's structure I is a complicated andimportant problem involving both meteorological and aerodynamic factors. (Hardy 1946 1 Brun

1957) .
The meteorological factors are:
(i)

supercooled water content of the air;

(ii)

ice-crystal content of the airJ

( iii)

temperature and

(iv)

droplet and crystal-size distributions.

h~idity;

The aerodynamic factors are:

(i)

speed of the aircraftj

( ii)

temperature of the aircraft surface;

( iii)

efficiency of catch of droplets or crystals by forward-facing surfaces I which itself depends on the curvature of the surface I the speed of the aircraft and the
size of the droplets or crystals.

The met~orological factors affecting the occurrence and quant~ty of supercooled
water and ice crystals will be dealt with in subsequent chapters and we will concentrate
here on the aerodynamic factors.
2.1

The type and shape of ice formation

We shall assume that supercooled water is present in the finely divided form in
which it always occurs in the atmosphere I i.e. in drops of diameter'varying from a few microns tp a few millimetres l and that the impact of a 'supercooled droplet on a surface will
initiate freezing o~ the droplet. The word Ilinitiate" is l,J.sed advisedly since the freezing
of a small fraction o~ the water usually liberates sufficient latent he~t to raise the temperature of the whole drop to DOC. In fact for temperatures near OOC I the freezing of about
1/80th of the drop for each degree centigrade by which the drop-is supercooled is sufficient
to raise the temperature of the mixture of water and ice to aoc. Further freezing of the
drop can then only proceed if the additional latent heat liberated can be disposed of. At
very low temperatures (e.g. below -20oC) and for very small droplets (e.g. below 20 Jl diameter)this is usually achieved very quickly by conduction l evaporation and convection~ since
the droplet at DOC is at a very m~ch higher temperature than its surroundings, and the drop
freezes completely almost instantaneously. At temperatures near but below OOC I and especially with large drops, the freezing process may be qUlte slow and the drop has time to spread
a little over the surface before losing all the latent heat liberated and freeZing completely. These processes have a very important effect on the shape and type of ice formation.
Since at low temperatures most droplets are small and for this reason freeze at once on impact, ice is formed in great numbers of tiny discrete particles between Which air is trapped
to gtve a white crystalline deposit known as ~ ice I which has a low apparent density and·
is easily broken away. When ~he freezing process is slow~ however I and tpe drops flow over

.:

.
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the'surface; they _ link up to give a uniformly wet, suri'ace-wh1.ch freezes into 'al.ear ice ..
bonded firmly -to the .surface and very difficult to remove-.- Furthermore, -if ice crystals
also present in-the clou~ hit the surface while it 1s still wet, they will be- held by 'sur~
face tension and ~rozen into the surface-to give a rough cloudy ice formation. This type
of icing 1s also difficult to remove arid .. ' because of its roughness, may seriously increase
the drag of the aircraft. Thus there are two basic types of ice formatioD .. rime ice and
clear ice, but the formation on any particular occaslo~ will often be a mixture of the two
and tends more towards rime ice at:low temperatures and clear ice n~ar QOQ.

The only other type of ice formation requlring consideration is hoar frost. This
is the deposition of ice on a cold surface directly from the vapour phas~ and can'only occur
when the temperature of the surface is below the frost-point of the air. Since the temperature of an aircraft surface is maintained above the rree'alr' temperat~re by frictional and
compressional heating of the ?lr in contact with it and supersaturation'with respect to ice
is rare, hoar frost is unlikely on an aircraft in level flight but may occur if the aircraft
flies quickly from cold air to warmer air as occurs on descent. The ice deposit is unlikely
to have, any serious effect on the ae~odynamic qualities of the aircraft but the sudden loss,
of vi$ion by hoar frost bn the Windscr~en may be an emb~rrassment to the pilot.
o

•

,_'

,. •

•

•

A more serious effect of r~pid descent~ however~ could 0Qcur i~.the descent 1s
made in precipitatl0n. The aircraft te~~erature lags behind the ambi~nt aiv·te~peraturej
particularly if large quantities of fuel remain in wing tanks forming part of the wing.structure~ ~nd a brief period of icing may'then occur during flight in rain if measures
are not
taken to avoid it by heating the more vulnerable surfaces. Icing from this cause may also
occur on the aircraft on the ground in precipitation when the temperature is near DoC.

2.2

The efficiency of droplet catch of an aircraft surface

The trajectory of water droplets carried in a current of air past an obstacle is
not the same as the air ~tream-line50wing to the inertia of the droplets which prevents
them from·,following aqclirately the curvature of the stream-lines as they flow round the obstacle. The larger the droplet 'and, therefore~ the greater the inertia~ the greater is ~he
devi~tion from the·stream-line. An edge having a small Xadius.of curvature gisturb~ the' airflow very little and so most droplets in the volume of air swept out QY the eage are caught~
whereas a bluff object"wlth a large radius of curvature so d.isturbs the airflow that many
of.. the smaller droplets are.ca:r:ried round the object and.lost. 'the qu.icker the airflow, the
higher th~ momentum of the droplets and the less their deviation by the '~irflow~ so that more
droplets in the swept volume are caught at the higher speeds. The mathematical analysis ne~
cessary.to .calculate droplet trajectories is cOmpl~cated but has been worked out for, cylinders of vario~s radii, different droplet radii and different airspeeds by Glauert (1949) and
extended.bY ~rigmuir and Blodgett (1946). Various. investigato~s ha~e s~nce exterided the calCUlation; to various types
airfoil with different angles of attack (e.g. Brun,' Serafini
and Mophos 1952). The deta,.ils ~f the calculations are not appr<;>priate to this Note but
eXQellent summary is available in Brun 1957. From the Calculated droplet trajectories it is
possible to arrive at the "collection efficiencyu"of differen-tly shaped surfacesj this quantity is defined as the ratio o~ the mass of the droplets caught by the oQstacles'ln unit
time to .the mass of the droplets which would flow through the projected area of the obstacle
normal' to the
flow in the same time~ if the obS~acle were removed.

of

an

For cylinders, typical collection efficiencies are shown in Figur~s l(a) and ~(b).
For some time it was thought that the actual collection efficiency of a wing could be replaced
by that of a cylinder having the same radius as the radius of curvature of the- wing leading edge. This has been shown not to be strictly true and empirical formulae have been devised (Bigg and Baughen 1955) which more acqurately represent the catch of a wing. Nevertheless, for our purposes Figures 1 (a) and 1 (b) demonstrate the factors which are of importance to meteorologists. Thus it is quite clear that only about half the droplets of
diameter 10 ~ in a cloud are caught by a cylinder of 2 em radius whereas virtually all those
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of diameter 50~ or greater are caught; Collection effic~ency rises s~owly with aircraft
speed ahd varies very little with he~ght but drops markedly as the curvature of the collect-

ing surface decreases (cyl~~der radius Increaslng).~his featUre is so marked that a cylih~
der of rad-:t.u5 32 em will collect no dr.ops· of diameter 10 J,t
or less' at a speed of 500' kt and

pressure of 500 mb.

100

j ~C-

r

Thus if both the drop-size distribution of

the

supercooled

qroplets
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Fig 1(0) Vorilltion with lIirspeed ci collection efficiencies for
a cylinder r:f radius 2crn For vorioos diameter", d,
ef dropletS at different p"e~sures
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Fig I(b) Variar-ion wi~h cylinder radius of collection
eFf.icieocies fa; pressure 500mb. speed SOOkt:
an,d differenl" drcplel" diamel"erS,d.

and the stream-lines of the air over the aircraft were known, it would be possible to calculate the water catch of the aircraft. In prantic8, of c~urseJ the drop-size dist~ibution
is highly variable and cannot be forecast, while 'the stream-lines .of the air are also probably not known with real accuracy. As the ice builds up, the curvature of the surface collecting ice changes and the airflow is affected so t~at the efficiency of catch varies. In
addition, there is often an unknown quanti~y of ice crystals of different shapes and sizes
in the air for which the efficiency of catoh is certainly not known with
accuracy, but
which nevertheless may become embedded in the ice Which is formed on the aircraf~ and further
affect the airflow and the aircraft. We cannot therefore hope to know in detail how m~ch
ice will form on different parts of an aircra~t in flight but we can say qualitatively from
Figure 1 that:

any

( i)

ioe will form mor,e readily on parts of the aircraft having a small radius of curvature, e.g. on wing and tail leading edges; air-intake edges and entry guidevanes of jet engines;

(ii)

for a given supercooled water content, the catch will
to the proportion of large dropsl

(iii)

other things being equal, the faster the aircraft, the greater the' efficiency of,.
catch. This is additional to the increase in rate of catch which also, 'of oourse,

incre~se

in direct relation
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increases with the speed of the aircraft, since a greater volume of air is
out per second by unit area of projected surface.

2.3

swe~t'J

The temperature of the aircraft surface

It is obvious that if the'temperature of the aircraft surface is maintained everywhere above aoe whatever the ambient conditions, no ice will form on the aircraft. The aircraft skin may be maintained above ooe in certain conditions either naturally by kinetic heating or by artificial heating. Considerable effort has been devoted by aircraft engineers
to·- protection by artifioial heating", but in deter~iningJ at least roughly, the amount of heat
required the natural kinetic heating becomes an important factor, especially for fast aircraft.

------------. ;:Irt
Kinetic heating "in

.....

clea~·

air

flight in clear a-ir the temperature- ·of the aircr-aft 'surface usually differs
from that of the ambi:~nt air owing to_ t:n~effects _oL.frictional" apA compressional heflting of
the air i~ contact with the su~face~· hessu~e varie~·bv,er.the 's·u~iace~··be·ing-"gt.eater at the
stagnatlon points (e.g. on· the leadi-ng- e'dge Eif the wing) ;~here the.- air is ·effectively brought
to rest at a pressure above the free-air pressure and leKst Q~ the upper surface of the wing
where the ·relative motioii-· of aircraft -'and ·air1:s greatest .-.
'
.'

Compressional heatipg ~~ therefore greatest at t~e ~?~asnati9n po~nts while fr~c~_
tional heating is greatest where. rehative motion i$ greatest. '-Both heating", effects are
brought about by the motion of -the ·_alr9.raf~. through the air ,i3,r4" so ar~_ p"aiied Itki~~ticl{ heat~
-ing effects. If the velocity of -the air re~~tive to the aircraf.t at the _edge of the- boundary
layer is-VI and the temperature t l , the temperat~e' t s of the surfa~e -brought about by frictional heating is given by

(1)
V 2

~_1_

where

if the flow is laminar

2c p

if the flow is turbulent

and

where c p is the specific heat of air at constant pressure and Pr is Prandtlls number defined as
Jl2. whereJl is the dynamic viscosity a,nd'k the thermal conductivity of the air.
~
At temperatures
from Oae to _~oac where most severe icing occurs, Pr is approximatly constant

at 0.71 so that (Pr)i

= 0.84

and (Pr )1/3

= 0.89.

If the velocity of the air relative to the aircraft before the airflow
is disturbed is Vo (equal, of course, to the true airspeed of the aircraft)J and temperature is
to' then the change of kinetic energy of the air brought about by the variation of pressure
on the surface appears in the form of compressional heating and we have
V 2
V 2
0-1
2cp

(2)
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and so

V 2
1

2c p

+

V 2

a
2c p

where
rl = 0.84 for laminar flow and 0.89 for turbulent flow.
y2
Thus at the stagnation points where VI = 0 the surface temperature will be to +
0

points where the
2
rlVo
t s = to +
2c p

ambient VI> V0

ambient pressure

J

pressure

local

is equal to the ambient

pressure J

and

At points on the upper surface of the wing where pressure is less
and
ts

t

s

:>to

< to

+

.

+

rlVo

r V 2

1 0
22c p

.

but at

2cp
hence VI = Vo'

than

and on the under surface where pressure exceeds

This ignores the fact that because of the thermal gra-

2c p

dients set up in the surface there will be conduction of heat to or from points on the surface and.loBs of heat by radiation from the surface. These effects are considered to be
small compared with the compressional and frictional heating terms and for many purposes it
is usual to put VI = Va and regard the kinetic temperature rise of the whole surface in clear
y 2

t s = to + !-£-, where r is called the recovery factor.
2cp
r of 0.87 is usually used. In c.g.s. units
air

a~

given by

knot as the unit of speed,
and

we have

A mean value of
Using

the

becomes
Va )2
t s = to + 1.15 ( - lOa

(4)

It should be remembered that at stagn~tion points a value of r = 1 is probably more appropriate While on p~rts of the upper wing surface of yery fast aircraft where the pressure reduction is considerable, a value of r considerably less than 0.87 should be used. Indeed if
V12 (1 - rl):> Vo 2 , the temperature of the surface at this point is less than the ambient
temper~ture and the effective value of the recovery factor is negative. For a true airspeed
of 300 kt this could occur at an ambient temperature of GOC and pressure of 1,000 mb if the
pressure at some point on the wing fell below 426 mb. That this sometimes occurs is evidenced
by t~e occasional reports of condensation phenomena over the wings of aircraft flying in
air o~ high relative humidity, especially during the pUll-out from a dive when the pressure
reduction on the upper surface of the wing is greater than that in level flight (Jones 1955,
Sarson 1956).

2.3.2

.!Si~e~i~ he~t.!~,!p_c1:.o~d_cS!.n!aJ:.n.!.n~~a!e!. ~r9.P2.

£!.nly

When an aircraft flies in cloud the kinetic heating effect is reduced, since heat
must also be expended in raising the ~emperature of the collected water to that of the surface and in providing latent .heat of evaporation as the surface will be wet at a higher temperature than its surround~ngs. There is a gain of heat from the kinetic energy of the droplets impacted which is converted into heat and, when the surfaoe temperature is at or below
aoc, from the latent heat ?f freezing liberated by the freezing of some or all of the water
drops. If all the water droplets do not freeze, this means that equilibrium will have been
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reached without using all the latent heat of fusion potentially available and the surface
temperature will be ooe. If all the droplets are frozen, the temperature o~ the surface may
fall below ooe
some heat will be given up in coolirig from OOC, at which the freezing takes

and

place, to the- final temperature..

(i)
(ii)

VJ:e have therefore three cases to consider;

temperature of the surface above OOC)
temperature of the surface at OOG with a fraction f, of the impacte<;l water fr_ozen,
and

(~ii)

temperature of the surface below OOC with all the impacted water frozen.

If the constitution of the cloud (number and size of droplets per unit volume)
were complet~ly unlfo~m, t~e aircraft surface temperature would_settle down at an equilibrium
'temperature when the heat gained'by kinetic heating~ from the kinetic energy of the impacted
droplets and possibly from the latent heat of freezing of so~e or ~li of the drops is balanced by the heat lost by convection and evaporation from the s_urface~ and the' heat required
to raise the temperature of the impacted droplets - ignoring the heat transfers by conduction
in the airframe and by radiation. The equilibriUm temperature would vary ov~r the surface as
the kinetic heating varied and according to. the efficiency of.' catch of the various parts of
the surface for different droplet sizesj this temperature could~ in principle~ be calculated
for each point given "the shape of the"surfa~e and the constitution of the cloud. In practice
the constitution of' a cloud is never constant and the equilibrium temperatures determined can
only be used to give guidance on the magnitude o~ the effects likely to be experienced in
cloud.
~h~ equilibrium temperature of the surface ts~ can be determined in each
of the
cases (1) to (lli) above by the following equations (ignoring the. heat transfers by conduction
and losses by radiation)

" ,i

2

V

....9.....

(5 )

2

273

Gase (11)

+
~v 2

+

__
0_

2c p

Case (11i)

ts

q V 2
e 0
2

(6 )

< 03

rV_02_
_

2c p

+

V 2

qe

0

""2

+

(7 )
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where

is a coefficient of convective

hc

t

SJ

to

h~at·transfer

are the temperatures (OK) of the BurfaGe and ambient air
wate~

raspect~vely

qe

is the rate' of liquid

impingement per unit area

c e ' cp

are the specific heats of water and of air at constant pressure
is the specific heat of ice

is a coefficient of value about 0.7 (Brun 1957)

Lv,

Lf, Is are the latent heats of vaporization,

fusion and sublimation of water

respectively

are ~he saturation vapour pressures with respect to water and to ice at
the temperature t s
80

is the saturation vapour pressure at temperature to

Po

is the ambient pressure

r

is the recovery factor (see paragraph 2.3.1)

Vo

is the true air speed of the aircraft

f

is the fraction of water converted to ice.

Strictly, Po' 8 0 and to should refer to the edge of the boundary layer but it is
sufficiently accurate in many cases to use the values appropriate to the undisturbed environment.
In each of these equations the first term on th~ left-hand side represents the
heat loss by convection, the second the heat required to raise the temperature of the impacted water, the third the heat lost by evaporationj on the right-hand side, the first term is
the kinetic heating effect (paragraph 2.3.1) and the second the heat gained by conversio~ of
the kinetic energy of the impacted water drops. In Case (ii) (Eq. (6)) the third term on the
right-hand side represents the gain of heat from the freezing of a fraction f of the water
impacted and in Case (iii) (Eq. (7)) the third term on the right-hand side represents the
heat gained from the freezing of all the impacted water and the fourth~the heat given up by
the ice formed while cooling from 273°K (at which temperature freezing must take place) to t s '
It has been usual (Brun 1957) and convenient to rearrange these equations and introduce the dimensionless factor b given by
b

Eq. (5) then takes the form (after dividing through by h c and some re-arrangement)

(8)

Bs-B-Buc 0

where

B's

B~

t s (1 + b) + Ko •

Iv

to (l+b)+Ko
V 2

Bu

0

2C"";

Iv

cp

cp
c

(r _e_ + b)
cp

e

2.!!
Po

eo

(9)

(10)

Po
(11)
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with similar- expres'sions for Eqa. (6) and (7)· ..,The-form her-eused 1s conv'imient in; that. it
separates· the. properties' of' the s-urface (Os) from those of the envi'rorunent (B)- and from the
effect of aircraft s'pe.ed (Ou.), although 1?," which appears in each express-ion, is dependent on
surface configuration, properties of the environment and aircraft speed. It is ·necessar~~"
q c
.

theref?re, .to consider the value of b ,( ~ ~) more closely.

.

he'

.

:!:X..),

qe J of .course, varies with the water content of'.-the cloud and· also" as .discussed,::
in-paragraph 2.2 with the efficiency of catch of the particular point on the coll~cting sur~'
face~
qe increases, therefore,_ with water content, drop size" and speed. and" also, as' the'radius of curvature of. ~he collecting.surface_decr.ease~,_ Figure 1 shows that a reaSonable':
average value of the· 'col;lection effi6ieney' of: awing leading-'edge: .for .present-day aircraft,·
is about
Using this value we have

t.

x

(12)

2

x

where
g m-3
the aircraft.

is the supercooled water content of the cloud and Va em see- l the speed of

he also varies inversely as the radius 61' curvature of the collecting surface a~d
directly as (Re )O.6" where Re 1s the Reynolds nUmber of the flow" for values of Re < lCP but
as higher powers of Re (but still less than unity) for greater values of He ~Fishenden and
Sauru:\ers 1950
~ aV d
~" (which is defined as _._0_" where ,f? a is the density '~f the air" jJ. the:~

J.

.

.p

- .

dynalj1ic vi-sco~ity and d is twice th~ radius of curvature of the surface)" is itse.-;Lf. a function·of speed ~nd curvature of the surface" and for a given true air speed deoreases with
heigh.t .in.the ~~andard atmosphere. It can be shown, for.example" that at a speed of 500 kt
in tbe IyAN a~m~sphere he is of the order of 6 to 8 x i05, at goo mb falling to 2 to 4 x loS
at high l~vel~." (~.g. 200 mb - 300 mb}:for cylinder diameters up to 10 em.
he varies with speed but in a normal atmosphere at most present-day aircraft
speeds and operating heights h c " at; ~east in the Vicinity of the wing leading edges is of
the order 0.1' 105 to',106 in c.g.s. W11ts ( g sec- 3 °K- 1 L the highest va{ues being associated with high-speed flight at low levels.
c e ,; 1 cal g-l ~-l

that b

= 4.18

of the order of (40 to 400)

sec~2 OK-I in e.g,s. units we find

x
2

Thus fo~ a eloudwater 'content of X gm-3 and an aircra~t speed of 500 kt (2,57 x 104 em
sec-I) b would take a value between 0.5 x and 5.0 x" the highest value being associated
with flight aroun~ 200 mb. At 200 mb in an leAN atmosphere the temperature is -57°C and it
is virtually certain there would be no liquid water present" 'but at 500 mb (temperature _21°C)
and a speed of 500 kt he would be of the order of 5 x 105 and b about 1.0 x. Thus to
get an idea of the order of magnitude of b we can think of it as roughly the same as the
wate~, content measured in gm-3 for aircraft speeds around 500 kt and directly proportional
to speed.
We are now in a position" using Eq.(8)s or the similar expressions replacing
Eqs. (6) and (7)~ to calculate surface temperatures t SJ assuming various ambient conditions
(to"€o"po"b) and aircraft speeds (Vo ) or s al~ernativelYsto find the ambient conditions giving
a desired surface temperature at a certaIn aircraft speed. Calculations such as these form
the basis of the engineering calculationS of the heat required to maintain an aircraft lead~
ing edge at a certain temperature by introducing a further artificial heating term with
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Ega. ~5:")J (6) and (7). Suqh calcUlations are not of-.dl;rect concern to the meteorologist but
it 1s of interest to consider one special cas~J:the lo~est .ambient temp~rature at which the
surface of the aircraft will be running wet without lcefbrmirtg, at different aircraft -spe~ds
and f~r different values of b without artiflc·talpeatipgapplied. This, ·of ·C;ou~seJ 1s
given by putting t s = 273 in Eqs. (5) and (9) or f ~ 0 in Eq. (6) •. It must be recognised,
however, that because of the difficulties alr~ady discussed the-values obtained will only be
approximate. We can now draw graphs of 8 against to ~WhiCh will, of cours~J alsogivedirectly the value of B~for t s = 273 since Eqs. (9) and (10) are the same with ~s substituted
for Band t s for to) for differ~nt fixed values of b and Po from Eq~ (10) and of ~u against
Va for different values of b from Eq. (11). The graph of eu will apply at all pressures
but that for e requires a different graph at different pressures. Sample graphs of . e
against to are given in Figure 2 (a) and of B,u against V o in Figure 2 (b).
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Using these we findJ'for example J that when t s

= 273

V.

and the ambient pressure Po

294.3, 567.3, 840.3 for b = 0, 1, 2 respectively from Figure 2 (a) and if the
500 kt
Bli = 28.8, )6.7, 44.6 for b = 0, 1, 2 respectively from Figure 2 (b).
Bs

~

aircraft speed is

-';.:
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Hence using Eq.

(8)
B

>, ..,

265.5, 530.6, 795.7 for b

0, 1, 2 respectively 'and so, using Figure 2 (a)

258.,5, 260.5, 261.5 OK
-14~5,

. "'-12;5, -L1..5°C for D "" 0, 1, 2 re::::pective;t.y',

Thus an aircraft flying at 500 kt in a cloud having a supercooled water content of about,
2 gm- 3 (b = x = 2) should be safe from icing at a pressure of 500 mb (height about 5000 m)
at temperatures 'down to about -11.5°C. This compares with the equivalent temperature for a
dry airframe in clear air of -28.7°C from Eq. (4) -and represents a very SUbstantial reduction in the protection afforded by kinetic heating.
(It should be noted that the case b = 0 corresponds to a wet airframe in saturated
air, but with no liquid water content, and does not give the same answer as when the airframe
is dry.)
Clearly, similar "threshold icing temperatures" caD be worked out for other values
of aircraft speed and ambient conditionS (see, for example, Graystone 1960). Some previously
uppublished curves due to Graystone are given in Figure ).

2.3·)
As will be discussed in a later chapter, meteorological conditions can eXist in
Which ice crystals and water droplets can be present simultaneously within a cloud. The presence of ice crystals -introduces an additional complication to the calculations of paragraph
2.3.2 since if ice crystals adhere to an airframe running wet at a temperature above ooe,
heat is extracted from the airframe to bring the temperature of the ice crystals up to DoC
and to melt all or a fraction of the impacted ice.
It is clear therefore that the threshold icing temperature must be higher in the
presence of supercooled water and ice crystals than in the presence of supercooled water
alone, i.e., the protection afforded to an aircraft by kinetic heating is still further reduced in a "mixed" cloud~ Graystone (1960) has indicated how important this effect might be
by illustrating the .effect of flight in an all-ice-crystal cloud on the assumption that the
efficiency of catch of the ice crystals was the same as for water drops and that the ice
crystals so caught were held long enough to be melted completely. Both assumptions were recoEnized, of course, as being very dubious as regards an all-ice-crystal cloud and -are merely
used as giving a rough guide to the magnitude of the effect. On these assumptions the illustration used (reproduced as Figure 4) shows that at a pressure of 500 mb and a value of
b = 0.5 the threshold icing temperature at a speed of 700 kt is incr~ased from -3lo e to -IOoe
and that Virtually no protection is afforded to aircraft travelling slower than about 500 kt.
Some incidents reported to the British Meteorological Office involving icing on
jet aircraft tend to support the conclusion that in I1 mixed" .cloUds the protectio!1 afforded
by kinetic heating -may Well be small. For example an aircraft climbing in the tropics in
heavy rain at a ~rue airspeed of 350 kt reported moderate clear icing as soon as it crossed
the melting level. On the othe~ hand there are several reports of no icing on climbs by jet
aircraft through thick layer clOUd as much as 7 km thick, suggesting perhaps .that in clouds
of low w~ter content but high ice-crystal content the icing problem may not be so acute.
It is clearly important that the problem should be fUlly examined and it is recommended that further research is urgently needed, in particular into (1) the collection
efficiency by aircraft surfaces of naturally occurring ice crystals, and (li) the impact of
ice crystals on wet and dry aircraft sur~aces, particularly at high speeds.

2.3.4

lSi~e.!:.iE. E:e~t!n~

..!.n_~clo~d_ c9..n.!a,!n.!,nEi

.!.c~ .2.r.[s~a.!s _ 0E:~I.:

It has usually been considered that ice formation on an aircraft flying in cloUd
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contai~lng ice crystals only is impossible. This contention is supported by the rarity of
reports of ice accretion on high-flying aircraft in Cirrus clouds. There have, hQwever,
been some reports (Shaw 1954, Painting 1956) and before dismissing the possibility entirely
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we should consider what happens when an ice crystal hits the aircraft surface and also whether
the introduction qf faste~ aircraft might reveal a pr,oblem hitherto disregarded. We have· in
mind. here the fact that- extensive ice-crystal clouds are known to exist at temperatures below ~40?e, .say, and that at speeds around 600 kt or higher the wing surface temperature may
well exceed coe (Eq. 4) at such ambient" temperatures. For high-speed aircraft, therefore,
we do,have the possibility of a new problem in the impact of ice crystals on a sUrfac~ at a
tempera~ure higher than coe - will the ice crystal be in contact long enough for melting of
a f~apt~on or all of the ice to take place? And if only a tiny fraction is melted; will
this -be,':~ufficient to hold the remainder of the ice to the aircraft skin? There is also
the pro_~lem of whether:- the conversion of soIlie or all of -the kinetic energy of" .the ice particle into heat as it strikes the aircraft surface would be sufficient to melt a significant
fraction and perhaps bond the remainder firmly to the surface.
IntUitively o~e feels that if the ice particle strikes the dry surface of the aircraft a glancing blow th~ prystil will rebound, but that at the stagnation points ~on the
leading edge of the wing where impact is normal to the surface, adherence of the ice particle may we~l result. It is easy to show, for example, that the kinetic energy alone of an
ice particle at -40°C travelling at 900 kt, if qonverted into heat, is sufficient to raise
the te~perature of the whole ~article to DoC and also to meltabo~t 7 per cent of it. What
proportion of melting is requi~ed to cause an ice particle to ~dhere under these conditions
is not known but, when we remember also that a dry wing at this speed would take up a tempera_
ture (Eq. (4)) of about 90°C above ambient temperature, there seems to be a distinct prob- .
ability that at least the leading edge of the wing would tend to "run wet. lI Tend to run wet"
is used because, as soon as the surface was wet evaporational cooling would take· place, as
discussed in section 2.).2, and the wing temperature would be considerably reduced.
Ice formation in the region of the stagnation line on the wing leading edge during
flights by fast aircraft in ice-crystal cloud seems therefore to be a possibility requiring
investigation, together wLth the po?sibility of run-back of water from the leading edge region and subsequent freezing. Because so many unknowns are involved it is recommeno.ed that
this be the subject of a practical test - reinforcing the recommendations of paragraph 2.3.3
above.

Artificial heating is, of course, the aircraft engineers' usual answer to the problem posed by ice formation on vulnerable surfaces and the type of calculation made to detennine

];4
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the amotintof" "heat-- required has alre8.dy been -discussed. The effeqt of ~iieat~- of·course,· is' ~.
to lower the "threshold icing temperatures-" ;tn water ahd~rin:Lx.edN.· c:loltd and the aJ:m lst6 lower
this temperature'to such a value that_~at~.r a:~d -ll mixed" -oioud':-~Qui~ .-.beimfilcelY .to :'~Xlst at'th~t temperature,i~ the atmosph~re.

The·lnfreq~ency.6f severe

icing. Incid~nt? On transport
aircraft presumably means that thiS aim has largely -been ~chieV~d bUt-there ~ve peen some
occasions when the water or Ir mixed" content of the cloud lllis be~rt abhormallY'· great and ice
formation has still occurred.

A fu~ther effect requires examination - w~ether; in a way analogous' to that discussed in paragraph 2.3.4, the applioation of heat i~a pure ioe~crystal cloud might cause
ice formatIon where' none wouldha.ve b~cu:rred in tpe absence of artificial heat. When flying
at temperatures at which the occUrrehce'of supercooled water is very unlikely, e.g. below
-40°C, it, is probably good advice .not to use airframe ap.ti-icing heat unless ice formation
is definitely observed to have occurred. A practical test of this· should not pe difflcu~t
to arrange.
2.4

Icing of engines

2.4.1
Ioing of the air intake and induction systems of piston engines has long been recognized as a serious hazard and adequate steps to protect the engine have now been taken by
·the manufacturers, by the provision of suffic~ent heat and by the use of sheltered air intakes.
Because there is a reduction of pressure as the air is accelerated through the carburettor
the. air is cooled adiabatically and this cooling can be further enhanced by the rapid evaporation of pe~rol from surfaces wet with petrol. This cooling may be sufficient to reduce
the temperature in the carburettor below boe even when the ambient temperature is substantially above DOC (e.g. up to 25°C (Met. Office, lDndon, 1951)) and if the local dew point is high
enough, condensation and subsequent ~reezing will result. Carburettor icing, therefore, can
occUr in clear air and at ambient temperatures above OOC. The sUSceptibility to engine icing
dependS on the engin~ itself' and the way it is being operated and it'is the pilotis duty to'
be aware 0 f this.
.

2.4.2
For the turbine and jet engine the icing risk is more complicated since it is impossible to give 'them a sheltered air intake as for the piston .engine. The intake is subjeot
to icing,' therefore, in the same way as the airframe and is protected similarly. Particularly
susceptible parts are the ri~ of the intake where the radius of ·curvature of the surface may
be small (see paragraph 2.2), any,·struts 'or impediment to smooth flow across the intake and
the e'ntry guide vanes to the compres!=,.or. Thereafter temperatUre's· ·are usuallY. too ·high for
icing to be a problem. Ice ·br~aking away from any of these positions may cause c.iamage within
..the engine ~
,
A further cause of icing in' some engines arises from an' effect similar to that discussed in paragraph 2'.3.4. Some ·parts
the intake 'may norrnal.;Ly be hot but', when flying in
snow or in ice~crystal. cloud of high concentration,. the surface may b~ cooled to'oae py providing the latent heat require.d to meit the snow or by ice hitting the surface. If the surface is in a position where accumulation o~ snow can then ·r~sult, the accumulated snow may
finally slide along the intake Wall into the engine to produoea. Budden dowsing effect, 'cauSing a "rUuneouttf. A similar effect niay'be produced du:i:oing climb in precipitation throUgh the
melting level when W'et "Snow may adhere in .the saine way.

ot

One further effect his been noticed on jet engines when (lying at low level pr
particularly when running up on the ground. If the jet engine ±S'qper~ted at high revoi~~
tions while the aircraft is stationary as' in running ~p, orcwhile' flying at low speeds as
when approaching to land,> there is a ~eduction of pressure and c~nsequ~nt cooling of the air
within the intake so that the engine in effect is not getting all the air, it, needs and is
•
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slicking air in. In condi~ions of high relative humidity and temperatures near OOG, and with
prolonged operation in this condition, ice formation from condensation may be sufficiently
severe for pieces to break away and damage the engine if anti-icing heat is not being/used.
Under normal operating conditions the engine tends to be supplied with more air than it needs
and pressure is higher within the intake than outsid~ so that icing from condensation at reduced pressure cannot occur.

3·

SUPERCOOIED WATER IN THE ATMOSPHERE

3·1

Introduction

We have seen in the foregoing discussion of the way ice forms on an aircraft
(Chapter 2) that the important meteorological factors requiring consideration in any successful forecast of icing conditions are:
(1)

the temperature of the air;

(ii)

its supercooled water contentJ

(iii)

its ice-crystal content;

( iv)

the size distribution of the droplets and ice-crystals contributing to (ii) and
(iii), and

(v)

under certain rather specialized conditions

j

the relative humidity of the air •

items
. In this chapter we discuss items (ii) and part of (iv) and in Chapter 4
(iii) and part of (iv) and inevitably item (i) is inextricably interwoven into these discussions. (It~m (v) has already been discussed in Chapter 2 in the special conditions in which
humidity b~qomes important). In these discussions we shall see that other meteorological
factors aS~Ume a major importance in that it will be impossible to arrive at an estimate of
even the i-~~~er content of a cloud without knowledge of how the cloud has come into being.
These otller meteorplogical factors o/~~l become clear as the discussion proceeds and the most
important of them will finally be considered when we consider the forecasting of icing conditions in Chapter 5.
j

3·2

Supercooling of water

Water in the finely divided form in which it occurs in the atmosphere, in drops
from a few microns to a few millimetres in diameter can be very considerably supercooled.
Although ice invariably commences to melt at aoc it is'true to say that in the absence of
ice crystals atmospheric water never freezes at aoc. A large number of laboratory experiments have now been made on the~zing of water drop~ (Mason 1957) and it appears that
freezing is initiated by the presence of motes within the drop. The number of motes which
become active at a given temperature increases as the temperature is lowered there being
very few indeed until the temperature falls below about -l5°C with the number rapidly increasing as the temperature decreases further. The result is that there is a statistically
greater chance that a large drop will contain a mote active at a relatively high temperature
than a small one. This is reflected in the laboratory evidence. Figure 5 from Mason (1957)
shows this effect quite clearly. Drops of raindrop size - 1 mm upwards in diameter - usually
freeze at temperatures around -l5°C to -20°C while most cloud droplets - lO-20p diameterfreeze in the neighbourhood of -30°C. Even the smallest of cloud droplets are likely to
have frozen at a temperature of -40°C and this temperature represents a lower limit to the
presence of supercooled water in the atmosphere. Icing of aircraft caused by the impaction
of supercooled water droplets iS therefore likely to be confined to the temperature band
o to _40°C and this has been confirmed by the overwhelming majority of icing experiences to
date. The few reports of icing at lower temperatures than _40°C (see for example Painting
1956) may probably be explained by the adherence of ice crystals and reports may become more
frequent (paragraph 2.3.4) as aircraft speeds increase.
j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j
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Factorscontro~i~ng'the

3·3
).3.1

supercooled water content of clouds

b"f ascending air
~h~ ~axim~ free water content of' ~sc~nding a~r is very simpl¥ calculated ~~ w~
The, .ffia5cimurri -free, waterconteii't

~--------~-~--------------

assume that the ascent is adiabatic, that the products of condensation are retaine~ within
the ascending mass and that there is no dilution of the air by mixing with other air.
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fig. 6 Concentrat-ion (in 91m3) of liquid water condensed during
adiaba~ic ascenr

from a

condensa~jon

level a~ 900 mb

(abou~ Ikm. above ~he ground), as a func~ion of hei9h~ and
~amperatlJre

at the

condensa~ion

level

As we shall see later, these last two provisos are probably rarely met in natural clouds but
it is probable that the water contents so determined represent a fair idea of the maximum
contents which may be achieved.
If the saturation mixing ratios at cloud' base and th~ level at which the free
o an~ Xl g/kg r~spectivelYI the free water content is simply

w~ter content is required are X

(X o - xl)
where

il

11

g/m3

is the density of air in kg/m3 at the level required.

c
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The: . w ater-:contents ,determined in this way for a cloud bas's at 900 mb 'arid for dif,-

ferent cloud, base temperatures are· shown

~n

Figure 6- (LUdlam 195T).

It-wirl be seen that

wat'er contents' reach max:imwn va'lues of about Sgjm3' in troptcal" clouds'- (cl'oud base- temperat'ure
25~C)' a-t .a· heigqt; of ~b-01lt ,8 krri above qlbild base. and va temperature around -IOoe·,
In temperate ~limates (cloud base temperature ~OOC) the ma:x:imwn is. abOl1t Sgjm3 a.t heights"around 6' kIn'
and .temperatur.e~ in the Fegion of -25°C.

3·3·2
.
All clouds are formed by th~ cooling of the air below its dew point and most often
this cooling is achieved py ascent and- exparisioK'pf the air. Atmospheric air near cloud base
usually contains large numbers of condensation nuclei ~ of the order of several hundreds per
cubic centimetre ~ of different shapes J sizes and composition. As the air is cooled below
its dew point the water surplus to that required for saturation is condensed out on these
nucle~ to form the minute droplet~ whichconstitu~e a cloud. Because of the variety of sizes
and chemical composition of the nuclei the cloud droplets'will also exhibit a size variation.
With continued ascent and cooling of the air J and more water therefore made available J the
droplets .continue to grow and other new droplets are formed.'· I:f~ as'cent of the_· air continues
long enouih the droplets will be brought into a region where the temperature is below ODe
but J as indicated. in -paragraph 3.2, they will ·not lmmediately.~reeze un.less they come ·into
contact with ice crystals~or are sUbject tp shock, as, for ~xampleJ on striking an aircraft.
As the temperature falls further the larg~st of the dropiets will be first to fre~ze. At
some stage therefore in a newly-forming cloud there will be a condiuion in-which some drops
are frozen while others are not.~he drops will be in an atmosphere which is saturated with
respect to water J but for the froze·n dr~ps this weill mea~' tfiat they'-a:~e- f~ ~ri atmosphere
Sllpers~tur_ated-with respect -to ice, since at _temperatures. belpw Oo.C the saturation vapour
pressure over water exceeds that over ice. The_frozen_~roplets will therefore grow rapidly
and tend ~o reduce the vapour pressure in their nelghbobrhood t6'sathratlon with respect to
Ice:. ·Any·:.l:lFtter droplet in this envirpnment· will then be 'lnap unsaturated atmosphere and
will_e~apor~te so _that, in effect, a distillation process Sets in trans_ferring water vapour
:fr'o~;·the ~~te·t- cii:-ops' to the ice' c~ystals. If th~ ice- crysta:ls a~e· few' they will grow so rapidly that they will fall down through the cloud and sweep up and freeze to ihemselves 'other
water droplets as they go, but may leave supercooled -water~dropL~ts behind themselves at their
level of origin, so that if the clou4 has only reached a _level ~t whic~ a few,droplets freeze
some supercooled content may still remain. Rapid·growth of ice crystals J howevei, usually
leads to the formation of other crystals as splinters ~rom the growing c.rystals so that, unless there were very few crystals indeed at first, the ~loud will .quite quickly beco~e· infected with ice crystals. When this taKes place the distillation process proceeds quite rapidly and the cloUd is converted into an ice-crystal cloud. The supercooled water content ~f
a cloud, therefore, may be considerably'reduced once ice crystals are formed within the
cloud but, as we have se~n in paragraph 3.2., this is unlikely to occur in newly-forming
cloud until a temperature as low as about _15°C is at~ained. In older clouds extending to
greater heights and, therefore, lower temperatures we would expect the supercoo~ed water
content ul~imately to be extinguished in ~he absence of ~ny replenishing mechanism (see 3.~.3).

On the simple theor~ of paragraph 3.3.1 the total water. content,o~ ascenqing air
is determined merely by the initial and final states of the air and not at _all
t~~ meth~d
by which the final state is attained. In particular the theory takes no account of the rate
at which the free water is made available, which is determined by the speed of the up-current
and the rate of change of saturation vapour pressure with temperature. Provided the products
of condensation are retained within the ascending mass the rate at which free water is made
available is indeed of no significance to the total water and ice content but may be of great
impprtflnoe in Aecidipg the physical state of the"f'ree wat.er produced. ~st (1956) has. showp.
that even i~ the presence of ice crystals it is possible for the air to ·remain saturated with
respect to water if the rate at which water vapour is made availabie exceed~ the r~te at which

pr
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v~pour

can diffuse onto the available ice crystals growing in the atmosphere} which is then
supersaturated ,with respect to ice. If saturation with respect to water can be maintained}
~t is reasonable to .imagine that production an~-growth
liquid droplets will still continue and the supercooled water content will remain high desp~t~ the depleting effect of the
cry~tals discussed in .par~g~aph 3.3.2.

of

Best derives the following
cles of radius a.

equatio~

'I.

for the growth rate of

. a

sphe~ical

da
dt

ice parti-

(13)

and
Ps

0;r-In Eq. (14) Best puts

'-

where flO

0

~ . a

da
dt

OOM

(14 )

oJ

0

the excess or particle temperature over ambient temperature

00

0).

the latent heat of vaporization of ice (cal. mol-I)

a

density of ice (g cm-3)

k

thermal conductivity of air (cal cm-l sec- l OK-I)

G

coefficient taking account of ,relative motion between particle and atmosphere

M

molecular weight of water

Po

'saturation vapour pressure with respect to water at temperature

Ps

(18)

vapour pressure with respect to ice at the particle surface temperag 6 (= 0 0 + "g)

sat~ation

ture

R

gas constant (8.31 x 107 erg °K-l mol-I)

D

coefficient of diffusion of water vapour in air (cm2 sec-I).

Eliminating a

9 0 (dynes cm- 2 )

~~

between Eqs. (13) and (14) we find

Po

eo

(15)

2J2

" g
Ps

k R

8s

Since ), J DJ k J R, Po' ()
are all known at a given ambient pressure and temperature and
Ps' !l () are known once e b is known, -it is possible to solve (15) by trial and error to determine e
p and !l fJ kd by substitu.tion in Eq. (13) a ~. In oreier that water satus' s '
dt
ration may just be maintained the rate of growth of ice particles must equal the rate at which
water vapou~ becomes surplus to that required for saturation, i.e.
d

dt
where
v·ap~mr

d q

w

"""(it

n is the number of ice particles/em3 of radius a em and
at saturation over water.

gw is the density of water_
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da

- V

dt
V ; : d qw
,s
d 8

o

~h~re.V

is -the strength of the up-current in em/sec and
adiabatic lapse in oK/em.

tben

can
oj, ,"

whe~e
'.

.0,

.

_ q.

fw

d 8

and

0 ,.

,~at ,any

/s'

~=

/SI

dOe) is
dz

the

saturated

value of Bo may readily be obtained from tables,;. 'andEq. (11)

be written V = c.a.n
which 1s a function of pressure and temperature only, is given

,
by

4n aa~
dt

. '
It has values, for example, of 6.7 x 104 at 1,000 mb pressure·
and 9.17 x 104 at 700 mb pressure for, 00 = 263°K increasing to 3.19 x 105 at 500 mb pressure fo~ eo = 243°K.
\
;dnly quaiitative results can be expected "from this approach, since we have nbaccUrate knowledge' at any time of the lee crystal content and size distribution (for the ice
crystals ';£11 not ail be 'of 'one size as assumed above )-. We see clearly, howev~r, that· if
only very ':fleioT ic'e crystals are pr~sent, a very slight up-current will m.9.intairi saturation
with resp~&t to water. For example, if n = 10-3, corresponding'to l/litre, arid a is of the
order,of f60'p (a ~'10-2 cm)~ which is reasonable for the first formation of ice crystals i~
asc'ending.air since the growth to lOOP 'can be shmm from Eq •. (13) to be quite rapid, an:lip"':'
current of less "than 1 em/sec will maintainsaturati6n with respect to water at an ambient'
tefuperature'of -~ooC and about.3 em/sec at -30°C. On the other hand~ in th~ presence of'su~~
stantfal numbers 'of 'ice crystals s~ch as may exist in the later stages of frontal -cloud' f~r
matio~,or in the anvils of Cumulonimbus clouds because'of the multiplication factors described
in .paragraph . 3.3.2, and especially at low temperatures, very substantial up-currents would
be necessa~y to ensure the,prese~ce of supercooled water, e.g. if a ~ IO~2 em, n~= 1/cm3~ an
up~current of 32 m/sec would be required to maintain saturation with respect to water at -30°C.
We see then that in active clouds even if ice crystals are being formed and falling into the cloud from above, substantial supercooled water may still exist at temperatures
moderately below aoe, e.g. down to _15°C, in frontal clouds and to lower temperatures in con~
vection clouds in which the up-currents are stronger. But as soon as the activity declines
and the_up_currents cease or decrease markedly the process of conversion into an lee-crystal
cloud will proceed r~pidly.
The effect of entrainment

- - - ~ - - - - _.....

---

When a stream of air ls in motion relative to its environment, for example; in the
ascent of air at frontal surfaces or in convection cloud, turbulence occurs at the edges of
the'$tream and some of the surrounding air is mixed in with ascending air. This effect has
been referred to as entrainment and if entrainment is pronounced it may have a considerable
effect on the free-water content of the ascending air. This is because the environmental air
will have a humidity and water~content different from the ascending air with which it mixes.
In particular, if the ambient air is comparatively dry and the relative motion considerable,
as may occur at the edge of a vigorous convection cloud, a considerable portion of the cloud
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entrain~d air up to saturation. and the remaining
cloud ,water will be spread through a greate.r v0l;ume. ~e.st (1952) gives a table ShOl'llng .the
effect of assuming entrainment such :that -the mass of the cloudy ,air is doubled as 'it ascends
between two pressure levels 400 mb_apart~ He shows that on this hypothesis, and on the as-

water content may be required to bring the

sumption that the products of condensation remain w}thin the ascending mass, the maximum.
water content within the cloud is reduced to about 2/3 of the water content determined by
the simple assumptions of -paragraph 3.3. L

The magnitude of entrainment into a vertical current, however; is something which
cannot be determined -precisely -"even the mechanism is somewhat tD doubt. There are some who
maintain that the most vigorous mixing occurs only near the top of the cloud whi~e others
visualize a con~inued entrainment throughout the vertical current. It seems reasonable to
suppose that the entrainment will be greater when the vertical currents are str~ngest and that
for the extensive slow uplift associated with warm frontal clouds~ for example~ entrainmen~
may be unimportant except possibly at the top of the cloud sheet. Since, however, experience
of Cumulonimbus clouds suggests that the strongest up-currents occur well within the cloud
mass, where any air entrained will itself have. some liquid water content, the effect of entrainment on the maximum water content likely to be experienced within such well-developed
clouds may well be small and contents near to the theoretical maximum of paragraph 3.3.1
may be encountered in the centres. The average ~ater content of a whole horizontal traverse
of the cloud, however, would be expected to be substantially less than the theoretical.

In paragraph 3.3.1 and again in paragraph 3.3.4 we have stressed the assumption
which needs to be made in or4er to calc~late a possible value for the maximum water content,
namely that the products of condensation in an ascending mass of air remain within that mass.
The :fact that prec.ipitation occurs is, of course., direct evidence that this assumption can··
not alw~y~ be true. Water droplets grow by condensation anq coalescence among themselves
and when ice crystals have formed they also grow at the expense of the 'water droplets Qy the
distil~ation process disqussed in paragraph 3.3.2 and by the collection and freezing t~ themselve~ of wat~r droplets. ~ these processes the larger particles so formed, whether wa~er
drops or'ice crystals~ soon acquire a significant fall-speed relative to the ai~. If the
up~current is strong enough th~y may still be rising relative to the earth but they will in
faqt be falling through the current. The wa~er content (liquid or solid o~ both) is the~~
fore d~pleted by the fallout of larger pa~ticles and may itself, except near the cloud top,
be enh~ced by the'fall-in of particles from higher up in the cloud. It is possible that
well ~ithin a cloud the process may approximately be in balance, but we cannot be sure of
this andcso, combined ~ith the other f~ctors previously discussed in this section, the precise calculatio~ of-total water content, and especially of supercoole~ water content, is
impossible. We are, therefore, driven to direct measurement and the acquisition of what we
hope will be a statistically reliable sample to see how far the values encountered in practice agree with the theories described.

3.4

Measurements of supercooled water content

The accurate measurement of supercooled water content throughout the range of
possible values, up to say, 8 g/m3, and at all possible temperatures, down to _40o c, is extremely difficult and can only be accomplished, if at all-, on aircraft instrumented for meteorological research. For this reason the measurements obtained are scanty in the extreme
and certainly cannot be regarded as a statistically adequate sample. of the conditions prevailing anywhere in the world. In particular the author is unaware of any such measurements
in tropical regions, although some measurements have· been made at heights :lower than the

melting level (e.g. Ackerman 1959).
The various methods of.measurement and their disadvantages have beeh fully described by R~ndel and Bigg (1957) and we are onLy concerned here with the results of such
measurements as have been made.
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been made ~Y:res~arqh_a1rQraftin the United States, Canada,
and'~u~~~~ Qut tqe 9bservations.ar.e ~catte~ed throughout the litera_
and it" 1s diffictilt t~ summ~r~z~ the results ?-dequat-ely .. All mea:stlrlng devfcies-; g-i le
Me~surements.have

Britain, ·Austrail~

ture
mean results Q'Ver periods correspopdin,g to the response time

1

_,o~

the instrUl"flent..:and most 1n-

s't"ruments-' have' an upper'-lin'iit "to -the .water "6hnt'ehl- which 'can b'~ rileascllred (Iud."lam 1951)- a.
limit:'which 'rnc-reas"es"as "the tempera:'-t;~e de·crea:s~s.' it is 'UnfortUn~t~ that ~ great,'de~l at
the information so far obtained has been acquired by instruments incapable of measuring the
highest water concentrations and with a considerable response time so th~t average values
over distances of several kilometres were usually obtained. Results obtained with rapidresponse instruments have mostly' been tised"fo:F' 11~ited physical studies but are all unanimous in indicating the eXtreme variability of water content d~ring passage through a cloud.
The variability is most marked,~lxt. cttinUl.1t~opni -CiOl:.ld. bU:t-,·subst'an·tial variability exists in
stratiform cloud also. Such measurements suggest that values approaching the full theoreticai value may exist over limited distances (e.g, 1 km or less) in moderate sl~ea C.umulus
clouds (see, for example, Zaitsev 1950) but that average values over the whole traverse of
a Cumulus':'cloud ·are ·cm'ls:iQ.erably 1e:ss'than the theoreticai:' For' 6bvious re'ason~~' :h6we~er',
B;ccurat:e ;·m~~sur!'lmE?p.ts n~ve. no~ 1?ee~ ~ad,e wi'th,ln the:most aqtiv~ parts of the most vigorous
c-o·~Ve~t'io~' ·clouds. '
.

A summary of >~ number of flights made for the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics has been given by Lewis (1951) and the table below is reproduced from his paper:
,

~-

Table I

Observed. frequency of various values of liquid water
-'cdricEmtrat''1bn-'
'

..

",;'/-,.,

','

.'

. Liq4;Ld. .wa,ter

., conc~~tr.a.tion.,
,', ,,'.' ~}!,~3',

"

,

. ~~

g

'Ma':dmUin

,,~.

E2

-,.I

quartIle
-Med'iaIi'
Upper quartile-

..

??7 ops·.·
.pe~ :g enil

""'0.00 -'0.09
'0;10 -' 0'.19
'0'.20' 0'.29"
0.30 - 0.39
0.!l0,,~ 0.49
0.50 ,-, ,0.59
9.60 "~ 0,.69
0.70 - 0.79
.0.80 - 0.89
0.96 - 0.99
1.00 - 1.19
1.20 - 1.39
L40 - l;59
,1:60':: 1'.79

. lower

in" eYouds
Ac ,., :.Ac-As _- .
264 pbs.'
per cent

32
22"
16
,12
5,
0·3
0.6
0.3
0
0
0
0
0

'50
32
13
4
1
0
0
0
0
0
0,
0
0
0

m-3

f'! in-3

0.13
0.22
0.35
0.80

0.05
0.10
0.17
6.41

Gu.. Cb
342 obs';
per cent

r
r}

31,
26
22

,j
}

10
7
'2
1.9
'0
0·7
g

m-3
0.15
0,,34
0.55
1.71
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It should be emphasized that ·t:p.ese are mean results over about i min .':3-5 km) in .
cUlT!l,l!.lform clouds and 3-5 min (10-25 kIn) in stratiform cloud by instruments f'or which the
upper limit of measurement was in the region of 1 - "2 gim3.

A recent valuable add! tfon to these data has been provided by Miner.vin, -Magin
Burkovskaya (195,8). They give ~ornprehensive tables of which the following are extracts;

~d

Table I I

Supercooled water content

(rim3)

Cloud type St, Se, Ae.
Temperature (OC)

-25 to -20,

-20 to -15,

-15 to -10,

-10 to -5,

-5 to 0

M~an

0.08 to 0.14

0.06 to 0.14

0.11 to 0.22

0.14 to 0.24

0.20 to 0.27

Maximum

0.08 to 0.33

0.12 to 0.82

0.41 to 1.47

0.53 to 0.99

0·76 to 1.53

Mean

0·09 to 0.15

0.09 to 0·30

0.14 to 0·32

0.12 to 0.21

0.16 to 0.34

Maxlmwn

0.16 to 0.27

0.14 to 0.48

0.21 to 0.67

0.38 to 0.74

0.49 to loll

Cloud ·type Ns, As.

It will be seen that the values of Tables I and II are not inconsistent although
the maximum contents measured in Russia are greater, probably reflecting a shorter averaging
time.
They concluded that the mean values of water content in air-mass clouds depend
essentially on temperature and height above the cloud base increasing with increase of these
factors. This iS J 'of course, in complete accord with the simple theory of paragraph 3.3.1
but they find that the gradient of water content starting from a certain height above cloud
base is less than, but proportional to, the theoretical value. The factor of proportionality
was 0.65 to 0.68 in Sc, less than 0.4 in Cb and less than 0.2 in Ns. Above a certain level
in cloud usually situated in the upper third of the cloud the water content gradient becomes
negative while in the lowest tens of metres of the cloud the gradient is usually considerably
higher than theoretical.

These conclusions are quite explicable in terms of the factors discussed i~ paragraph 3.3. The smaller factor of proportionality in Cb than in Sc is no doubt accounted for
by entrainment of dry air J the presence of ice crystals and precipitation J while the very low
factor for Ns suggests a considerable effect from ice crystals and precipitation. The negative gradient in the upper part of the cloud ~ndicates depletion by precipitation and possibly also entrainment through the top of the cloud and the large gradient in the 90ttomtens
of metres the effect of precipitation or settling down of larger droplets.
Pettit (1953) has summarized the results of Canadian flight experience amounting
to 1182 measurements at temperatures below ODC on 84 flights. There were no flights in
Cumulonimbus cloud. Maximum liquid water contents, which are averages over 13 sec, equivalent to about 1.2 km, are qUoted as well as average liquid water contents on complete traverses exceeding 52 sec - about 5 km. Once again the absolu~e maximum values at temperatures
higher than about _lODC reflect more the inability of the instrument used to measure higher
values than the true values which might be encountered. The limiting' values were about
1.0 gm-3 at _6°c increasing to 1.4 gm-3 at -9 De and values at least up to these values were
encolmtered on the flights J but at lower 'temper~tures the limiting values were not approached,
the highest liquid
water content measured at -30DC being 0.29 gm-3.
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The most frequent values of average liquid water content encountered appear rather
Ipw - reflecting probably the fact that the aircraft was mostly searching fQr low-t~rnperature
icing and possibly also a low cloud-base temperature. The values were 0.17 gm-3 for cumullform cloud and 0.10 gm-3 for stratiform cloud, with maximum values in each case of 0.8 gm-3.
The horizontal icing extent reached as high as 64·km in cumuliform clouds and
370 km in stratiform clouds but 90 per cent of icing extents did not exceed 8 km and 58 km
respectively.

The foregoing show clearly that average values of water contents in clouds do not
approach the theoretical but that within limited regions of a cloud the theoretical values
may well be achieved. Any successful estimate of water content, even in qualitative. terms,
must take account of the factors discussed in paragraph 3.3.

3·5
3.5.1

Inferences regarding supercooled water content - aircraft icing statistics

- - - ...... -

General remarks
':'"""-

.....

.....

,'"
Since it has become .obvious that the a_ccura:t-e determ:1,nation of supercooled water
content in clouds in any easy and routine way is virtually impossiple, considerable interest
ha~ been expressed in statistics of icing experiences themselves.
At first sight this seems
the most logical thing to do since we are only interested i~ the supercooled water content
by virtue of the icing which it may cause. There are several pitfalls to avoid, however J and
as true statistics the observations leave much to be desired. Because of the factors discussed in Chapter 2 the icing experiences of a particular aircraft are greatly influenced by
the ch~acteristics of the aircraft itself and the frequency with which a particular aircraft
is exposed to the risk of icing depends on the operating practice of the organization responsible fonthe operation of the aircraft. Statistics obtained by a particular airline operati~ a certain route with one type of aircraft are no doubt valuable to the airline but cannot reliably be extrapolated to cover other aircrart J even operating the same rotite J and certainly cannot be applied with any real prospect of success to other routes. On the other
hand an examination of synoptic features on occasions when icing has been reported is or
v~lue in recognizing situations conducive to icing and therefore of greater direct benefit
to· forecasting than the indiscriminate collection of statistics. Any programme, therefore,
for the collection of statistics for the benefit of meteorology requires careful consideratfon -of the observations which must be made, in addition to measurement of icing rate J
before a proper meteo~ological appreciation of the con~itipns can be made. In the author's
opinion this would inevitably lead to the conclusion that the ·subject can only progress. by
use of fully instrumented research aircraft rather than by routine collection or icing statistics on civil and ~ilitary aircraft. Results of some statistical surveys are J however J
briefly reviewed here together with an attempt to relate icing experiences reported to meteorological conditions.

3·5.2.1

N.A.S.A. reports

--

- - -

-

- -

The most extensive study of ~ircraft icing statistics to date has been done under
the sponsorship of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (N.A.C.A.), Washington J
later the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (N.A.S.A. L 'and published in a number
of reports (see, for example J Perkins 1955J Perkins, Lewis and Mulhol~and 1957, Perkins 1958,

Perkins 1959).
Reference will need to be made to the individual reports for details but the following summary of results from Perkins (1959) is typical of the information obtained. In
reading this summary it must be remembered that a large proportion of the data was obtained
on routine airline operations and is therefore subject to the limitations discussed in
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The supercooled -watercont~rits are estimated-from the rate of,ice formation
the aircraft, and Would be subject to-the same limitatiQns as most
measuring instruments, i.e. there will be a maximum value in th~ range 1-2 gm-3;- beyond which
water contents ca~ot be measured. The results showed that:
paragraph 3.5.1.

on a probe

mouht~d'6n

( a)

Icing is not continuous-within ~_ cloudj icing eneo.unters in a single cloud may
be separated by periods of no-icing of varying length. If the period of no~io}ng
exceeded 10 min the next experience of.icing was regarded as a separate encounter.

(b)

3,200 icing enoounters were re~orded alo~g airways within the .United States, across
the North-Atlantic, along the Pacific air route to Alaska and Japan and over wide
areas of the Pacific and Arctic oceans.

(c)

Frequency distributions of measured icing parameters gave the following statistics:

,

(i)

LJquid water content (averaged over I-min intervals of ice build up, i.e.
over distances of the order of 5-7 km) O.~ ~/m3, 0.6 g/m3 and 1.1 g/m3 was
exceeded on 33 per cent, 10 per cent and I per cent of intervals respectivelyj

(ii)

Distance travelled within icing clouds {cumulative distance in icing througliout an encounter)
42 km, 85 km and 193 km were exceeded on 33 per cent, 10 per cent and 1 per
cent of icing encounters, respectiv~lYj

(iii) Depth of icing-cloud. layer
460 m, 820 m and 1430 m were exceeded on 33 per cent, 10 per cent and 1 per
cent of icing-cloud layers respectively;
(lv)

(d)

Temperature within icing clouds
Below -l2°C, _20°C, -32°C on)3 per cent, 10 per cent and 1
icing encounters respectively;

per

cent

of

Water contents were estimated to be about two-thirds of 'the theoretical values
from adiabatic lifting (paragraph 3.3.1).

The statistics concerning depth of icing-cloud layer must be r~garded .as dubio~s
since they are based merely on the recorded difference of heights between the height of commencement of icing and the height of cessation. They- do not therefor~ represent at any time
a true vertical depth at a point arid it is easy to imagine conditions (e.g. entry and exit
from a veTtical column containing supercooled water) undeT Which the recorded depth is a
very substantial under-estimate of the true vertical depth. In a substantial number of icing
encounters, of course, the aircraft continu~d without change of height.
The statistics do not give the probabilities of encountering icing cloud but this
has been attempted for the 700 and 500 mb levels over.ocean areas in the no~thern hemisphere
by Perkins, Lewis and Mulholland (1957). The data, of course, show geographical variations
depending on the frequency of cloud and the temperature variation at these levels.
At the 500 mb level the frequency of cloud ranges from a value of about 1.5 per
cent over the Arctic Ocean in Winter to 18 per cent on the Western Pacific in spring while
the frequency of icing clOUd is usually. around 1 or 2 per cent but reaches as high as 7 per
cent in the region of the ~ast China sea in summer and hardly ever occurs over the Arctic
'Ocean in winter and spring.
At the 700 mb level the highest frequency of icing cloud (6.5 per cent) is in the
Western Pacific,_while icing has not been reported at this level in the region of 'the Azores.

3·5.2.2
Two analyses of reports received from civil aircraft on the trans-Atlantic route
have been made·by Rohan and Ohoonghusa (1957) and by Crossley (1960).
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.ijOh?:R -~and Olwonghusa analysed 31,74,6 reports .receivedat Shanno.n -1n. ,the year
OotobeJ;'.. 1953 to September 1954, Only 582 (1.5 PElr oent) reported ioe, with a h1-g!ler fre- ...
quency in the winter months. than In·.·the swnmer. The maximtun frequency of icing 'veportswaf;i'
in the regton Qf -SoC ,to -7°C and 95·p~r·ce~t of ~eports w~re in the te~peratui~ band·O,to·
_25?O~ The lowest .t~mper&tvre at which icing was reported was ~42~C. About 1/3 9f all r.e-.
ports of icing were a$soclat~~ with warm fronts, about.I/} with cold fron~ or oCclusions.and
of the remaining 1/3 the large majority (about 75 per ·c.ent) were in a -cold air ·mas.s~, ~3 .• p~r
ce~tof all icing reports were described as severe icing, 21 per cent as moderate lcing,
remaihder.b~ing light' in-intehslty~ 'It was pd1nted'out that flights 'often avoid flying
tbrou~ cumuliform clouds and are frequently planned to avoid areas of suspected icing60nl
dl'tlons ~t·
.'. "
.
.
" ,.-1
't·.
c"".
'Cr6ss1eY'anaiyzed 'POMAR 'and AIREP r'eports received
routine reports at London
Ai~p~~t from' ii-alis'-Atlantic .aircraft;'in the montlis of January and. July' 1955-57. He a1'5'o'
dra:ws. attehtioh to"th~ fact that-, because of' avoic\ing adtion' by the a'ircraft-,- the obs.erva..;.
-'t"ibris' probftbly under-estimate th7 ftequency and ihtensity of potential' icing regions en"the
rgit~es'- flbwn"~ ,
.

4

the

as

In Japuary 3.8 ,per cent of obse!:,vations mad~.. at terpperat~es at 0:t: below ooe re,",:
ported- icing.·, The ml;l:Ximum number of- rep9rts wer~, receiv.ed in the temperature band _22°0 't~
-25°C but,this merely:ref~e.9ted the fact that a.'high pr~portion of the flying was taking
place'around this temperature. ,Correction f~r thi? bias shows a max~mum frequency of 10.4, '
per cent of flying time in the _6° to -7°C band in icing conditions with abroad spread
4to6 per' -cent: of '-flying time :in the "temperatUre band from ..:8°c to -25°C. When the observatldns wire related to the reports o~ flying in 'cloud'it was'found that 43 per cent of all
flights in cloud in the temperature band _4°C to ~7°C experienced icing; falling off irregu~
',:larly_·to a min:1,nrum of. 7 per c~nt at -36°c :to-39°C an¢!. then, surgr;",i~ingly, ris,ing again to
20 per cent.· in: the range -40°C, to -44°G, the latter temperature being the' lowest t~mper~t~re
at which icipg w~as report.ed.
, .,
.

at

In July icing was less freq~ent: (1.7- per cent of observations) and 'is attrlbuted'
~bi'crossieyto the lower 'frequency of convection cloud over the:sea compared with 'the: winter.
The fr'eciu~h¢y
'iping 'in c'loud Is' about 20 per cent from -4°c::"to _11°C· and 'falls to 'A -ritin'i.. . .
~~~ 'of'S p~r c~htat~20oC to -23°C. As' 1n'January there is again a second maximum, of 13:

of

p~~ c~nt, 'in the region of the "lowest icing temperatures reported 'but this now occurs in ,the
temperature range _21~ to~27°C although the height range, 18,000 - 24,000 ft,isthe; same.
Cr~ssley suggests npis secondary max~~~ is associated
w~th flight .near
the tops of
Cumulonambus" cloud. I~ may be that the anvil cloud is on occasions so extensive as to ob~curethe 'more active core of· the ~loud which at lower heights'would be vi~ualiy avoided.

Statistics 9uch as the foregoing have their value in indicating that icing experiences are broadly in accord with theory and in giving some idea of the frequency with which
icing conditions are encountered in present-day operating conditions, and the r~lative se~eri
ties when theY. do occur. They areaf little 'direct value :to forecasting. It is little
consqlation to a pilot ~xperiencing ~apid and severe ice accretion to know that the chances
of~p{J,encountering it were 'small ~fndeed, in 'relation 'to the particular weather situation
he is ;in,~the chances fuay not b~ small at ali.
"
Comparatively little has been done in relating icing experiences to synoptic con'ditions. In an examination of some 800 reports of icing of aircraft, mostly over· or near
th~ British Isles'; Jones (1(~i56) discusses the synoptic cohditions associated with 56 of the
occasions leading to severe icing. There were 22 occasions when the icing was reported as·
"~lear 'ice, t8 occasions of mixed ice (clear and rime mixed) and 16 of rime. All of the clear
a~d' mixed ice reports occurred at temperatures of -15°C or higher but there were 6 occasions
of:heavi'rime
formation at temperatUres below -15°C, the lowest being -34°c.
,
-
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There were 22 occasions when icing occurred in pnstable-alr of which 14 were over
the se~J 3 dyer high ground and-one in a polar trough, with only 4 in isolated Cumulus·clouds.
T,he suggestion is strong.. of course, that the small number of icing ·occ:asions .in isolated·
clouds is merely a reflection of the ease With which they can be avoided .. - and the other
experiences show that.... when convection cloud 1s ext-ensive.. and therefore difficult to avo-id,
as in polar air flowing over the sea or forced to rise over high ground or in an;~rea of
convergence .. icing may well be severe.
There were 2) occas~o~ of sev~re icing associated. with fronts (9 warm, 6 quasistationary, 4 cold.. 4 occluded) and except for 5 warm front cases all ~ere wi~hin'100 miles
of the surface position of the front, usually within 50 miles: ~he greatest distance ahe~
of the warm front at which severe icing was reported was heayy rime icing in the As sheet
300 miles" ahead of the front and before precipitation had commenced. Th~re were a further
9 occasions when severe icing occurred within 250 mil~s of a depression centre in an area
where fronts were hard to identify~ In most cases the fronts were aqtive ~~d of-the 23 frqntal cases precipitation was reaching the ground on 13, so that the cloud water content was
remaining high even though being depleted by precipitation. Uplift of the frontal cloud
over high ground appeared to be a contributory factor to the icing experi~nce on a number of
occasions. The fact that severe icing occurred with significant frequency in warm front
clouds is particularly interesting since it had previously been considered that the icing
risk was small above the OoC level in precipitating warm fronts.
The two remaining cases of severe icing were associated with precipit~tion below
cloud base, in one case at least the precipitation was reported as snow but it caD be inferred that supercooled water was also present.
Since that report was written one other observation (M.T.e.A. 1958) which has come
to the writer1s attention is worthy of special record, as indicating the importance of orographic uplift in increasing the supercooled water content of cloud. On this occasion "an
aircraft experienced exceptionally severe icing When flying over ~he Alps in warm-front cloud
at a temperature of about -20oC. The front was very active and the winds from 3,000 ill upwards were almost perpendicular to the line of the Alps on the aircraft track with speeds of
25m/sec or more. Undoubtedly there was forced uplift of the air and this contributed to the
unusually heavy ice accretion at a temperature lower than that at which severe icing is
usually experien?ed.
The observations described in this paragraph were reports of icing whtch the pilots
responsible for them had thought worth-while reporting, it is certain that the complementary
reports of no icing in cloud at temperatures below ooe were not given the same attention. It
is irnpossi~ therefore to assess from these observations how often a warm fro~t, for example,
will give severe icing but it seems clear that an assessment of other icing reports as they
are received in relation to the synoptic conditions may well be worth-while.

3.6

Size distribution of droplets

It has been indicated in Chapter 2 that the efficiency of catch of a surface in
an air stream containing water droplets depends on the size of the droplets.
Super900~ed
water in the atmosp~ere is distributed over a large range of drop sizes and the amount of
supercooled water collected by an aircraft surface will depend on how the" water is distributed throughout the drop sizes".
'
Mason (1957) has summafized the results up to that date adequately and these have
been supplemented by Durbin (1959), Murgatroyd and Garrod (1960), and by Singleton (1960).
The latter two papers indicate the presence of larger droplets in cloud than had hitherto
been measured, by using a different technique of measurement. Earlier techniques had sampled
So small a volume of air that the infrequently occurripg larger droplets often escaped detection. The larger droplets may nevertheless on some occasions make a 5~bstan~ial contr~bution
to the total water content. The larger droplets are present in greater numbers the greater
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the depth of cloud and for a given depth of cloud are more frequent in layer clouds than
convection clouds. T~king account of ~hes~,droplets, the mea~ values pr~sented by Mason
would be very slightly increased. The median volume diameter - the diameter such that half
the water is compr~sed_by larger droplets_~_~q~a _u~eful parameter ~n this connexlon and
Best (1952) has sWninarized""some obs·ervatfons· made by' the·-N~if.c·~·A~ "ifi--this form.
It appears from the observations "made "that the median volume diameter in most
clouds lies in the range from 10 to 20 ft and we have seen from Figure 1 (~) that the collection efficienc'y. of a2.:dm :radius cylinder for droplets of the's·~.. si£es\··lie-s between about
40 and 80 per cent. It seems therefore that a 2 em diameter cylinder may be expected to
collect at first at least 20 to 40 per cent of the available water bU~' ~ince the diameter
and shape of the cylinder w~ll change as ice collects it seems linprofitahle to pursue the
question of drop size furth~r. It is sufficient for our purposes to know that the drop size
distribution is such that a~ important fraction of the supercooledwaie~'dropletswill be
caught by edges of smaLl radius of curvature in all clouds.
In supercooled r~in when the median volume diameter is probably of the
I rnm J all the raindrops are likely to be captured by the aircraft surface.

4.

THE ICE CRYSTAL CONTENT OF CLOUDS

4.1

Introduction

order of

Becau'Se';' -"u~j too, tHe "present _time; ice formation Hi- clolids composed -wholly of ice
crysta:J.:s rulS been: 'very r'a-j.e·~ the"'ice c'rystal c-dnten-t"of"'l'iloudshas receiv~ed' v'eiy I'ittle
attention~" It has been recognized in a qualitative way that when ice' crystals -and sUpercOQ.l_edwa~er;.exf.st ,,togeth~rthe ,iQe "Q~yst~+.s ,m~Y: al:;;;o adh.~re to ,an airlrame using the superoooi,e'd 'wat~t:' ,as: the uc,ementfl,to, ,bo11-d .tqem f.irmly .,t~thesurfac,e'. To achieve thls -,bon,d,ing
effeGt.·th~;I\.1ater',Wo.p~
...must
be numerous -and large enough
for ·the .surface
~o be wet, -hl:l:t,w:ith
".
' ",'1."
"
"
' , '
"
.
slQw;..fre~z;1ng t:aktng ,place, wh~n the _lee erysta;Ls. hi-to the- surface. The ~dherence .of ,ice; .
9·Py~"t'al~",--I~ 'tpe.re;fore JTIos,t likely fLt_ temp~:r:atvre$c near:, ~o QOC,. or, at lQwer"l::empeFattlr.ep·:-wnen
the ice crystals are 'relativeiy few and the supercooled water content lar:ge. If.t~e supercooled water content and droplet size are sm~ll and the temperature low enough it is posslbl~'that eaqh'~ropiet will freii~'virtual~yinsta~taneq~~ly'in' contact with'th~ surface and
a 'fd:flow1ng"ice "crystal "wotiid then boune-e'-ofr' the 'dry -:surface. What the relat-:tve pro'portions
of' "later -and -lm~ -crYs't;~ls 'must be fo~ the ice" crys'ta:ls' fir's-t: to begin :sticking is' illiknown,-'
theproportio~s will -obViously varY withtemperatlire'and'droplet size, and'would be a'useful
subject for're'search.No instrunrenthas yet been devised, ':'however,' which will mea's{u.-e ~at
all accurately the ice crystal content in the presence of supercooled water} but the total
free water and ice content has been measured 6u
series of flights (paragraph 4.2).

a

As indicated in paragraphs 2.3.4 and 2.4.2, the

ioe~crystal

content of clouds may

-w~ll.become an irnpo;~ant'~onsid~~ation'in~s.sessing the ici~g ~isk 0f h~gh~pp~eq aircrqft
and sqme jet or turRo-prqp
4:2

~ngi~es.

Measurements of total free ·water content (water and idS)

Following uH~~pected icing troubles 'oh the Protetis engine'of the' Britannia 'air~
craft (Payne and Pitts '1959) attributed to flight in ice-c~ys.iai clouds (paragraph 2.4.2) a
series of investigational flights was undertaken'in:troprc~l ar~as onwliich the' total' free
ice and water content were measured. The results from these flights have been briefly reported (Jones 1959, Bigg~ Day and McNaughton 1959). ~~e fl~ghts were made ~n the extensive
ice-crystal clouds associated with the intertropical convergence zone over Africa, the
Singapore area and the Darwin (Australia) area and were mostly concentrated in the heig~t
band 4.5 to 6.6 krn (temperature band 0 to -10°C). About 50 hours of flylng in'such clouds'
were divided as shown in Table III.
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Table III
Tota~flyihg time.~t

about -20,000 ftin various free water

and ice concentrations

.concentration
,"

Total flying time

g,/m 3

o - LO

18

hr

LO - 2.0

17

hr

2.0 - 3·0

10

hr

3.0 - 4.0

~

hr

4.0 - 5·0

1

hr

5.0 - 6.0

20

min

6.0 - 7·0

4

min

Measured concentrations fluctuated rapidly within cloud but a mean value of 5 g,/m3
over a distance of 16 km was measured on one occasion. The maximum distances on 60 sorties
over which the mean concentration was more than 1 glm) averaged 64 km but was as ~igh as
250 km on one occasion.

A series of proving flights by Comet aircraft over Africa (Howlett 1959, unpubliShed) gave very similar results to the above in the same temperature band 0 to _loDe with
oc a peak
a peak concentration. of 7.1g/m3 over 3 km and in the temperature band _20°C to
conc~ntration of 4 .. 1 ,glro3 over about 3 km was measured. An envelope of the plotted results
gave maximum concentrations of 3.9 g/m3 over 5 km, 3.5 g/m3 over 16 km, 1.2 g/m3 over ,80 km
and 1.0 g/m3 over 160 km.

-40

It is likely that the values here reported approach the max~mum values likely to
be encountered anywhere in the world except possibly in the heart of tropical Cumulonimbus
clouds, which were avoided on these flights with the aid of rada~. The extensive nature of
ice-crystal clouds in both the horizontal and vertical revealed by these flights were something of a surprise but are being confirmed i~ tropical areas by Comet experience.
The size distribution of ice crystals

4.3

Ice-crystal distributions were measured on the Britannia flights referred to in
paragraph 4.2 and have also been .measured from aircraft of the British Meteorological Research
Flight. The results have been summarized by Jones (1960) who finds that the curves
Nn =

1222D3

and Nn

1000

fit the mean size distributions in tropical and temperate clouds

D 2·3

respectively, where
NoD
is the number per m3 with diameter bet~een D and D + &D rom, The
temperate clouds were~entirely of the Cumulonimbus type and the particle diameters caught
varied from 50 Jl ,. the lowest diameter detectable, to 5 nun.

5·

FORECASTING ICING CONDITIoNS

Introduction
It should be clear from the foregoing chapters that successful forecasts of icing
oonditions are unlikely to be achieved by any rule-of-thumb methods and that the forecasting

', .. '
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probabilities are improved bya thorough appreciation of the factors affectin~ the occuri~
of ice and supercooled water in the atmosphere. It should eq~ally-be~pbv1ous that
the detail of the icing experience likely to be encountered on a route is governed by so .
ma~ complex factors as to make the. forecasting problem insoluble.,' We, ~s. meteorologist~'J'"
do ourselves arid the people relying upon us for advice no service "by pretendirtg otherwise.
This 'is not·a policy of ~despairsince ~t is certain. that much valuable adVice ,can be giv~n,~
-__ c"ontr:lbuting notably to the s.afety of a flight,. provided both forecaster' andre'cipient
'understand clearly what is and is not possible. There is, of course, notqing .new in this
apd the remarks apply equally to'other facetsL of forecasting - the occurrence of turbulence
and. ~he forecasting of showers, for example.
r~nce

The parameters to be forecast

5.2
5.2.1

s·

-. - ---.

IntroductIon

--:-

In the for~going chap~ers we have recognized that the airframe icing risk for
present~day aircraft is entirely governed by.the presence of supercooled water ,in the atmosp4ereand the·degree of risk primarily' by·the .quantity. We have seen. that supercooled
wa~er;droplets nan only be produced by the ascent of air at temperatures belo~ DOC and that
the principal factors governing the quantity of supercooled water are;

(i)

the temperature;

( ii)

the iqitial water

(iii)

the rate of ascent of 'the air;

(Iv)

the height .interval over which the air has ascended.

vap~ur

of the

asce~ding

air;

anfr

w.~ must -t~erefor~.attempt to forecast these ~u~tities at ~east qualitatively
for the wh~Jie of the given rCiute": We do this, of course, every time we forecast the cloud
condition~~nd weather to be expected on a route but we do not always perhaps give
close
enQugh at~~~tion to the physical application of our forecast as it affects the .supercooled
water con~~nt. - We may, for example, forecast accurately,the dense cloud of great vertiqal
extent ,and.accompanying . pr.ecipitatiort of an actiYe warm front on the route, witliout reminding ourselv.esthat the ·realmeasure of the aQtiyity df the front is the rate at which air
is. ascending at the front aOO the .depth "Over which that ascent .is taking place. We are
;~oorisc'i'01lli of the existence of wave motions in the vic-inity' of high ground under suitable
meteorological conditions and issue warnings of their existence J without always recogniz.ing.that if cloud is also present the increased vertical currents within the c~ouds may
subst~ntially modify the physical state 'of those clouds, and drastically change the icing
risk.
Having therefore made our forecast of cloud ~onditions, winds, temperature ~nd
turbulence on the route, we should go over the forecast again considering carefully why'
those gonditions were forecast and what they imply in terms of the physical state of the
ciouds~ The icing risk should therefore
the last forecast element'to be considered and
the fQllowing paragrapbs give som~ hints and reminde~s ~der the four headings given earlier
in this pa;r-arsraph.

be

5·2.2

Temperature
------r

(i)

In assessing the height of the DOC isotherm as the lower limit of icing it should
be remembered that this level may be depressed in areas of heavy precipitation
and modified by passage of the air over a ridge of high ground (CorbY 1957).

( 11)

Normally the icing risk decreases as temperature decreases and is virtually nil
betow -40°C.

-(in)

Severe ice formation is uncommon at temperatures below about -15°C (but see (iv)).

)0
(iV)
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When up-currents in cloud are stronger than usual the risk and

are

gr~aterthan

usual at

sev~rity

of icing

allt~mperatures.

(v)

Ciear ice is associa~ed with large drops and relatively high temperatures s
tisual ~ce formation at t~mPer~tures below ~bout -15°C will "be rim~ ice.

(vi)

Because the -drop size is large and th~ temperature relatively' high (0 to ,:,"looaL
flight in freezi~g rain leads to the formatipD of clear ice ahds because ~he effi~
cieneyof .catch is high, .ice may occur- .on.parts normally iee'-free; Beoause -Of; this;
th~ ice formation is more noticeable but the severity is no greater than I n many
clouds ·since" the water content in such rain is unlikely to exceed about O.-35g/m3
(equivalent to a rate of rainfall of 5 mm/hr).

(vii)

The numbers of ice crystals which form in a given mass of ascending air is primarily a function of temperature (paragraph 3.2). Few ice crystals will form in
cloud at temperatures above about -15°C but ice crystals may fall from a~ove -in~o
a region where temperatures are higher than -15°C. The ictng risk is therefore
substantial in clouds which do not -extend above the -15°C isotherm if there are
no other cloud l~yers above from which ice crystals can- fall and in developing
clouds of any depth in which the fall of ice crystals from above is delayed by
the up~currents present.

5.2.3

1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
In clouds of convective origin where the ascending air has originated near the
surface the water vapour content is easy to decide from synoptic observations.

( i)

the

( ii)

In other instability clouds and clouds of turbulent origin J e.g. Ac castellanu$J
Sc, the initial water vapour content may be assessed from observations of clo~a
base and the use of a representative upper-air sounding to assess cloud~base
temperature.

(iii)

In frontal clouds norm~l air-mass analysis will be helpful in deciding the origin
of the ~ir. Accurate determinations are not required in this context since ~he
theoretical water content is so greatly modified by change of phase and precipitation. It is broadly sufficient ~o know whether the air being lifted is ?f recent
maritime or continental origin and the approximate latitude of origin. For example, a tropical storm after i.t has. left 'the tropics and re-curved over the: North
Atlantic frequently takes on the characteristics of a normal frontal depression.
The warm front of such a depression may well have clouds of greater water content
associated with it than are assocfated with the usual polar front.

5.2.4

-_._------------

(i )

The substantial effect of topography in modifying the rate 9f ascent of air can~ot be' too strong'iy emphasized. There is no doubt that the -icing experience i~
a cloud can be very d~astically changed if the air is be.ing forced to' rise over
a mountain barrier or developing waves because of the underlying topographY and
the stability characteristics of the air.

(ii)

". i:;

The rate of ascent of the air

Determination of the stab~litu of the air is a normal forecasting procedure and
it is recognized that instability leads to strong vertical curr~nts and the generation of characteri~tic instability clouds (Cu~'Cb, Ac castel~anus). It is particularly important, however, to recognize the possibility of latent instability
being realized in the forced ascent of air at frontal surfaces, orographic barriers
or in areaS of convergence. In these conditions the instability clouds will
. still be present but will often be obscured from view'by, or e~bedded in, layers'
of cloud ..
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(iii)

The strength of up-currents in many- frontal layer cl:buds 1s. -ihsuff1:crient to main...':':

taln saturation with respeot to water in the presence of ice crystals at temperatures much below OOC;so that many'of-theAs- orNsclGuds are composed' almost
.ent~rely of ice crystals' and the icing-risk is low.
If there is reason to~suspect
that the front is particularly active (i.e. that the. up'-currEm-ts are"-.greater:than;
usual) the icing risk should be increa~ed accordingly and extended.to lower tern,.
-pe~ature~ particularly in the regio~with1n about 150 km of the s~fa~e position'

. '01" th~'frofi.t..·

-'

( iy)
.. ,..

,~t

--

Jt shQuld be remembered that ma~y So layers over. the sea; particularly in winter~
are ef~ectiYely conv~ctiQn, c.+ou~s·wtth theatr unstable;at sea surfac~ temperatures and the clouds spreading out at an upper invers~on~ ·Th~ up~ctlrrents in
these clouds a~e pr9b~bly greater than in Sc formed by turbulence and if the t~~~,
p~rlihire is .appropriate the icing· risk is d6f,reSP9~din~iy gre.ate~~ .
,:':!
..~.

5:2';5'
(i)
1

.•

'

-'yeE.tic~i_ e~t~n.! £f~clp~d
This is of importance in determining both the amount of water rele~sed by the
8.5'Cent pf the -air :and' the· temperature at, cloud top. The c-loUd.:.tbp temperature; i·'
Is
imp6rtance'i~ deciq~ng-the iik~liliood of- ice cry$tals being for~ed and infectinif lo~et parts ot- th~ cltiud'. .
.
.

of
;

. r

.The -vertical: extent is a normal·.f9reca.s,~ing problem. 1 ,It sh9Uld be" r.einembered
:th~t the c;Loud.,assoc-.1ated :with many fronts is in,. layers rather than,.continuous
in the vertical. Ocnasionally owing to wind-shea~ or b~cause the lower cloud
is held up by a mountain barrier the upper clouds containing the ice crystals
may be carried away from the lower clouds also associated with the front. When
this occurs the lower clouds will not be seeded by ice crystals from above and
although the front may appear weak (judged by precipitation amounts) there may
be a substantial depth of icing cloud&

5·3

The - 8D curve

To assist in the decision whether a cloud layer contains supercooled water or
only ice crystals, it has been suggested (Appleman 1954, Mori 1956) that the information can
be readily obtained from a representative upper~air ascent. 'If the relative humidities or
dew points measured were accurate then the relative humidity with respect to water would be
100 per cent in supercooled water cloud and dew point and air temperature would coincide,
but in ice-crystal cloud the relative humidity with respect to water would be less than
100 per cent and the dew point would be less than air temperature which would coincide with
the frost point. For intermediate values it would be assumed that conversion from water
cloud to ice-crystal-cloud was not complete. To decide whether the air is saturated with
respect to ice from an ascent curve showing the conventional readings of air temperature (t)
and dew point (td) in °e, it is merely necessary to plot on the same diagram a curve of - 8D
where D = t - td. When temperature and frost point are equal, the value of ~ 8D is very
closely the frost point value~ so that the points where the - 8n curve cut the ascent curve
are points where the air is saturated with respect to ice. When the sounding curve lies to
the left of the - 8n curve supersaturation with respect to ice exists and there is a possible ici~g hazard in cloud.
The method, of course, places greater confidence in the humidity or dew-point
readings in cloud than is at present justified and there is also~ for decision by the forecaster, the applicability in detail of the upper-air readings to conditions some hours
ahead. It may be, Qowever~ that the method will have some application to layer clouds when
humidity measurements are more reliable - it is clearly unsuited to convection clouds.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

In this chapter are assembled together the recommendations made in the preceding
text. The reader 1s invited to refer to ihe appropriate part of the text for the arguments
in favour of each recommendation.
( i)

Further investigation i? required of the ice formation in clouds containing a
mixture.of supercooled water and ice crystal~J particularly at high speeds. Fac_
tors involved of which there is inadequate knowledge are, (a) the collection efficiency by aircraft surfaces of naturally occurring ice crystals, and (b) the impact and subsequent behaviour of ice crystals on wet and dry aircraft surfaces
(paragraphs 2.3.3, 2.3.4).

( ii)

Further investigation is required of the possibilities of ice formation on very
fast aircraft during flight in clouds composed entirely of ice crystals (paragraph
2.3.4), and of the effects of artificial heating on slow aircraft in these clouds
(paragraph 2.3.5).

(iii)

The indiscriminate collection of aircraft icing st·atistics. is no longer of much
value meteorologically and it is recommended that careful consideration be given
to the type of observations required to advance our meteorological knowledge of
icing. Careful exploration by fully-instrumented aircraft paying due regard to
the synoptic situation is recommended (paragraph 3.5.1). There may, however, be
some value in examining especially severe icing experiences in relation to the
synoptic situation (paragraph 3.5.2.3).

...
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THE OCCURRENCE AND FOREx::ASTING OF CIRROSTRATUS CLOUDS

Swnm,ary

With the rapid growth in the use of high-altitude aircraft in the last fevl years.
have become increa~ingly concerned with accurately observing and forecasting
regions of widespread Cirrus and Cirrostratus clouds. This report attempts to colle.at the
essence of a number of papers devoted to these subjects.

meteorologist~

The ~eport 1s divided into three parts. Part~, the Introduction, defines cirri form
clouds and discuss~s briefly some of the problems 'faced by ~ observer in correctly classifying ~~h-level c~ouds. Part 2, Climatology of c~rriform clouds, first describes errors
which may ,affect Cirrus climat61ogies,' then discusses a number of climat'ological-type studies
with .emphasis on frequency, height, temperature, and thickness of Cirrus layers, including
seaso~~l and geog~aphical variations. P~rt 3, Th~ fore~asting of cirri form clouds, describes
a nump~~ of subjective ,and objective forecast techniques, including accuracies when reported
by the autpors.
The va~lous Cirrus studies were genera~ly not directly comparable with one another
because of the different definitions, equipment, and techniques employed; therefore. each
paper was, d.iscussed separately.. However, .Parts 2 and 3 of this report contain summaries
which present both an overall picture of the available information, ,and also comparisons between the 'various studies.
The problem of thunderstorm Cirrus was not included in this report for several reasons. Generally, such clouds are less extensive than cirriform clouds associated with major
synoptip,systems, unless the thunderst?rms themselves are part of such a system. Furthermore, thunderstorm Cirrus can be~t be predicted by making accurate thunderstorm forecasts.
The paper closes with a brief statement on the development of new instruments and
techniques which should result in greatly improved high-cloud observations and forecasts in
the very near future ..

'-"i:

L' OCCURENCE ET LA FREVISION DES CIRROSTRATUS

Resume

Llemploi d'aeronefs volant a haute altit~de ayant pris une rapide extension au eours
des der~ieres annees J les meteoro!ogistes se Bont preoccupes de plu~ enpIu5 d10bserver et
de prevoir avec precision les zones etendues de Cirrus et Cirrostratus. La presente ~ote
technique tente de resumer l'essentlel d'un certain nombre d1etudes oonsacrees-a oe 5ujet.
Elle ~st divisee en trois parties. La premiere partie (Introduction) definlt le~
nuages clrriformes et expose brievement quelques-uns des problemes auxquels se heurte un observateur pour classer correctement les nuages a haute altitude. La deuxleme partie -(Climatologie des nuages clrriformes) deer1 t en premier lieu les erreurs possibles dans 'les, etudes
~.limatolagiques des Cirrus, puis examine un certain nambre de ces etudes. en insistant- plus
particu1ierement sur 1a frequence. la h~uteur, la temperature et l'epaisseur des coucties de
Cirrus, sans oublier les variations saisonnieres et geographiques. La troisieme partie (Pre~
vision des nuages cirriformes) presente un certain nombre de methodes de prevision subjectives et objectives. en mentionnant les precisions obtenues lorsqu'elles sont signalees par
les auteurs.
I I n'a pas ete possible. en regIe generale. de proceder a une comparaison directe
entre les diverses etudes sur les Cirrus. en raison des differences dans les definitions.
11 equipement et les m~thodes utilisees; chaque etude ,a done ete examinee separement. Toutefois. dans les delixieme et troisieme parties. on trouvera des resumes contenant a la fols un
tableau d1ensemble des renseigrlements disponibles et des comparaisons entre les d~ver5es
etudes.

Le probleme des Cirrus d10rage nla pas e~e traite dans 1a presente Note technique
pour plusieurs raisons. En general. de tels nuages sont moins etendus que les tiuages cirrlformes associes a des systemes synoptiques importants, a moins que les urages ne fa~sent euxm@mes partie d1un tel systeme. En outre, 1a meilleure maniere de prevoir des Cirrus d1orage,
clest de proeeder a des previsions precises des orages.
La note prend f~n sur un bref expose concernant 1a mise au point de nouveaux instruments et de nouvelles methodes qui devraient permettre d1ameliorer conslderablement, dans un
proche avenir. les observations et les previsions des nuages a haute altitude.
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VIII

FORMACION Y PREVISION DE NliBE'3 CIRROESTRATOS

Resumen

Como se ha extendido mucho en los ~ltimos anas e1 empleo de aeronaves que" vuelan a
gran altitud} los meteordlogos s~ han ocupado c~da'v~z m~s de ob~ervar y.prever con preclsi~n
las zonas arnpllas de nubes cirros y clrroestratos. El presente informe trata de resumir 1a
parte esencial de cierto ndmero de estudios consagrados a e50S tem~5.

El informe est~ dividido en tres partes. En 1a prlmera parte (Introducci~n) se d~
finen las nubes ~irriformes y se exponen breve~ente algUnos de ~os problemas que.tiene que
afrontar e1 observador para claslficar correctamente las nubes a gran altitud. En 1a segunda
parte (Climatolog!a de las nubes clrriformes) se describen prlmeramente los errores poslbles
en los estudios climatologicos de los cirros y luego se examinan algunos de esos'estudios de
tipo climatologico, insistiendo de manera particular en la frecuencia, la altura, la temperatura y" el espesor de las capas de ·cirros, sin olvidar las variaciones estacional~s y geogretficas. En la tercera parte (Prevision de las nubes cirriformes) se describen a1gunas tecnicas de previsi6n, subjetivas y objetivas, mencionando 1a precision obtenida, cuando ha .sido
sena1ada por los autores.
En terminos generales, no ha sido posible proceder a ~a comparacidn directa de los
diversos estudios rea1izados sobre los cirros a causa de las dlferencias de'definiciones, de
equipo y de metodos empleados. Por lQ tanto, se examina par separado cada uno de los estudios. Sin embargo, en la segunda parte y en la tercera de este informe se encontraretn resdmenes en los que figuran, al mismo tiempo, un cuadra de cpnjunto de las informaciones dlsponibles y las comparaciones de los diversps estudios.
En e1 presente informe no se ha tratado el problema de los cirro5 de tronada, par
varias razones. En general, esas nubes al~anzan menos extension que las nubes cirrlformes
asociadas a sistemas sinopticos importantes, a menos que las tronadas no formen parte, por
sf mlsmas, de uno de e50S sistemas. "Ademets .. la mejor "manera de preyer" los clrros de tronada
consiste en predicir con exactitud de las tronada5.
Termina la Nota can una breve exposici6n de los nuevas instrumentos y tecnicas que
han sido preparados y que habran de perm1tir una mejora considerable de las observaciones y
previsiones de nubes a gran altitud en un porvenir muy proximo.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

The nature ·of cirriform clouds

rlJ

The WMO International Cloud Atlas
li~ts three genera of cirri form cJcuqs - G.t-:r~y..sJ
Cirrocumulus, and Cirrostratus - together-with numerous species, varieties, and supp~emepi~ry
features. A condensation of some of the more important parts of the WMO definitions .and des z
criptions is given below.-·
q

Cirrus clouds are detached clouds in the form of white delicate filaments or patch~s'
or narrow bands. They are composed almost exclusively of ice crystals. These crystals are lh
general very small and sJ))arse, which accounts for their usual transparency. Thick Clrru~ .:~
patches are distinguish~d from Altostratus patches .by their smaller horizontal extent and
'their mostly· whi te appearance.
, ,:
Cirrocumulus clouds are thin white patches, sheets, or layers of clouds without shad~
ing, composed of very small elements in the form of grains, ripples, etc., merged or separate,
and more or less regularly arranged. They are composed almost exclusively of ice crystals.
Cirrocumulus differs in appearance from Altocumulus (a water droplet cloud) in that most of
its elements are very small and without shading.
Cirrostratus clouds are transparent whitish cloud veils of fibrous or smooth appearance, partly or totally covering the sky, and generally producing halo phenomena~ They are
composed m~lnly of ice crystals. The smallness and sparseness of the crystals and the lack,
of thickne~~ of the cloud layers account for the transparency of Cirrostratus, through whtch
the Qutll:de of the sun is visibl'e. at least when the latter is not too near the horizori.,-.. C·l,~
rostratus is never thick enough to prevent objects on the ground from casting shaqows ex~~pt
when the sun is very low •.Halo phenomena are often observed in thin Cirrostratus. In fact,
the cloud layer is sometimes so thin that the halo provides the only indication of its pre; :"
sence.

1.2

Differentiating between Cirrostratus and Altostratus

One requirement in constTIlcting an accurate climatology of a specific cloud type .ts
to ensure that no other cloud types are included by mistake. In the case of a Cirrus clima7
tology, the primary danger lies in the failure.to differentiate correctly between Cirrostratusand Altostratus cloud layers. By WMO definition, Cirrostratus is a transparent~ whitish
cloud veil of fibrous or smooth appearance, composed mainly of ice crystals, and generally
producing halo phenomena. Altostratus is a grayish or bluish cloud sheet or layer of striated,
fibrous, or uniform appearance, consisting of ice crystals or water droplets or both, alld~
,
not producing halo phenomena. It. would be useful if some criterion in agreement with, ·but·
more objective than, the above physical description could be used to differentiate betwe~ri'
the two cloud types. It appears as if the temperature at which the initial cloud forinat-ioh:
takes place may be such a criterion.
It is generally agreed that clouds do not form in clear air until the air-is cooled.
to near or below its dew point. It is also widely accepted that the freezing temperature of
.cloud droplets is significantly lower for small droplets than for large ones~ w~th p~actically
all drops being frozen at _40°C. Let us assume, then, that in a region of widespread,risi~g
air, initial condensation occurs at a temperature near ~15°C. At this relatively high ~emP.e
rature, the droplets would grow by condensation for an appreciable length of time before"

.'

.'C
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freezing. After freezing, the ice globules would grow primarily by sublimation. The resulting cloud would be expected to_have a thick, grayish appearance, without halo, fitting the
description o~ Altostratus. Now let us assume initial condensation occurs at -40 oC. At this
low temperature immediate freez~ng would'occur, and all growth would be of a crystalline nature. Also, because of the low temperature, the water vapour content of the air would be small,
and crystal growt~ would be limited. The appearance of the resu~ting cloud would fit the description of Cirrostratus.
Thus it. appears as if the temperature at which initial condensation oc/?urs may determine whether an ice-crystal cloud should be classified as Altostratus or Cirrostratus. If
significant droplet growth occurs prior to droplet freezing,. Al tost-ratus will result; .if almost immediate freezing occurs,. the cloud .will be Cirrostratus. Since the spontaneous freezing temperature of cloud droplets appears to vary.with several factors,. it is not possible
to apply a specific temperature criterion for determining the cloud type. However, past studies on droplet freezing indicate that, in general, cloud formation at temperatures below.
-35 or '-400 c would be of the true Cirrostratus type, while clouds formed at temperatures above
-30 0 e,. and especially above -20°C,. would be akin to Altostratus.

In the present paper J which is primarily a compilation of past studies,. no attempt is
made to alter in any way the various Cirrus climatologies by use of the proposed temperature
criterion. Instead J the attention of the reader is called to those cases in which inordinately
warm clouds were reported as Cirrus.

2.

CLIMATOIDGY OF CIRRIFORM CIDUDS

Two factors may affect the accuracy of a Cirrus climatology : errors in altitude
measurement and errors in cloud identification. Errors may be either random or systematic.
FortunatelYJ random errors generally have little effect on mean climatological values J provided the data sample is large J because as many reports tend to err in one direction as the
other. Systematic ~rrorsJ however J bias the data in one direction only.

r2

In one study
7J based on a comparison of Cirrus heights estimated by a ground observer and measured by ~ aircraft J the surface estimates averaged 9,600 feet too loW. ObviouslYJ the use of d~ta of this type would be completely misleading. Even estimates from
high-altitude aircraft flying some distance below the Cirrus layers were found to contain
frequent large errors. Greatly increased accuracies are obtained in measurements made by actual aircraft penetration of the cloud deck and by dOUble-theodolite observations .from the
ground. Any errors from these measurements would not only be small,. but,would also be mainly
of a random nature with little effect on resulting climatological mean values.
The effect on the Cirrus climatologies caused by errors in distinguishing between Cirrostratus and thin Altostratus is less well known. FrequentlYJ cloud decks with temperatures
above _20°C and even above _10°C are reported as Cirrus J resulting in height values as much
as 10JOOO feet lower than would be the case if only those clouds with temperatur~s below
_30°C were classified as Cirrus. While it is not possible to estimate the exact effect of
such uncertainties on the resulting climatologies J it is clear that the result would be a
bias of height data toward too low values.

2.1

. International Cloud Year study

One of the first studies on Cirrus heights was made during the International Cloud
Year (ICY) 'of 1896-1897J using double-theodolite measurements made at various observatories
The mean heights of the cloud bases and the comparative maximum heights of Cirrus and
Cirrostratus are given in the table's below. Among the conclusions that can be drawn from this
study are the facts that cirriform olouds occur at higher levels in the warmer seasons and
warmer latitudes, and that Ci~s is found at a higher maximum altitude than Cirrostratus.

;-3 7.
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Mean heights of Cirrus bases for International Cloud Year 1896-7

Northern

Latitude

78°N
70 0 N
60 0 N
51°N
40 0 N
350N
14°N
70 S
35°S

Place

summer

Northern
winter

(km)

(km)

7.3
7.5
7.9
[3.7
10.2
11.0
12.0
11.0
8.5

Cape Thordsen

Bossekop (Sweden)
Pavlovsk plus Uppsala
Potsdam plus Trappes (average)
Blue Hill plus Washington ..'average)
Mera (Japan)
Manila
Batavia
Melbourne

7.1
7.7
9.1
9.1

n.l

9,·6

Maximum heights of Cirrus bases for International Cloud Year 1896-7

Ci.rrus
Place

Latitude

.,"..

78°N
70 0 N

pooN

.bloN

/!IOON

,.;.35°N
140 N

70 S
35°8

2.2

Cape Thordsen'

Bossekop (Sweden)
Pavlovsk plus Uppsala
Potsdam plus Trappes (average)
Blue Hill plus Washington (average)
Mera (Japan)
Manila
Batavia
Melbourne

Ci,rrostratus

(km)

(km)

8.6
11.8
11.7
12.7
15.0
16.8
20.4
18.6

10.4 .
10.1
11.9
13.6
15.5
17.1
14.2

Great Britain

Two studies based on Meteorological Research Flight (MRF) data, one by Murgatroyd and
Goldsmith, the other by James J have been published on the occurrence of Cirrus over England.
2. 2.1

~.E.g!:.t.E.0x.,d_~d_ G2.1~3!!!.i.ih

1949-54

L4J.

This study was.based on MRF data gathered over southern England during the period

2.2.1.1 ~~~~~:~~!_~~_~~~~:~~~~:

The percentage frequency of occurrence of Cirrus for each season and for the entire
year is shown in the following table :
Seasonal observations of high clouds

Wi
High cloud in the immediate vicinity
High cloud in the distance
No high cloud observed
Number of cases

64
9
27
55

(%)
Sp

8u

Au

Yr

31
29
40

49
37
14

87

84

47
31
22
64

47
28
25
290
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The authors concluded that high clouds exist above any station in southern England about hal'f
the time on the av~rage, and that large areas completely clear of Cirrus occur but 25 per cent

of the time.
2.2.1.2 Height of cloud bases

---------------------

Because the bases of high clo~ds are usually very indefinite, there is sometimes. a
region of several thousand feet when the ~ircraft obseryer is uncertain as to Whether or not
he is in the cloud. The MRF cloud-base measurements shown in Figure 1 refer to the level at
which the aircraft definitely 1s in cloud.

It is seen that over southern England the "base of the high cloud 1s most often between
25,000 and 30,000 feet, with nearly all the reports falling between 20,000 and 40,000 feet
(the ceiling of the aircraft). There were occasional reports of Ci~rus in the stratosphere,
some lying well above the maximum altitude of the aircraft.
2.2.1.) Height of cloud tops

--------------------

In general, the Cirrus clouds ended a short distance below the tropopause. Less than

10 per cent reached into the stratosphere; a little over half were found in the region 0 to
2,000 feet below the tropopause and the remainder between 3,000 and 11,000 feet below the
tropopause.
2.2.1.4 Thickness of clouds
The cloud-thickness frequency distribution is shown in Figure 2. The most common thickness was between 3,000 and 5,000 feet, although thicknesses up to 12,000 feet were observed.
The thicker cloud decks tended to form in separate layers, or at least to stratify in layers
of greater and lesser density.
2.2.1.5 Cloud temperature

-----------------

The frequency distribution of the cloud-base temperatures is shown in Figure 3. The
most cornmon temperature ranged from -40 to -50°F (-40 to -46°C). but temperatures were . observed all the way from -23 to _62°C. A little over 10 per cent of the clouds had bases between -23 and -2sPC, which indicates the possibility that some may hav~ been (or at least
formed as) Altostratus rather than Cirrostratus. The temperature of the cloud tops extended
from -29 to -73°C, with the vast majority between -40 and -60°C. An interesting finding was
a sharp cut-off at -40 o c, with no tops observed in the range -40 to -)4OC. The suggestion was
made by the authors that the few cases with cloud tops warmer than -)4°c may be representative
of a cloud type similar to middle cloud.
2.2.1.6 Cloud visibility

----------------

Normally when the MRF aircraft was flying in the high clouds, the ground was visible
for several miles ahead. The ground-directly below was rarely obscured except when the high
cloud was a continuation of a middle deck. However, it was found that the vertical visibility
was somewhat more restricted when the aircraft was completely above the Cirrus layer rather
than in it.
James

7

This study ;-5
was based on MRF data gathered between August 1952 and December 1954.
Apparently many of the-same data were used in this study as in the preceding oneJ therefore,
the results will be discussed only briefly.
The distribution of Cirrus-base heights, Cirrus thicknesses, and distance of Cirrus
tops from the tropopause are shown in Figures 4,5 and 6. The graphs are very irregUlar due
to the tendency of the observers to round off heights to the nearest 5,000 feet. However,
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it is clear that the most frequently observed heights of Cirrus bases were in the neighbourhood of 30,000 feet. A total of ten cases (8 per cent) lay above 40,000 feet. The most common cloud thiGkness was 4,000 to 6,000 feet, this figure again undoubtedly influenced in part
by ~he rounding off of the observed heights. Only about a fourth of the cases had thicknesses
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Figure 4. Frequency distribution of
heights of Cirrus bases from BritIsh
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greater than 6,000 feet. As in the preceding study, most of the Cirrus tops lay a short distance below the tropopause. Nearly 40 per cent were from 0 to 4 3 000 feet, and another 25 per
cent from 4 3000 to 8 3000 feet 3 below the tropopause. The average distance betw~en the cloud
tops and tropopause was found to be related to the height of the tropopause
For tropopauses near 353000 feet 3 the cloud tops averaged 2 3000 feet lower, and for-tr~popauses near
453000 feet 3 5,000 feet lower. Ohly 19 per cent of the Cirrus tops were observed above the
tropopause, half of which were in the first 4,000 feet.
'

r6 7.

2.3

Canada (Clodman)

2.3.1

.!r~q~e~cx ~f_C.!..r.!:U~

In 1956 Clodman analyzed a set of reports made by Royal Canadian Air Force pilots

during the period 1950-1956

;-77.

About 2,000 reports were studied to obtain the average

amount of Cirrus present at ~arTous seasons and altitudes, and under certain associated wea-'
ther conditions :
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Amount of Cirrus (per cent)

Season

Warm months
Intermediate months
Cold months
Year

)2
))
)1
)2

Altitude ( feet)

AmolUlt of Cirrus (per cent)

)0,000
)5,000
40,000

15
7
2

Amount of Cirrus (per cent)

Associated weather

Precipitation present
Undercast present (includes precipitation cases)
Undercast absent

60
45
21

It appears from the above table that Cirrus in Canada is likely to be accompanied by lower
cloud layers and precipitation. Probably because of the low mean height of· tropopauses in
Canada, the decrease of cloud cover with height was very marked, the CirrUs being practically
negligible above 35,000 feet. Little variability was found between seasons or regions within
Canada.
·'It is not possible to compare the Cirrus frequency of England and Canada directly,

since the former was given in terms of the percentage of time Cirrus of any amount was present at a given spot (47 per cent), and the latter in ~erms of average cloud cover (32 per
cent). As shown la~er, in the United States the average cloud coVer at a given location was
found to be equal to about 55 per cent of the Cirrus frequency at that point. Using this re~
lationship (which may not be universally applicable), the average Cirrus cloud cover over
England would be but 26 per cent, or somewhat less than that of Canada.
2.).2

£iE.r:!!.s_h-".iJ>h!s

An independent group of over 400 reports was obtained and the heights and thicknesses
of the Cirrus layers tabulated as a function of the season and amotmt of Cirrus present. The
results are shown in the following table:

Season

Warm
Intermediate
Cold
Year

Average height
of Cirrus bases
(ft)

Average thickness
of Cirrus
(ft)

AmolUlt of
Cirrus
present

Average height
of Cirru,s bases
(ft)

28,500
25,500
24,500
26,200

6,700
6,)00
6,000
6,300

Overcast
Broken
Scattered
All cases

24,800
25,000
26,700
26,200

Apparently, Cirrus in canada is highest· and thickest in the warm months. Also, the more scattered.the layer} the higher it was found. These results are in agreement with those of the
ICY study-discussed in section 2.1.
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2.4

9

United states (Appleman)

In 1954, a joint Air Weather Service-Air Defence Command project, called ~roJect
·Cloud Trail, was organized to collect contrail, clear-air turbulence, and high-cloud (apove
25,000 ft) data from Jet interceptor aircraft
The project began on 1 December 1954 and.
ran ~or a period of one year. Each day that aircraft were available, flights were made in the
vicinity of 23 selected U.S. RAOB stations at the time of the morning (1500 OCT) sounding; .
The aircraft took continuous visual observations while climbing from 25,000 feet to maximum
altitude. The contrail and clear-air turbulence results are published elsewhere ~9, 10-7.

L8J.

2.4.1

Kr~q~e~cx. .£.f_C.!.r~~

The Project Cloud Trail data indicated somewhat less Cirrus than had been
The resuits are shown in the following table :

Winter

Occurrence of Cirrus

No. of observations
Cirrus absent (li)
Cirrus present (li)
Scattered (li)
Broken (:i)
Overcast (:i)
Average Cirrus cover*

*

841
62
38
16
12
10
23

(li)

Spring

~xpected.

.Summer

Fall

Year

865
69
31
22
6
3
13

831
69
31
17
8
6
17

J,448
65
35
19
9
7
19

911
60
40
21
11
8
23

Obtained by summing up all reported tenths of cloud cover (counting Cirrusabsent cases as zero) -and dividing by the total number of observations~

The Cirrus ':·coverage was significantly less in the United States than in Canada, averaging but
19 per cen~ for the year, as compared to 32 per cent for Canada. On 65 per cent of the days
no Cirrus at all was reported over the station (compared. to 53 per cent in England), while
on only 16 per cent of the days was more than half the sky covered •. A slight seasonal trend
was noted, with more Cirrus being present iQ the winter and spring, less in sUmmer and fall.
In England, the seasonal trend was quite erratic", with the highest Cirrus frequency observed
in the winter, the lea~t
the spring. ~o seasonal trend at all was observed in Canada.

in

Next the data were subdivided as to whether they fell in the northern or southern half
of the United States. (The dividing line was 390M). The results were as follows (annual values):

Occurrence of Cirrus

South

No. of observations
Cirrus absent (li)
Cirrus present (li)
Scattered (li)
Broken (li)
Overcast (%)
Average Cirrus cover

861
71
29
16

(%)

North

2,587
63
37
20

9
4

9
8

15

20

It is seen that Cirrus is more prevalent in the northern half of the United states
than in the southern half. This latitudinal variation is in accordance with our above finding
that more Cirrus is observed in Canada than in the United States.

10
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.!!.e.!.ei!::t".....o! E..l~~

E.a~e2- ~l~U~!~C~~s~,_~d_t::..m.E.e!.a!~£e_o! ~1E..~ 1ia~e

Separate studies were.again made for the northern (N) and southern (3) halves of the
United States, ·for scattered (1/10 - 5/10) and broken (6/10 - 10/10) cloud layers, and for
each season. The results are shown in table A. It is seen that, in general, scattered Clrrus
layers are higher and thinner than broken Cirrus. (This appears to be in agreement with the
results of the ICY and Canadian data.) Also, a seasonal trend was noticed, with Cirrus Qeing

somewhat higher and thicker (also in general agreement with the other studies) in the

wa~m

months than in the cold. Although it had been expected that Cirrus in the southern part

of

the United states would be found at higher altitudes than that in the north, no consistent'
latitudinal effect was found. This may be due to the fact that all clouds above 25~000 feet
were arbitrarily called Cirrus. Very possibly this definition resulted in the inclusion of
a number of Altostratus layers in the data, especially from the southern latitudes and summer
season. Consequently, the study was re-run to include only those clouds with base temperatures
at or below -40 oC. In table B it is seen that the cloud bases are higher in the warmer seasons
and latitudes (as would be expected using temperature as a criterion) and the cloud decks
thicker; these results are in agreement with those from the ICY.
In the analysis of Project Cloud Trail data, no study was made of the relationship
between the heights of the cloud tops and tropopause. However, such a study had been made
earlier using B-47 observations over the United states and adjacent coastal areas in January
and February, 1953 ~ll-7. The results were as follows :
Relationship of Cirrus cloud tops to tropopause
Distance between cloud top and tropopause
Extratropical tropopauses
More
From
From
More

than 2,000 ft above tropopause
2,000 ft above to 2,000 ft below
2,.000 'ft below to 5,000 ft below
than 5,000 ft below
Tropical tropopauses

From 15,000 ft below to 19,000 ft below
From 19,000 ft below to 25,000 ft below

NOa of observations
(29,000-39,000 ft)
1

44
19

3
(47,000-55,000 ft)
12

6

It is seen that the great majority (94 per cent) of the cloud tops were found in the region
between 2,000 feet above and 5,000 feet below the extratrop1cal tropopauses. On those occasions Where true tropical tropopauses pushed into the observation apea, however, the cloud
heights changed but little; as a result, the average distance between the tropopause and c~oud
top increased to nearly 20,000 feet.
As shown earlier (section 2.2.2), over"England, too, the distance between the tropopause and cloud top increased as the height of the tropopause increased, in close agreement
with the results of the U.S. study of extratropical tropopauses.Since the tropopauses over
England did not extend to the great altitudes of the true tropical tropopauses found over
the United states, the British data did not show the very large separations found in the U.S.
stUdy of tropical tropopausesa As shown in the next section, however, observations over France
and western Germany did contain cases Where the distance between the Cirrus tops and tropopause ranged up to 23,000 feet.
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TABLE

A

Mean seasonal values of base heights and thicknesses
of Cirrus clouds with base temperatures _40°C or
colder$ Project Cloud Trail.

WINTER

Height (ft)
Thiekne.s (it)
No. or-c~ses

Nortl1

South

U. S."

30,500
2,560

32,810
2,730

31,650
2,640

95

50

145

31,900
.3,230
120

32,400
3,570
32

32,150
3,400
152

36,000
2,340
94

33,900
3,120
8

34,950.
. 2,730
102

32,000
2,450
58

32,500
5,200
10

32,250
3,825
68

32,600
2,700
367

32,700
3,280
100

32,650
2,990
467

SPRrliG
llei«ht (ft)
Thiekne.. (it)
No. of cases

Height (tt)
Thiekne.. (tt)

No. of

cases

AUfIlM!!

Height (ft)
Thie):ne.. (ft)
No.

ot

cases

Height (ft)
Thiekne.. (it)
No. of cases

*u.

S. value. are .b>ple arithmetie aT.rag". of the
mean value. for the Horth and South.

**

The Talues in these eol1Jllll18 IllUSt be eon.idered
particularly doubtfnl because of the feW' cas.s
in'f'ol....d.
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TABLE

B

Seasonal mean values of cloud .base height,
thickness, and base temperature.

WINTER
1/10 - 5/10 ooverage

Height (ft )
Thiekne •• (ftl
Temperature ( C)

6/10 - 10/10 coverage

N - US
39°"

S - US
39°N

US

N - US
39°N

S - US
39°N

US

31,080
1,850
-49

32,810
1,930
-50

31,640
1,170
-50

28,920
3;120
-47

30,470
3,960
-45

29,430
3,380
-46

30,300
4,#70
-45

29,640
4,750
-43

30,120

31,290
5,970
-40

33,000
6,120
-43

31,460
5,990
-41

30,510
3,000
-42.6

30,160
\120
- 2.0

28,750
3,920
-37·7

29,850
4,080
-41.1

SPRING
Height (ft)
Thiekne'6 (ftl
Temperature ( C)

30,630
3,000
-47

31,380
3,390
-46

30,820
3,100
-47

4,550
-44

SUMJ,lER
Height (ft)
Thickness (ft)
Temper~ture

(Oc)

33,190
2,600
-45

29,650
2,830
-35

32,650
2,640
-43

AUTUMN
Height (ft)
Thickness (ft

I

Temperature ( C)

30,410
2790
-42.8

31,020

4)090
-41.<;

. YEAR

Height (ft/
Thieknes. ftl
Temperature ( C)
No. of cases·

*

31,590
2,620
-45.7

31,330
\030
- 3.6

31,540
2 7 10
- 45.3

30,070
20
\3
- 3.9

30,060
\400
- 2.6

30,070
\3 40
-.3.6

353

98

451

-187

62

249

Number of cases for Which height value~ were available.
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2.5

Western Europe (Alt)
This· ;:;tudy was based on a total of 1,375 Cirrus observations made by high-altitude

aircraft ov~r France and western Germany during the period 1 July 1950 to 30 June 1957 ;-12 7.
About 90 per cent of the reports were obtained from fighter aircraft, the remainder fro;
mercial (Comet and Caravelle) and S.N.C.A.3.E. aircraft. The accuracy of the height measurements was affected by a number of factors - the frequent rounding off of reports to the
nearest 5,000 feet, differences between true height and the height given by the altimeter)
etc. Alt estimates the average cloud-height error at about 3.000 feet.

."

com-

?5.1

!r~~e.!?;,cx.. .9.f_C.!..r.E.u~

Isolated Cirrus were found to be less common than formerly thought. Generally when
clouds were reported by a ground observer, a thin continuous veil of Cirrus
actually existed which was invisible from the ground; the observed isolated Cirrus were merely
thick areas in this Cirrus veil. Consequently, surface reports of Cirrus err not only in estimating the height of the cloud, but also the extent.
~solated Cirrus

In a set of 191 flight reports of French jets based at Bremgarten during the period
July 1956 to June 1957,127 (66 per cent) mentioned the existence of Cirrus. This figure i~
probably below reality because some of the aircraft not reporting Cirrus also failed to mention ~xisting lower cloud layers which were reported by ground observers. However, each flight
report presumably covered a large area, not a single point. The British data for large areas
mentioned Cirrus 75 per cent of the time.

I
I

The study was next expanded to consider five bases - Saint-Dizier, Metz, Luxeuil, Lahr,
and Bremgarten. During the year, flights were made on a total of 242 days, of which Cirrus
'was'repqrted on 183 (76 per cent). The monthly variation in the number of Cirrus observations
was as follows :
J

F

M

A

M

17

19

23

14

18

J

J

A

S

o

N

D

29

9

10

15

13

14

18

Alt states that the low values in July and August may be a result of fewer flights, since
this period is the us~al vacation time, ahd not due to a true variability of Cirrus. However,
the decreased Cirrus frequency observed in summer and fall is similar to that found in the
United States, and hence may be genuine.

I

A total of 720 flight reports mentioned the amount of Cirrus present
No. of cases

Amount of Cirrus
Scattered Cirrus (N
Broken Cirrus
(N
Overcast Cirrus (N

1, 2, 3)

232 (3~)

4, 5, 6)

193 (27%)

7, 8)

295 (41%)

Using the midpoint of each "amountll group as representative of the mean value of the group,
the average coverage of Cirrus when present is approximately 63 per cent, as compared to 55
per cent in the United States.
205.2

!!.e.!..~t_o.! Q.i£r~s_b~s~s

Based on a total of ~lo4 reports, the heights of the Cirrus bases are shown in Figure 7.
It is seen that in the majority of cases the bases lay in the region between 18,000 and 32,000
"reet, although the complete range of reports extended from 15,000 to 52,000 feet. It is prCbable that some of the lower-level reports were actually Altostratus; also, the rather sharp
fall-off in reports above 32 J OOO feet may in part be due to fewer flights at these levels.

~

ij
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As expected~ an annual variation was found in the height of the Cirrus bases, with
the minimum value occurring in February' and the maximum in September. There Was also some indication of a.diurnal change in the Cirrus height. From September to Februaryl the height
appeared to be at a minimum around 0960 GeT and to rise during the course of the afternoon.
31,410

30%

Z3,6%

~

'E

ZO%

."!
u

"u

NOITlbre d' observa tions
1104

u

"u

"0'

':: 10%

"'.

Figure 7.

Frequency distribution of heights
of Cirrus bases (after Alt

L12J).

During the warm season~ on the other hand, the maximum altitude occurred near the end of the
morning, followed by a minimum in the early afternoon, with new growth in the evening. Since
the number of flights made at each time of the day was unknown, it may be that these apparent
diurnal changes are not real but merely a reflection of flight activity.

The top of a Cirrus layer was generally found to be more sharply defined than the
base, especially When it corresponded to the level of the tropopause. When this was not the
case, the Cirrus was sometimes surmounted by a haze layer Which restricted visibility· for
some distance above the cloud deck.

30%

u

.~ 20%

.'1u

Nombre.
d'observatlons

1001

"u
u

"

u

g.
"

'u

10%

'"
Figure 8.

Frequenoy distribution
of Cirrus tops (after

of he~tB
Alt[12J).
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A total of 1,001 observations were available which reported the altitude of the Cirrus
tops. The results are shown in Figure 8. It is seen that 65 per cent of the cases lie between
28;000 and 37,.000 feet, with a mean height of 31,000 feet (9,500 m). Since the tropopause in
France averages about 11 kID, the average height of the cloud tops is about 1,500 m below the
mean height of the tropopause (see section 2.5.6).
An annual

variat~on

was found in the altitude of the CirrMs tops similar to that of

the Cirrus bases. ·There were some indications of a secondary maximum and minimum, but

the

evidence requires further confirmation.
2.5.4
:. .

Thickness of Clrrus
----------

A -total of 725 observations was available of the thickness of Cirrus layers (Figure 9).
values ranged from less than 2,000 to more than 22 J OOO feet J with most cases falling between 3,000 and 7,000 feet. The mean value was slightly over 6,000 feet, somewhat
thicker than formerly believed to be the case. As with the other stUdies, greatest thicknesses
were usually found to be associated with continuous layers._

Thickne~s

42.0'70
40%

No. of observations

725

I
24.41·
22.9'70

I
II

Figure 9.

Frequency distribution of thickness

of Cirrus (sfter Alt

.2.5,5

L12J).

2.21. 0.11.

o L--¥.""'<Of+rLf,","'i'-':'+''i'-':':+,r;.;:+':':f~S;Zl-th1ckness
( ) ) ~ I 8 ~ 11 1) ~ 11 18 \ 22 > 22 ,." of Cirrus
I < 9 I ~ ~ nIH ~ )11~o ~ ,'11" ~ 61/ > 61

'

. (thsds of ft)

!e.!~:p~r~t~..r~.9..f_C.!.r£~

Using the nearest available radiosonde observations, a study was made of the temperaof 518 Cirrus bases and 433 Cirrus tops. Base temperatures ranged from -5 to -65°C,
'wi~h nearly half of the cases lying between -25 and -40 oC. Temperatures of the Cirrus tops
ranged from -7 to -70°C, with over half of the cases lying between -45 and -60°C. Undoubtedly, a number of the warmer clouds reported as Cirrus were actually Altostratus.

~,~ures

;;~, 2.• 5. 6

.Q.i£r:::.s_~d_tE,e_t£o'p'0.E.~s~

In the past it was frequently believed that the top of cirri form layers generally
coincided with the tropopause. While this is sometimes true recent studies have indicated
that such cases are the exception. not the rule. Using a total of 439 reports. Alt shows
·,."that the most common Cirrus tops are 3.000 to 5.000 feet below the tropopause (similar to
the results over England and the United States). although individual cases ranged from
J

Ii

I

I
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12,000 feet above to 23,000 feet below~ (The latter figure corresponds closely with the re~
su~ts obtained with tropical tropopauses over the United states.)
Of the 439 cases~ only
10 per cent lay in the stratosphere, and the vast majority of these were within 3,000 feet
of the tropopause.

2.6

Cirrus and the jet stream

Several studies have been made of the associatipn between cirri form clouds and
Jet stream. Only one of these will be discussed in detail.

2.6.1

the

Qn!t~_S!a!e~ IPE.0.,Le-,,-tJ"-t_S!r"-a~)
During the winters of 1953-54 and 1954-55, two Florida-based aircraft - a medium-

. altitude B-29 and a high-altitude B-47 - made a series of data-gathering flights through Jet
streams ~13J 14-7. Although much useful information was obtained, -the authors note three

limitations in the resulting data sample. First. a geographical bias may exist, since the
flights were mainly over the south-eastern United states. Second, only a limited number of
observations were made in the stratosphere. Third, in order to use the wind-measuring equipment in the B-47, it was necessary to see the ground; this requirement often precluded flights
through cloudy conditions in advance of upper troughs.
The cloud observations were plotted with respect to the jet-stream core (C) on a
vertical cross-section perpendicular to the direction of flow ;-14
The upper cross-section
in Figure 10 shows the average frequency (per cent) with which-clouds of any type and amount
were observed at a point. (In ridges and in advance of troughs, freque~cies were about double
those shown; in troughs and on the forward side of ridges. frequencies were about half those
shown.) The lower cross-section is similar but is restricted to broken and overcast layers.
From the various studies already discussed relating the occurrence of high clouds to the
polar and tropical tropopauses, it appears reasonable to consider only those cloud layers
within 10,000 or possibly 15,000 feet of the jet core as true Cirrus. Because of the operating levels of the two research aircraft, the low clouds were often concealed by intervening
cloud decks and hence their reported frequencies are undoubtedly much too low.

7.

Examining the cross-sections, we see that two Cirrus maxima were observed. One is
situated about 300 to 350 miles north of the jet core J roughly 5,000 feet below the polar
tropopause. The other lies between 350 and 400 miles to the south of the jet core and about
17,000 feet below the tropical tropopause. The loca~ion of the Cirrus maxima with respect
to distance below the polar and tropical tropopauses is very similar to that found by other
authors in the United States and western Europe. At first glance the Cirrus frequency appears
to be a little low. but considering that (1) the observations are space-means about the jet
core and (2) flights could not be made by the B-47 through certain highly cloudy areas, the
results appear reasonable.
2.6. 2

.!~.r!.t!.s~ le!-~t.!:e!:.ffi-s!u~i~s

7

Sawyer and Ilett ;-15
studied the relationship between surface observations of high
clouds and the pattern o;-upper-air charts over the British Isles in 1949. It was found that
Cirrus of 4 or more octas was present much oftener on the right (south) side of the jet stream
than on the left (north). (The Project Jet Stream results cited above also showed more cloudiness on the right side of the jet stream in the layer 0-10,000 feet below the jet core, but
more on the left side in the 10JOOO-15,OOO foot layer.) Frontal- and layer-type Cirrus were
especially frequent on the' right side, anvil Cirrus and Cirrocumulus on the left. Little
longitudinal difference was found along the jet, and little difference between weak and strong
Jets.•

7,

Murray ;-16
using the 1951-1952 British Meteorological Research Flight data, also
found the high ~louds to lie ~ainly on the right side of the jet stream, especially from 150
to 450 nautical miles out. Only anvil Cirrus were found on the left side in the region between
100 and 250 miles. In the intervening region across the jet stream, the amount of high cloud
varied from none to much, depending on the situation.
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James ~5~ found similar results with the MRF data for 1952-1954. Cirrus reports
predominated in the region beginning 200 miles to the left of th~ jet stream apd extending
700 miles to the right. Reports of no Cirrus were most frequent to the left of the jet stream,
especially in the region more than 200 miles from the jet centre.

2.6.3

£i..!:.r!is_iE.!h~!r~!c~

Although no research project has yet been set up specifi?ally for the 'purpose of in_
vestigating the characteristics of tropical Cirrus, isolated examples are occasionally dis_
cussed in the literature. Palmer ;-17
described the various cloud regimes associated with
several types of high~level tropical cyclones. He-found the most common regime to be made up
of a developmental stage, followed by a series of cycles :

7

Developmental succession :

Cyclic succession

Cs nebulosus, very high

t cs nebulosus,
t cs nebulosus,
~

n~::

U

As,

os fibratus
cs fibratus., os spissatus, \¥lcinus, etc.

cs spissatus
ac stratiformis
CU

humilis

Ns, cu humilis, fs, and perhaps sq. Rain.

7

Durst ;-18
reported his observations on a flight in a high-altitude Gamet aircraft
from Khartoum (Sud;n) to Entebbe (Uganda) to Livingstone (N. Rhodesia) in March, 1952. He
observed a continuous sheet of Cirrus or Cirrostratus at about 45,000 to 50,000 teet, extending from approximately lIoN, 33°E to 16°s, 28°E - a distance of over 1,600 miles. When viewed
direotly overhead from the aircraf~ th~ cloud deck appeared very thin or even invisible.
when looking toward the horizon, however, it appeared to form a comparatively t~ck sheet.
On the return flight three days later the Cirrostratus veil was still present, although more
patchy than before.
Because of its great extent, Durst suggests the cloud deck is a result of condensation in the rising intertropical air. As the air spreads poleward just below the tropopause, the Cirrostratus veil would be carried along for a considerable distance to the north
and to the south.
2.7

Summary

Several types of obervational errors can lead to inaccuracies in climatic summaries
of Cirrus clouds. Among ~hese are inaccurate measurements (SUCh as those due to the use of
pressure altimeters in aircraft), the tendency of observers to round off height measurements
to the nearest 5,000 feet, the difficulty in distinguishing between Altostratus and Cirrostratus, and others. Keeping these limitations in mind, however, the following -conclusions
can be drawn.
2.7.1

£iE..~_fE..e.s.u~n~y'

In general, in the temperate zone, Cirrus appears to be a little more common in the
cold months and high latitudes than in the summer months and low latitudes. The frequency
qf occurrence of Cirrus in the immediate vicinity of a station was much higher for southern
England than for the United States, averaging 47 per cent for the former, 35 per cent for
the latter (annual means). The seasonal frequencies varied from as little as 31 per cent
for the United States in summer (even less in the southern states) to over twice this valu~
(64 per cent) for England in winter. The percentage of time that a large area was complete~
ly free ,of high clouds was 25 per cent (annual average) for England, 34 per cent for France
and western Germany. The exact size of the areas included in these statistics is not clear.
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The average affioWlt of sky covered by Cirrus was 32 per cent for Canada, 20
for the northern half of the United States, and 15 per cent for the southern half.
value of 26 per cent was obtained for En~land.

~~r

cent
A derived

Cirrus is most common in the upper troposphere, a few thousand feet~elow and on the
high-pressure (south) side of the jet-stream core. Only about 10 (or at most 20) per cent
of all Cirrus lies within or exte~d5 into t~e stratosphere, and the great majority of these
cases are fQUlld within a few thousand feet of the iropopause.
"
2.7.2

Q.iE.~s_hO'.i"h~s

The International Cloud Year (ICY) study indicated that the average height of Cirrus
bases is a function of season and latitude, with greatest heights being reached in summer and
in the tropics. AIBO, Cirrus clouds were found at greater heights than Cirrostratus layers.
These results wer~ generally supported by the studies carried out for specific a~easo
The, ICY data gave mean heights of,around 25,000 feet (summer) and 22,000 feet (winter) for Scandinavia; 29,000 feet and 25,000 feet for the French-German area; 33.000 feet
and )0,000 feet for the United states; and 39,000 feet and 36,000 feet for Manila. The
British MRF data showed the maximum Cirrus frequency occurring near 28.000 feet over southern England. AltIs study over France and western Germany gave a mean height of approximate_
ly 26,-000 feet, very near the ICY value. in the United States -the average h~ight o~tained
from Project Cloud Trail data was 30,000 feet when all clouds above 25.000 feet were considered as Cirrus, and 33,000 feet when the data were limited to those clouds with base temperatures of -40 oc or colder. A comparison of these results with those of-the ICY suggests that
a temperature cut-off. 2 or 3 degrees higher (around -37°C) would have .resulted in almost
exact agreement between the mean values of' the ICY and Project Cloud Trail cloud heights for
the United states.
Perhaps an even more useful height relationship is that between the tropopause and
the top of ,.•: the Cirrus layer. In general. the top of the cloud deck lay between 2,000 and
5,000 feet-below the polar tropopause, the separation-being greater the higher the tropopause.
and from 15,000 to.25.~00 feet below tropical tropopaus~s extending into.temperate.latitudes
Other reports indicate that in the intertropical zone itself. a nearly transparent. widespread Cirrostratus veil frequently exists at latitudes only a short distance below the tropical tropopause.
g

Cirrus thickness
The mean thickness of Cirrus layers lies between 3,000 and 6.000 feet, being signifi_
cantly greater for broken and overcast depks than for scattered layers. Both Canadian and
United States data indicated a seasonal trend, with greater t~ickness in the warmer seasons.
No clear-cut latitudinal trend was noted. however. Values in the northern and southern· halves
of the United States were similar, but significantly less than in Canada to the north. On the
other hand, values obtained over France and western Germany appeared to be slightly greater
than those measured over southern England.

3.

TIlE FORECASTING OF CIRRIFORM CLOUDS

3.1

Great Britain (James)

3.1 1
0

K0E.e~a~t.!.n~ !h~ ~c~u.E..r~n~e_o!. ~iE.~S

The Forecasting Research Division at Dunstable} England. tested a Cirrus forecasting
technique ~6-lTbased on answering as many of the following questions as possible:
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(a) 6 - 9 hours ahead

(1)

Is the 500-mb

tem.p~rature-dew

point

spre~d

less thim or

eq4~+

(2)

Is the 450-mb

tem.pe~atu.re-~~w

po:!.nt

spre~d

+ess than or

equ~l ~9

(3)

Is the 400-mb

temp~+~ture~~w

ppint

_spr~w;l :t..~ss

(4 )

Is the lapse rate in the 500!;JQ0-mb

(5)

Is the 400-ml:> wiqd between

(6)

Is there

(7)

Is the 1,000!500-mb thermal wind ~reater thim 20 kt?

(8)

Is the foreca~t area in a ridge ~n the l~OOO/?OO-mb thlckn~ss pattern?

(9)

Is there anticyclonic curvature of the I,OaO/SOO-rnb thickness lines?

~ ve~r

of wtI1d

to 10°C?
10°C?

than or eq,4!iJ. to 10°C?

l?-~er f!:re~t.!?r th~n

the wet adiabatic?

SW and W\I?

Q~tween

500

~nd

3QO mp of 20° or more?

(10)

Is there a deep cold pool or intense thickness through in the I,OaO/SOO-mb thickness
pattern?

(11)

Is the forecast area in, or just to the rear of, a ridge in the 30D-mb contour pattern?

( 12)

Is the forecast area on the anticyclonic side of a 300-mb jet stream and within 300
miles of the jet axis?

(13)

Is the forecast area up to 300 miles ahead of a surface warm front or occlusion?

Generally ten or eleven of the above questions could be answered. If five or more
questions were answered yes, 4/8 or more Cirrus were forecast; if less than five were answered
yes, less than 4/8 Cirrus were forecast. The results of the test were
follows:

as

Cirrus
observed

Cirrus forecast

Yes

No

Total

Yes

24

3

'Z1

Nc

8

43

51

32

46

78

Total

(b) 24 - 36 hours ahead
A separate test was made for longer periods (24-36 hours), based on the answers to
the following questions:

(1)

Is the air

1i~e1y

to be moist?

Using the 500~mb prontour and latest available actual chart, the air at this level
was traced baok, from the area at the time for which the forecast was required, to
the region of an available radiosonde ascent. Examination of the depression of dew
point below temperature at the levels 500, 450 and 400 mb (sometimes values at higher levels than 400 rob were also available) answered the question "is the dew":;point
depression less than or equal to IDce, at or above 500 mb?"

(2)

Will the area at the time fcr which the fcrecast is required be up to 300 miles ahead
of a surface warm front or occlusion? The surface prognostic chart was used here.

(3)

Is the area forecast to be on the anticyclonic side of a JOO-mb jet stream and with-

in 300 miles cf the Jet axis?
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(4)

Will the area be in, or just to the rear of, a 30G-rob ridge?

( 5)

Will the area be in a thermal ridge as suggested by the I/Oaa/SOo-rob prognostic
thickness chart?

(6)

Will the 300-mb wind over the area be veered from that at 500 mb by 20° or more?

21

A forecast of Cirrus was made if two or more of the above questions were answered
yes. The results of the test were as follows:

Cirrus forecast

Cirrus

observed

3.1.2

Yes

No

T,otal

Yes

22

7

29

No

8

35

43

Total

30

42

!bE..r_~..v.:!:.a.!.~ .!e~~ip~

.!0E.. !0E.e~a~t~n~

12

Q.i2:~s

L19J,

In a more recent study
it has been found that nearly as good results can be
obtained with a condensed version of the James technique. Only thre 1 questions are asked:

(1)

Is the forecast area in or just to the rear of a ridge in the 200-mb contour pattern?

(2)

Is the forecast area on the anticyclonic side of a 200-mb jet stream and within 300
miles of the jet area?

(3)

Is the forecast area up to 300 miles ahead of a 'surface warm front or occlusion?

A study was carried out on 264 days in 1957 and 1958. On each day a score -of 0 .. 1/2..
or 1 was given for'each question answered no .. uncertain.. or yes .. respectiyely. The area considered was England and Wales south of 53°N; the period was 0600-1200 GMT. Charts used were
the 200-mb contour analysis and the following 0600 GMT surface map. The resulting score was
compared with the average amount of Cirrus reported by morning reconnaissance flights, or
surface reports in the absence of such flights. Results were as follows:

Per cent of cases where specified amount of Cirrus was observed
Average amount of Cirrus
Score

o - 3/8

o - 1/2
1-11/2

78
56

3

37

2 -

3/8 - 8/8
22

44
63

It is clear that the conditions described in the above three questions are related to
the occurrence of Cirrus. Other applications are described in detail in the original paper.

3.1.3

K0E.e~a2..t1.n~!h~ ~a~e2. ~~ ~.o1?.s_o! 9..iE..r~s

7

James ;-6
states that a first estimate of the Cirrus height can be based on the
height of the tropopause. If the tropopause is low (:L.e., below 35-,000 feet), most Cirrus
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tops will be within 2,000 feet of the tropopause. This separation increases as the tropopause
height increases, averaging about 5,000 feet when the tropopause reaches 45,000 feet.

The thickness of the Cirrus layer. was also found to increase with the height of the
tropopause, averaging around 4,000 feet for low tropopauses and 8,000 feet for high ones.
The height of the cloud base is then obtained from the estimates of the height of the cloud
top and the cloud thickness.
3.2

Western Europe (Alt)

Alt ~12-7 carried out a study of the rel~tionship between Cirrus and the synoptic
pattern at 300 mb. In order to obtain homogeneous data he used only those high-altitude ob-

servations made by the Jets stationed at Bremgarten during the period 1955 to 1957. The reSUlts can only be assumed to hold for the area of north-eastern France and south-western
Germany. A total of six synoptic patterns was used:
(a)
Well organized, rapid flow of warm maritime air from the west or south-west. This
situation is characterized by thick (average 2,500 m), extensive (7/8 to 8/8) Cirrus layers.
Jet streams are common in this situation, with 71 per cent of the Cirrus occurring on the
anticyclonic side, 29 per cent on the cyclonic side.
(b)
A south-west/north-east oriental ridge over the area. With this pattern the Cirrus
tends -to be scattered- (less than 4/8) but thick. Often several discontinuous layers are superimposed, one above another.
(c)
Direct polar flow from the north. The associated Cirrus is gen~rally isolated, low
in altitude, and with little thickness.
(d)
Perturbed flow from the west with successive troughs and ridges. The Cirrus is very
variable, but less extensive and thick than with synoptic type (a).
(e)
Warm flow of Mediterranean air from the south-west. This pattern is not common, so
the resulting statistics are questionable. When the flow from the water is fresh, the Cirrus
is thick and extensive, as in type (a). But when the trajectory is a little more continental,
the Cirrus are isolated and thin, as with type (c).
(f)

Weak unorganized flow. The associated Cirrus is very variable.

3.3

United States (French and Johannessen)

French and Johannessen found a definite relationship between the occurrence of
extensive Cirrostratus and the vorticity advection at "300 rob LllJD Assuming that the
synoptic 300-mb pressure pattern moves with a speed less than that, of the air at that level,
a reasonable assuption in most cases, the individual air parcels move through the various
systems. The authors show that a region of positive vorticity advection, Which normally
would be found between a ridge line and the following trough line to the west, would also
generally be a region of upward vertical motion. Thus, as the air moves into such an area,
Cirrus would be likely to form provided sufficient moisture was available. Conversely, an
area of negative vorticity advection, between the trough line and the ridge line· to the west,
would tend to be an area of downward motion and little CirrusD Actually, dense Cirrus cloud
decks might maintain themselves for a distance of several hundred miles past the ridge line
before completely dissipating.
The theory was tested using B-47 aircraft observations of clouds above 25,000 feet.
The tracks covered much of the United States and adjacent areas of the Atlantic Ocean. The
flights occurred in January and Febl~ary, 1953, covering a total distance of about 45,000
miles. Cloud amounts were reported as overoast (10/10), broken (6/10-9/10), scattered (5/10
or less), or clear. Figure 11 shows a plot of the vorticity-advection term along the track
of the aircraft, together with the reported extensive areas (defined as greater than 100
miles along the flight path) of broken and overcast Cirrostratus clouds. The close relation"
ship between the Cirrus and the positive vorticity adv~ction is readily apparent.
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The results for the entire study are shown in the following table:
PER CENT FREQUENCY OF CIDUD COVER ABOVE 25,000 FEET AS A FUNCTION
OF TIlE VORTICITY ADVECTION TERM AT 300 MB
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The relationship between the existence of extensive layers of broken and overcast Cirrus and
the JOG-rob vorticity advection is clearly shown in the above tableD However, as pointed out
by the authors, the use of this technique by itself as a forecast tool is limited, since only
in those few cases where the vorticity-advection term was greater than 10-4 sec-1 did the
extensive Cirrus layers occur over half the time.
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Figure 11. Vorticity-advecti~n term at 300 rnb, 1500Z1 22 Jan. 1953, along track
of aircraft. Units 10-5 sec-. (After French and Johannessen ~1~.)

3.if

United states (Appleman)

In connexion with the Air Weather Service (U.S. Air Force) programme for wider use
of objective forecast procedures. an investigation was made of the feasibility of forecasting Cirrus by this approach
21 7. UndoubtedlYJ two of the most successful Cirrus

L20.
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indicators, if available, would be the vertical motion and relative humidity in the upper
troposphere. Unfortunately, neither of these indicators is measured directly. Consequently,
several other parameters were selected w~ich, it was hoped, would be related to the highaltituQ8 vertical motion and moisture content, and hence to the occurrence of Cirrus. Scatter
diagrams were then prepared of the occurrence of Cirrus as a function of these indicators for
five locations - Fairbanks (Alaska), Caribou (Maine), Liverpool, Wiesbadeu, and Port ~autey.
The cloud observations were obtained from the surface weather-observation records for
each station. The number of hours of broken or overcast Cirrus were counted for each calendar
day. If less than three hours occurred1 the day was defined as non-Cirrus (N) 1 and if three
or more hours 1 as Cirrus (C). The forecast indicators were obtained from the 0300 acT RAOB
on the forecast date. Successful indicators included the mean lapse rate between 300 and
SOO I1\b(T, - T ), and the past 24-hour changes in height and temperature at 300 mb (A24~
and 1:1 24T-:s). SThe indicators were used in pairs as independent variables on the scatter d,iagrams 1 and the occurrence or non-occurrence of Cirrus plotted ther~on. Best reSUlts were
aclrleved using the indicators 1:124-~ and tJ. 24T'S. The results for Fairbanks 1 Alaska 1 for the
summers of 1951~ 1952 1 and 19531 ar€ shown in Figure 12. A total of 91 forecasts were correct
and 35 wrong1 resulting in a forecast accuracy of 72 per cent 1 compared to 67 per cent for
24-hour persistence forecasts and 59 per cent for climatological forecasts ~i.e.J always forecasting the more cornmon category) for the same area and season.
lI. 2~ "31111
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Figure 12. The occurrence of Cirrostratus as a
function of the 24-hour change in the temperature
and height at 300 mb J Fairbanks, surruner 1951, 1952,
1953 (after Appleman
2lJ).
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lI.1~T3rcl

As is well known J accurate high-cloud data for the purpose of constructing and testing forecast studies are difficult to obtain. The only routine Cirrus observations available
are those made by the surface observer in his hourly observation. In the case of lower broken
or overcast cloud layers, the presence of upper clouds immediately becomes questionable.
Night-time observations of high clouds are also unreliable. Hence, any resulting correlations
are biassed toward situations in which low or middle clouds are absent or scattered. As seen
in Figure 12, only 126 of a possible 270 summer days at Fairbanks were usable.
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3.5

United States (Fletcher and Sartor)

7

In 1951, Fletcher and Sartor ;-22
carried out a study on the relationship between
the occurrence of Cirrus and the simultan~ous veering with height (warm-air advection) of the
geostrophic wind between 700 and 300 mb. A transparent overlay of the 300-mb chart was placed
over the 700-rob chart. Those areas where the 300-mb contours crossed the 700-mb contours in
the direction of increasing 700-rob heights were defined as

11

Clrrus_favourable rl regions; crOss-

ings in the opposite direction identified "Cirrus-unfavourable l1 regions. Although the test
was carried out only on analyzed charts, it is obvious that the same technique would be
applicable, to prognostic charts, with some fall-off in skill •

•
Figure 13. 3OO-rob (solid lines) snd 700-rob (dashed linas) snalyses for 1500Z.
7 December 1948. 1830Z reports of Cirrus and of clear skies indicated by solid
and open ciroles, respectively. Areas orwell_marked veering and backing of the
geostrophiowind indicated by vertical and horizontal oross-hatohing, respectively .(after Fletoher BIld sartor

L22J>.

.

A series of 10 pairs of 1500 acT upper-air charts was selected~ covering the period
6 - 15 December 1948. Cloud data for the verification were obtained from the 1830 GeT surface maps. The situation for 7 December 1948 is shown in Figure 130 The open circles indicate stations reporting no clouds at all~ and the solid circles indicate stations reporting
Cirrus ,in any amount~ regardless of other cloud layers. Whenever a station reported any lower clouds, but no Cirrus~ the report was not used o The horizontal cross-hatching denotes unquestionable backing-wind (Cirrus-unfavourable) areas~ and the vertical cross-hatching indicates definite veering-wind (Cirrus-favourable) areas. The remainder of the map, where the
700- and 300-mb contours were approximately parallel, was left unshaded. The results of the
study are shown in the following table:
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Veering

Indefinite

wind
No, of cases

stations reporting Cirrus (%)
Stations reporting clear (%)

606
92
8

Backing
wind

893
83

530

17

36

64

Since all reports showing any amount of lower cloud but no Cirrus were eliminated
from the study, it is probable that a large number of no-Cirrus cases were losto Consequent_
ly, the percentages of Cirrus shown above are probably much too high. For example, Project
Cloud Trail showed Cirrus as being present but 38 per cent of the time over the United sta~es
in winter. If each of the values in the above table is proportionately reduced by an amount
sufficient to give an overall average Cirrus occurrence of 38 per cent, the results would be
as follows:

Veering
wind

Indefinite

Stations reporting Cirrus (%)

63

42

21

Stations reporting no Cirrus (%)

37

58

79

Baoking
wind

While it is obvious that the use of advection alone is not sufficient to forecast
accurately the occurrence or non-occurrence of Cirrus, especially in view of the large number
of cases falling in the l1indefinite" advection region, it appears that a real relationship
does exist. However, it should be pointed out that the warm-air advection areas will general_
ly not agree too well with the areas of positive vorticity advection used by Johannessen and
French in their forecast study. Perhaps a combination of the two parameters - warm-air adveotion ooinciding with positive-vorticity advection _ would prove a better indicator of widespread Cirrus than either used alone. More often than not, this "preferred" position would
extend from the ridge line some distance to the west.

3.6

Summary

A number of techniques have been developed for forecasting the occurrence of extensive Cirrus area. James suggested a synoptic approach based on vertical wind shear, dew-point
depression, contour and thickness patterns, and location with respect to the jet stream and
surface fronts. Forecast accuracies were about 86 per cent for short periods (6-9 hours) and
79 per cent for longer periods (24-36 hours). An abbreviated version of the technique yield~
ed forecast accuracies of 78 per cent for 0-3/8 Cirrus, and 63 per cent for 3/8-8/8 Cirrus.
A rather large number of cases fell into the uncertain categoryo Lumping these ~ith the
0-3/8 Cirrus cases gave an overall forecast accuracy of 66 per cent. Alt, too, used a synop~
tic approach, based on the contour pattern at 300 mh. No verification scores were included
in his report.
Several objective procedures have also" been developed for forecasting extensive
periods or areas of Cirrus. The French-Johannessen technique forecasts Cirrus in regions of
positive vorticity advection at 300 mb. Appleman used a scatter-diagram technique, based on
the prior 24-hour change in the }OO-rob temperature and height, to predict the occurrence during the day of three or more hours of broken or overcast Cirrus at a station. A forecast
accuracy of 72 per cent was obtained for Fairbanks over a period of three summers. The
Fletcher-Sartor technique considered regions of apparent warm-air advection between 700 and·
300 mb as Cirrus-favourable areas, and regions of cold-air advection as Cirrus-unfavourable
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Zf.:

areas. The method showed a definite relationship between the advection and cloud cover$ but;
under the conditions of verification~ resulted in a preponderance of Cirrus for all types of
advection. Arbitrarily reducing the Cirrus frequency of the study to that given by the ProjectCloud Trail climatology resulted in a forecast accuracy of 63 per cent for the Cirrusfavourable areas and 79 per cent for the Cirrus-l.Ulfavourable areas.

A Iittle more than a

third of the stations lay in regions of Ii ttle or no advection, where "no Cirrus" occurred.

the majority (58 per cent) of the time.

.

In general it can- be stated that all the above techniques are useful in" foreca~ting
None, however, proved suf'ficiently accurate to be used blindly'o
More often than not, a forecaster who combines sever.al of the above methods and adds his own
insight and experience will achieve the greatest success. There are indications t~at major
breakthroughs in the Cirrus forecasting problem lie ,just 'aroUnd the corner, with the'deV~lop
~ent of- numerical techniques for predicting hiish-altitude vertical 'motion, new ins:trtiments'
for measuring high-altitude humidities, and, perhaps' most important. of all, satellites for.
o~serving accurately the location and movement of clouds. over the ~ntire surtace pf ~he earth.
areas of extensive Cirrus.
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